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‘Botched.’ What Hurricanes coach said about Flyers game postponement, COVID in NHL

By Chip Alexander 

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour, in the suit on 
the left, said Wednesday that the NHL’s postponement of the 
Canes-Flyers game was “botched all the way around.” 

For the second time this week, the Carolina Hurricanes 
practiced Wednesday at the Wake Competition Center. 

One difference: The Canes did not have a charter flight to a 
city where there would be no game. 

Another difference: Defenseman Jaccob Slavin was not at 
the practice after entering the NHL COVID protocol. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour remains miffed over the late 
postponement of the road game against the Philadelphia 
Flyers. The Canes flew into Philly on Monday afternoon after 
practice at WCC only to have the NHL announce at 9:30 
p.m. that the Tuesday game was postponed because of 
COVID issues with the Flyers. 

“Is it hard to understand? Yes that is, definitely,” Brind’Amour 
said Wednesday. 

Brind’Amour said he was given no further explanation on the 
NHL decision and Carolina’s seventh postponement this 
season. He said he was told the return flight Tuesday could 
not leave until 3 p.m. but that the Canes would be allowed to 
practice at the Wells Fargo Center. 

“We woke up (Tuesday) and was told, ‘Well, there’s a 
basketball court on there,’ ” he said. “It was just botched all 
the way around. But it is what it is. We understand these are 
tough times to navigate through and it doesn’t always work 
out.” 

Adding to Brind’Amour’s stress level is having Slavin, his 
best defenseman, go into the COVID protocol. Slavin was 
said to have driven a rental car back to Raleigh to complete 
his quarantine. 

“It’s getting everybody. It’s just a matter of time,” Brind’Amour 
said of COVID-19 and the highly contagious omicron variant. 
“It’s interesting how we look at this now. Used to be you were 
really concerned like, ‘OK, how is it going to affect people 
now.’ Meaning our guys. I understand it’s different for other 
people. 

“Now we’re kind of like it’s picking everybody off and once 
we get through it we can take a sigh of relief. Until then, 
every day we test and it’s, ‘OK, who’s going next?’ 
Interesting times but we’re getting through it.” 

Slavin’s the anchor on the back end and his absence caused 
a makeover of the defensive pairs Wednesday. Tony 
DeAngelo, who has been partnered with Slavin, was paired 

with Brady Skjei. Ian Cole was with Brett Pesce and Brendan 
Smith with Ethan Bear. 

Smith has not played since Dec. 18 against the Los Angeles 
Kings but will be in the lineup Thursday for the home game 
against the Columbus Blue Jackets. 

Rookie forward Seth Jarvis was not at practice Wednesday. 
Jarvis, 19, was given a day off to rest and his “maintenance 
day” caused Brind’Amour to grin and say, “The game has 
changed, for sure.” 

Brind’Amour was named Tuesday as one of the four coaches 
selected for the 2022 NHL All-Star Games and called it a 
reflection of the team’s success — Carolina (24-7-2) has the 
best points percentage in the Metropolitan Division. 

“It’s good to get recognized that way, that our team is at least 
up there with the other good teams in the league,” he said. 

Goaltender Jack LaFontaine, who left the University of 
Minnesota to sign an entry level contract with the Carolina 
Hurricanes, answers media questions after his first team 
practice Wednesday.. Chip Alexander 

Goalie Jack LaFontaine, who left the University of Minnesota 
mid-season to sign an entry-level contract Sunday with 
Carolina, put in his first practice. The Canes had three 
goalies on the ice with Frederik Andersen, Alex Lyon and 
LaFontaine — Antti Raanta remains out with an upper-body 
injury. 

“Day 1 was great,” LaFontaine said. “I got in last night and 
got all settled. The guys obviously were unbelievable. It was 
fun to get out there. I think hockey is probably the easiest 
part of this process right now. It was nice and relaxing to get 
back out there and just feel the pace and feel some shots.” 

LaFontaine, a Mississauga, Ontario, native, has been 
assigned to the Canes’ taxi squad and is awaiting the 
completion of his work visa that would allow him to play. 

“When he’s available, then he gets in the conversation,” 
Brind’Amour said. 

Of note 

Canes play-by-play announcer Mike Maniscalco has entered 
the COVID protocol, the team said Wednesday, and will miss 
the next three games. The game broadcast will be handled 
by Tripp Tracy and Shane Willis. 

Carolina Hurricanes vs Columbus Blue Jackets 

When: Thursday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/Radio: ESPN+, Hulu; WCMC-99.9 FM 
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Hurricanes’ penalty kill still thriving 

By Cory Lavalette  

RALEIGH — Ahead 2-1 in the third period on Dec. 11 in 
Edmonton, the Carolina Hurricanes did something you never 
want to do: give the Oilers’ power play a chance. 

The Hurricanes went down a man when defenseman Brady 
Skjei was called for a penalty six minutes into the final 
period, allowing the hometown Oilers — and their top-ranked 
power play with a 32.5% conversion rate — the opportunity 
to tie the game. 

A blocked shot, save and clear ran down the first half of the 
power play. Another Frederik Andersen save, a shorthanded 
rush for Carolina and two more clears ended the threat. 

Then Skjei — who is third on the team in shorthanded ice 
time this season — took another penalty with just over nine 
minutes remaining. 

Back to work, and this time there was some luck involved. 
The Oilers had Grade-A two chances, including one for 
Connor McDavid alone in the slot, that went wide. 

The Hurricanes again survived and went on to a 3-1 win. 

It was the second game of a streak that has now reached 
nine games in which Carolina has not allowed a power play 
goal. The Hurricanes have killed off 30 straight power plays 
since allowing a goal on Dec. 7 in Winnipeg. 

“We expect to kill a penalty … It’s a crucial part of the game,” 
Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour said following Friday’s 
home win over Calgary when the streak hit a month. 

The success is not new for the Hurricanes under 
Brind’Amour. In his first three full seasons behind the 
Carolina bench, Brind’Amour has seen his team rank ninth, 
second and third on the penalty kill. This year it is ranked 
second again, having allowed just 11 goals while 
shorthanded for a 91.7% success rate. That ranks behind 
only Pittsburgh’s 92.8%. 

Since Brind’Amour took over in 2018, the Hurricanes have 
had the best cumulative penalty kill at 87.9% through 
Monday’s games. Boston and Tampa Bay are tied for 
second at 86.1%. 

So what makes a good penalty kill? Like the two kills against 
the Oilers, it’s effort, structure, opportunity and often luck. 

“I think you do need to outwork the other guys,” defenseman 
Ian Cole said Monday, “but you’re also outnumbered, so just 
running around like chickens with their heads cut off doesn’t 
really do it because you’re obviously down a man. 

“So I think it has to be a mix of smart reads, good 
anticipation, and, yes, then outworking too.” 

Cole has been known throughout his career as a reliable 
penalty killer, logging more than 1,100 minutes shorthanded 
in 626 career regular season games with St. Louis, 
Pittsburgh, Columbus, Colorado, Minnesota and Carolina. 
He found out early he would need to play shorthanded if he 
wanted to stick around the league. 

“When I got to St. Louis and I had Ken Hitchcock (as coach), 
he basically said, ‘Yeah, you’re not gonna be touching the 
ice on the power play anymore, which I used to run in 
college,” Cole said. “I used to be a skilled defenseman, at 
least a little bit skilled. And he basically said, ‘Yeah, you’re 
not going to be playing unless you do X, Y and Z.’ So I had 
to adapt pretty quickly.” 

Assistant coach Tim Gleason was, like Cole, a defensive 
defenseman who spent a lot of time on the kill. Now running 
the penalty kill this season after he replaced Dean 
Chynoweth on Brind’Amour’s staff, Gleason said the key to a 
successful unit is everyone being on board with the plan. 

“You can have any type of system, but if guys aren’t buying 
into it, it doesn’t matter what it is,” Gleason said. 

The Hurricanes have buy-in from players up and down their 
roster, including top-of-the-lineup players like Sebastian Aho 
and Teuvo Teravainen who also offer the threat of 
shorthanded scoring chances — as they had in Edmonton — 
on top of being adept penalty killers. 

“I think that’s changed in the last two, three years,” Gleason 
said of skill players logging more minutes on the penalty kill. 
“It’s interesting because we always talk about like, ‘Hey, 
when you can go, go.’ If we can score a shorthanded goal, 
obviously, we want to do that. 

“But at the same time, buying in is doing the right things at 
the right times in our zone and on the forecheck, and we 
stick to our system,” Gleason continued. “And it doesn’t 
matter if you’re a 25-goal scorer or five-goal scorer — if 
you’re buying into it and you do the right things with 
discipline, I think it kind of shows how it works out.” 

While most of the league’s penalty kills look the same — a 
standard four-man box with varying levels of aggressiveness 
depending on the team and players on the ice — there are 
always tweaks being made, whether it’s because of the next 
opponent or things that didn’t work in a previous game. 

“It’s what the other team is bringing, right?” Gleason said. “Or 
what maybe lit us up the night before. Like if we weren’t very 
good in situations or from a forecheck standpoint, it’s not 
necessarily that particular thing that we would change. … I 
think it’s a game-by-game basis, you have to adapt a little 
bit.” 
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For now, everything is going right for the Hurricanes’ penalty 
kill. 

“For the past month we’ve been fortunate,” Cole said, “but 
those tides can change quickly if you’re not careful.” 

 

 

 

Practice Report: LaFontaine's Arrival 

By Walt Ruff  

RALEIGH, NC. - After a quick trip to Philadelphia for what 
wound up being just a team workout, the Carolina Hurricanes 
were back in the Triangle for a practice day Wednesday. 

There was some obvious frustration about not playing 
Tuesday night in the City of Brotherly Love, however, Rod 
Brind'Amour chose his words carefully in regard to the 
situation. 

"Is it hard to understand? Yes," the Metropolitan Division All-
Star Coach started off with. "I didn't get any [explanation]. I 
was just told at 9:30 p.m. Monday that the game was off. 
Then I was told we could practice because our flight couldn't 
go out until 3 p.m. [Tuesday]. Then I woke up and was told 
that there was a basketball court [on the surface of the Wells 
Fargo Center]... It is what it is. We understand that these are 
tough times to navigate through and it doesn't always work 
out." 

The league's official verbiage on the postponement was the 
standard "due to COVID-19 related issues", however, the 
Flyers not only had able bodies to play, they had more 
players available than they did when they played games both 
Thursday and Saturday. Philadelphia also held a team 
practice Tuesday morning. 

Regardless, the Canes continued about their business, 
returning to Raleigh Tuesday afternoon and got back to 
business the next day. 

Well, most of the Canes. 

One glaring absence from their trip back was defenseman 
Jaccob Slavin, who unfortunately joined COVID Protocol 
during the team's short-lived trek north. Slavin will now miss 
at least the team's game Thursday against Columbus and 
Saturday afternoon against Vancouver. The absence gives 
opportunity to Brendan Smith, who slid in on the defense at 
Wednesday's practice. Playing alongside Ethan Bear, the top 
two pairs consisted of Brady Skjei with Tony DeAngelo, and 
Ian Cole with Brett Pesce. 

First Day On The Job 

While Slavin was able to return to North Carolina via a rental 
car on Tuesday, the team also gained an extra body, as new 
signee Jack LaFontaine arrived at Raleigh-Durham 
International Airport Tuesday night. Hours later he was on 
the ice for his first practice with the NHL roster. 

Still clad in his maroon and gold University of Minnesota 
setup, the 24-year-old's first practice served as the latest 
stepping stone in a wild few days, which included playing a 
collegiate game Saturday, signing Sunday, having his first 
media availability and being assigned to the Taxi Squad 
Monday and a travel-filled day on Tuesday. 

"Day one was great," he led off with when answering the first 
question presented to him. "The guys were unbelievable. 
There's a good mixture of young and old guys and it was fun 
to get out there. Hockey has been the easiest part of this 
process, so it was just nice and relaxing to get out there, feel 
the pace and get some shots." 

Just in his second time meeting with the media LaFontaine 
showed a very calm, cool and collected presence, 
elaborating his thoughts eloquently and showing no signs of 
being lost in the moment. 

"That's goaltending in a nutshell, right? It's between the 
ears," the young man continued. "Everyone has their own 
phrase, their own motto, their own slogan, whatever you 
want to call it. Everyone needs to play at a specific intensity 
number. Everyone's different, right? For me, it's all about 
being calm, having a controlled intensity. I'm different from 
Alex Lyon, I'm different from Frederik Andersen. It's all about 
getting to that number and performing." 

Even now that he's here the path isn't directly clear for the 
team's newest netminder, who is awaiting his United States 
work visa - the first step in determining when he'll be 
available to play in a game. 

Additional Info 

Beyond Slavin being away from the club and LaFontaine's 
arrival, two additional notes from the midweek skate were 
that Antti Raanta (upper-body injury) was not present and 
neither was Seth Jarvis. This was a new development for the 
rookie winger, however, there doesn't appear to be cause for 
concern as his head coach shared that it was a "minor, 
minor, minor thing" that held him away and he didn't feel the 
need to have him out there just because. 

The Canes meet the Blue Jackets tomorrow night at PNC 
Arena. The contest will be featured on ESPN+ and Hulu, so 
if you aren't attending, please make sure you're planned 
accordingly. 
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Super 16: Panthers new No. 1; Kings enter power rankings 

By Dan Rosen  

The Florida Panthers are No. 1 in the weekly NHL.com 
Super 16 power rankings, knocking out the Carolina 
Hurricanes by one voting point. 

The Panthers received 213 total points after being ranked in 
the top three by all 14 voters, including four at No. 1 and nine 
at No. 2.  

The Hurricanes were ranked No. 1 by nine of the 14 voters, 
but three had them at No. 3 and two at No. 4.  

To create the NHL.com power rankings, each of the 14 
participating staff members puts together his or her version 
of what they think the Super 16 should look like. Those are 
submitted and a point total assigned to each.  

The team that is selected first is given 16 points, second gets 
15, third 14, fourth 13 and so on down to No. 16, which gets 
one point.  

The Panthers received 64 points for their four No. 1 votes, 
135 for their nine No. 2 votes, and 14 for their one No. 3 vote 
to total 213 voting points. 

The Hurricanes got 144 points for their nine No. 1 votes, 42 
points for their three No. 3 votes, and 26 points for their four 
No. 4 votes for a total of 212. 

Here is the Super 16: 

1. FLORIDA PANTHERS (24-7-5) 

Total points: 213 
Last week: No. 2 

The Panthers are 19-3-0 at home. Their home wins lead the 
NHL and are five more than any team. They have won five 
straight at FLA Live Arena by a combined score of 29-12. 

2. CAROLINA HURRICANES (24-7-2) 

Total points: 212 
Last week: No. 1 

The Hurricanes have outscored opponents 40-15 in the third 
period for an NHL-best plus-25 goal differential. Their 15 
goals allowed in the third period are the fewest in the NHL. 
They are 21-2-1 when tied or leading entering the third. 

3. TAMPA BAY LIGHTNING (24-9-5) 

Total points: 188 
Last week: No. 5 

Nikita Kucherov scored five points (three goals, two assists) 
in three games since returning from a lower-body injury that 
kept the forward out for 32 games. He scored a hat trick in a 

6-1 win against the Buffalo Sabres on Tuesday, his first 
three-goal game since March 23, 2017. 

4. COLORADO AVALANCHE (22-8-3) 

Total points: 174 
Last week: No. 7 

The Avalanche had a five-game winning streak end with a 5-
4 loss to the Nashville Predators on Tuesday, but they have 
a points in six straight and are 18-3-2 since Nov. 11. Forward 
Nazem Kadri has a point in each of the past 13 games he's 
played since Nov. 27 (23 points; six goals, 17 assists). 

5. TORONTO MAPLE LEAFS (23-9-3) 

Total points: 166 
Last week: No. 6 

Auston Matthews set a Maple Leafs record when he scored 
a goal in his ninth consecutive road game, a 2-1 loss to the 
Arizona Coyotes on Wednesday. The center has scored a 
League-high 17 goals in 15 games since Nov. 24 and is tied 
for second in the NHL this season with 24 goals. 

6. PITTSBURGH PENGUINS (21-9-5) 

Total points: 135 
Last week: No. 8 

The Penguins are third in the Metropolitan Division in points 
percentage (.671); they were fifth entering play Dec. 4 (.543). 
Pittsburgh is 11-1-0 since then for an NHL-best .917 points 
percentage. 

7. NASHVILLE PREDATORS (24-11-2) 

Total points: 131 
Last week: No. 11  

The Predators are 12-1-1 since Dec. 4. Roman Josi had 
three assists against the Avalanche on Tuesday to give him 
354 with Nashville. The defenseman is two from tying retired 
forward David Legwand for most in Predators history. 

8. NEW YORK RANGERS (23-10-4) 

Total points: 130 
Last week: No. 4 

Mika Zibanejad has scored nine goals in 12 games since 
Dec. 10. The center scored four goals in 25 games through 
Dec. 8. 

9. WASHINGTON CAPITALS (20-8-9) 

Total points: 128 
Last week: No. 3 
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The Capitals have lost four in a row (0-2-2), allowing 18 
goals. Forward Conor Sheary has scored four points (three 
goals, one assist) in those games. 

10. ST. LOUIS BLUES (21-10-5) 

Total points: 102 
Last week: No. 9 

Jordan Kyrou has scored 11 points (five goals, six assists) in 
a five-game point streak, including the game-winning goal on 
the power play at 19:31 of the third period in a 2-1 win 
against the Dallas Stars on Sunday after getting an assist on 
Ryan O'Reilly's game-tying power-play goal 18 seconds 
earlier. The Blues are 9-2-2 since Dec. 4. 

11. VEGAS GOLDEN KNIGHTS (23-14-2) 

Total points: 83 
Last week: No. 10 

Chandler Stephenson leads the Golden Knights with 36 
points (10 goals, 26 assists) in 38 games, one more point 
than the center's previous NHL career high of 35 (14 goals, 
21 assists) he set in 51 games last season. Vegas is 1-2-2 in 
its past five. 

12. MINNESOTA WILD (21-10-2) 

Total points: 81 
Last week: No. 12 

Forward Mats Zuccarello has a point in four consecutive 
games (one goal, four assists) and the Wild have won two 
straight after losing five in a row. They have been playing 
without forwards Kirill Kaprizov (upper body), Nick Bjugstad 
(upper body), Brandon Duhaime (NHL COVID-19 protocol), 
Joel Eriksson Ek (upper body) and Jordan Greenway 
(protocol); defensemen Jared Spurgeon (lower body), Jonas 
Brodin (upper body) and Alex Goligoski (protocol); and goalie 
Cam Talbot (lower body). Duhaime left protocol Wednesday. 
Kaprizov, Eriksson Ek and Greenway are expected to play 
against the Anaheim Ducks on Friday. 

13. BOSTON BRUINS (20-11-2) 

Total points: 64 
Last week: No. 15 

Tuukka Rask could make his season debut when the Bruins 
play the second of a back to back against the Philadelphia 
Flyers on Thursday (7 p.m. ET; ESPN, SNE, SNO, TVAS, 
NHL LIVE). The goalie, who is first in Bruins history in wins 
(306) and games played (560) with a 2.27 GAA and .921 
save percentage, signed a one-year, $1 million contract 
Tuesday. 

14. ANAHEIM DUCKS (19-13-7) 

Total points: 38 
Last week: No. 14 

The Ducks are 2-4-2 since Dec. 17 despite going 29.2 
percent on the power play. They're averaging 1.38 goals at 
5-on-5 in those eight games after scoring 1.94 goals at 5-on-
5 in their first 31, and are averaging 2.25 goals per game 
after averaging 3.10 per game. 

15. CALGARY FLAMES (17-10-6) 

Total points: 30 
Last week: No. 13 

The Flames have lost three in a row at Eastern Conference 
teams ranked in the top five of the Super 16 (Panthers, 6-2; 
Lightning, 4-1; Hurricanes 6-3). Calgary was 0-for-9 on the 
power play in those games. Calgary was previously 9-1-2 on 
the road against the Eastern Conference. 

16. LOS ANGELES KINGS (18-13-5) 

Total points: 16 
Last week: NR 

The Kings have won four of their past five games and they're 
8-3-1 since Dec. 9 with forward Adrian Kempe leading with 
six goals and forward Trevor Moore with 10 points (three 
goals, seven assists). 

Others receiving points: Dallas Stars 5, San Jose Sharks 4, 
Edmonton Oilers 3, Winnipeg Jets 1 

Dropped out: Jets (No. 16)  

HERE'S HOW WE RANKED 'EM  

AMALIE BENJAMIN  

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Nashville Predators; 7. Washington Capitals; 8. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 9. New York Rangers; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Los 
Angeles Kings 

TIM CAMPBELL 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Florida 
Panthers; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Washington Capitals; 6. 
Minnesota Wild; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 11. 
St. Louis Blues; 12. Calgary Flames; 13. Nashville Predators; 
14. Boston Bruins; 15. Edmonton Oilers; 16. Anaheim Ducks 

BRIAN COMPTON 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Colorado 
Avalanche; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 
6. Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. Nashville Predators; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
Washington Capitals; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. San 
Jose Sharks 

NICHOLAS J. COTSONIKA 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Pittsburgh Penguins; 7. St. Louis Blues; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. 
Washington Capitals; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Los 
Angeles Kings 

TOM GULITTI  
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1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Nashville Predators; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Washington Capitals; 10. St. Louis Blues; 11. 
Minnesota Wild; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Los 
Angeles Kings 

ADAM KIMELMAN 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Washington Capitals; 
6. Colorado Avalanche; 7. Nashville Predators; 8. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 9. Toronto Maple Leafs; 10. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 11. St. Louis Blues; 12. Calgary Flames; 13. 
Boston Bruins; 14. Minnesota Wild; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. 
Edmonton Oilers 

ROBERT LAFLAMME  

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Washington Capitals; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. Nashville 
Predators; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. St. 
Louis Blues; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden Knights; 
14. Anaheim Ducks; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. Los Angeles 
Kings 

MIKE G. MORREALE 

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Nashville Predators; 
6. Tampa Bay Lightning; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. St. Louis 
Blues; 9. Boston Bruins; 10. Washington Capitals; 11. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 12. New York Rangers; 13. Dallas Stars; 14. 
Minnesota Wild; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Los Angeles Kings 

TRACEY MYERS  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Tampa Bay Lightning; 3. New York 
Rangers; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Washington Capitals; 6. 
Nashville Predators; 7. Toronto Maple Leafs; 8. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 9. Pittsburgh Penguins; 10. Colorado 
Avalanche; 11. St. Louis Blues; 12. Anaheim Ducks; 13. 
Minnesota Wild; 14. Los Angeles Kings; 15. San Jose 
Sharks; 16. Calgary Flames 

SHAWN P. ROARKE  

1. Florida Panthers; 2. Colorado Avalanche; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Carolina Hurricanes; 5. Pittsburgh Penguins; 6. 
Nashville Predators; 7. Washington Capitals; 8. Toronto 
Maple Leafs; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Vegas Golden Knights; 
11. New York Rangers; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Anaheim 
Ducks; 14. Minnesota Wild; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. Los 
Angeles Kings 

DAN ROSEN  

1. Tampa Bay Lightning; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Carolina 
Hurricanes; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Colorado Avalanche; 
6. Nashville Predators; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. St. Louis 
Blues; 9. New York Rangers; 10. Minnesota Wild; 11. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 12. Washington Capitals; 13. Boston Bruins; 
14. Anaheim Ducks; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 16. Calgary 
Flames 

DAVID SATRIANO 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. New York Rangers; 5. Washington Capitals; 6. 
Toronto Maple Leafs; 7. Colorado Avalanche; 8. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 9. Nashville Predators; 10. Pittsburgh 
Penguins; 11. St. Louis Blues; 12. Anaheim Ducks; 13. 
Minnesota Wild; 14. Boston Bruins; 15. Los Angeles Kings; 
16. San Jose Sharks 

PAUL STRIZHEVSKY 

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Toronto Maple 
Leafs; 4. Colorado Avalanche; 5. Tampa Bay Lightning; 6. 
Nashville Predators; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. New York 
Rangers; 9. Minnesota Wild; 10. Washington Capitals; 11. 
St. Louis Blues; 12. Boston Bruins; 13. Vegas Golden 
Knights; 14. Calgary Flames; 15. Anaheim Ducks; 16. Dallas 
Stars 

MIKE ZEISBERGER  

1. Carolina Hurricanes; 2. Florida Panthers; 3. Tampa Bay 
Lightning; 4. Toronto Maple Leafs; 5. Colorado Avalanche; 6. 
New York Rangers; 7. Pittsburgh Penguins; 8. Washington 
Capitals; 9. St. Louis Blues; 10. Boston Bruins; 11. Vegas 
Golden Knights; 12. Minnesota Wild; 13. Nashville Predators; 
14. Anaheim Ducks; 15. Calgary Flames; 16. Winnipeg Jets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Stepan talks Aho, Hurricanes success on 'NHL @TheRink' podcast 
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By Dan Rosen 

Derek Stepan has a favorite NHL player to watch. 

It's Sebastian Aho. 

Stepan, a 31-year-old center for the Carolina Hurricanes, 
raved about his 24-year-old teammate, also a center, on the 
latest episode of the "NHL @TheRink" podcast with co-hosts 
Dan Rosen and Shawn P. Roarke. 

"That's me being completely honest with him that he is right 
now my favorite player to watch," Stepan said. "One thing I 
didn't really know about him, and I obviously knew he was 
talented, but I didn't realize how fast he was playing against 
him. He really can scoot around the ice. He's a competitive 
kid. He wants to win. He's a great leader. It's fun to watch." 

Aho leads the Hurricanes in goals (15), assists (22) and 
points (37) in 30 games. He's part of Carolina's young core 
that made Stepan excited to sign a one-year, $1.35 million 
contract on July 31. 

The Hurricanes (24-7-2) entered Wednesday tied for first 
place in the Metropolitan Division with the New York 
Rangers. 

Stepan has scored eight points (four goals, four assists) in 
26 games. He has scored 493 points (172 goals, 321 
assists) in 785 games with the New York Rangers, Arizona 
Coyotes, Ottawa Senators and Hurricanes. 

"For me, going back to July and picking a spot to play, it was 
very important to me to go into a spot and maybe be in this 
type of role, more of a support," Stepan said. "I wanted to be 
able to help a team maybe get over the hump per se. I've 
really liked the role, I've really enjoyed it. I've been able to 
just play the game and learn from this group that has got it 
figured out. It's a unique spot for me and I'm really enjoying 
it." 

In addition to the interview with Stepan, Rosen and Roarke 
analyzed center Evgeni Malkin's impact on the Pittsburgh 
Penguins now that he has played his first game, and where 
center Jack Eichel could eventually fit in with the Vegas 
Golden Knights. 

They also talked about the burgeoning Sunshine State 
Rivalry between the Florida Panthers and Tampa Bay 
Lightning, the top two teams in the Atlantic Division. They 
disagreed on who should be considered the better of the two. 

The co-hosts also broke down what it means for the Detroit 
Red Wings to bring Hall of Fame defenseman Nicklas 
Lidstrom back into the mix as the vice president of hockey 
operations. They also discussed if the Edmonton Oilers 
could be the right fit for free agent right wing Evander Kane. 

The NHL @TheRink podcast is free, and listeners can 
subscribe on all podcast platforms. It is also available on 
NHL.com/multimedia/podcasts and the NHL app.
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NHL Power Rankings: Avalanche rounding into form as playoff picture takes shape  

By Austin Nivison  

The NHL playoff picture is starting to take shape, and we're 
getting a clearer picture of the teams will be in the mix until 
the end and which ones will fall by the wayside. The only 
question now is which teams are real contenders for the 
Stanley Cup. 

One team that has really come alive is the new No. 1, the 
Colorado Avalanche. The Avs are steamrolling opponents 
with regularity, which is what most people expected before 
the regular season began. Colorado is now 9-1 in its last 10 
games and are in prime position to take the top spot in the 
Central Division. 

Over in the Eastern Conference, the eight playoff teams may 
have already been decided. The trouble there is figuring out 
which of those clubs is for real. The Panthers, Hurricanes, 
Maple Leafs, and Lightning are all legitimate Cup 
contenders, but how many teams could surprise them in the 
postseason? 

As the playoff race comes into focus, here are the updated 
NHL Power Rankings: 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

1  Avalanche  

The Avs have now won five in a 
row and nine of their last 10, and 
young defenseman Cale Makar 
is hitting another level. He 
makes highlight reel plays, like 
putting Chicago's Kirby Dach in 
a blender on an overtime goal, 
but Colorado also controls 
57.47% of the expected goals at 
five-on-five with him on the ice.  

2  
22-
8-3  

2  Panthers  

Jonathan Huberdeau is on a tear 
right now. He has a whopping 13 
points in his last five games, and 
Huberdeau's 46 points on the 
season have him tied with 
Nazem Kadri for fourth in the 
NHL.  

1  
24-
7-5  

3  Hurricanes  

Carolina had a tough pair of 
games with a back-to-back set 
against the Flames and the 
Panthers. They managed to pick 
up three of a possible four points 
with an impressive win over 
Calgary and a tough overtime 
loss to Florida.  

2  
24-
7-2  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

4  
Maple 
Leafs  

The Maple Leafs really had the 
chance to assert themselves last 
week, and it looked like they 
were about to when they held a 
4-1 lead over the Avalanche. 
However, Toronto left the door 
open, and Colorado stormed 
back for an overtime win. That 
was a missed opportunity for the 
Leafs.  

2  
23-
9-3  

5  Penguins  

Pittsburgh just had its 10-game 
winning streak snapped, and it is 
still only fourth in the 
Metropolitan Division. However, 
the Penguins still have games in 
hand over the Rangers and 
Capitals, and they have put a 
12-point gap between 
themselves and the next closest 
teams.  

1  
21-
9-5  

6  Lightning  

Victor Hedman is now second on 
the Lightning in points behind 
only Steven Stamkos, and he 
has been dominant all season 
long. Hedman has been playing 
big minutes for Tampa, and he 
has been effective against 
everyone. The Lightning control 
an absurd 58.0% of the 
expected goals when Hedman is 
on the ice at five-on-five.  

4  
24-
9-5  

7  Predators  

The Predators have another 
winning streak going, but unlike 
the last one, Juuse Saros has 
done the bulk of the work 
recently. Nashville has been 
outplayed at five-on-five in its 
last few games, but Saros has 
been exceptional. He is now 
second in the NHL in goals 
saved above average with 
17.61.  

4  
24-
11-2 

8  Blues  

The Blues pulled off one of the 
most exhilarating wins of the 
season by scoring a pair of 

--  
21-
10-5 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

power play goals in the last 
minute of regulation to take 
down the Stars. This may come 
as a surprise, but it was Jordan 
Kyrou who came up clutch with 
the winning goal at 19:31 of the 
third period.  

9  Rangers  

Like many other teams, the 
Rangers are battling some 
lineup issues due to COVID-19 
protocols. Most notably, 
goaltender Igor Shesterkin 
hasn't played since Jan. 2. In 
relief, Alexandar Georgiev 
allowed five goals on 35 shots 
against the Golden Knights.  

--  
23-
10-4 

10 
Golden 
Knights  

Vegas got a little but unlucky last 
week. It went 1-2, and even 
dropped a game against the 
Blackhawks, but the team 
controlled a high percentage of 
the expected goals at five-on-
five in each contest. If the 
bounces had gone their way, it 
could have been a much better 
weekend for the Golden Knights. 

6  
23-
14-2 

11 Wild  

Minnesota has had trouble 
getting into any kind of rhythm 
recently. The Wild have played 
three games in the last three 
weeks, but the good news is that 
they went 2-0 last week. This is 
one of the better teams in the 
league when it's rolling, but 
Minnesota hasn't been on the 
ice enough to make that happen. 

1  
21-
10-2 

12 Bruins  

Last week, I made the case that 
David Pastrnak was due for a 
hot streak, but I didn't realize it 
would happen so soon. In the 
Bruins' four games last week, 
Pastrnak netted five goals. 
Unsurprisingly, Boston went 3-1-
0 in that stretch.  

2  
20-
11-2 

13 Capitals  

If there is one major question 
about this Capitals team, it's 
whether the goaltending can 
hold up enough to take them 
deep into the playoffs. 
Washington is 0-2-2 in January, 
and the goaltending has been 
poor in that stretch. Will the 
Caps find an answer in the trio of 

6  
20-
8-9  

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Ilya Samsonov, Vitek Vanacek, 
and Zach Fucale?  

14 Kings  

Los Angeles is 6-3-1 in its last 
10 games, and the team is now 
just four points behind the 
Anaheim Ducks with two games 
in hand. With the Flames and 
Oilers slipping, that has opened 
the door for the Kings, and they 
have taken full advantage of that 
opportunity.  

1  
18-
13-5 

15 Ducks  

Sonny Milano has been a 
pleasant surprise for the Ducks 
this year. Not only has he 
already set a career high in 
points, but the team has been 
highly successful with him on the 
ice. The Ducks control 59.86% 
of the expected goals when 
Milano is on the ice, which is the 
best mark of any player on the 
team with more than one game 
played.  

1  
19-
13-7 

16 Stars  

Rick Bowness' pockets will be a 
little light for a while. The Stars 
saw a key divisional game slip 
through their hands when the 
Blues scored a pair of power 
play goals in the final minute of 
the game to win 2-1, and 
Bowness reacted by mercilessly 
beating the bench with a hockey 
stick. That earned him a $25,000 
fine.  

3  
18-
13-2 

17 Jets  

The Jets continue to be plagued 
by inconsistency, and that is 
killing the team's postseason 
chances. If Winnipeg is really 
going to make a strong playoff 
push in a competitive Western 
Conference, it can't afford to 
keep taking one step forward 
and one step back.  

1  
16-
12-5 

18 Flames  

The Flames have lost three 
straight games and are 3-6-1 in 
their last 10. Goaltender Jacob 
Markstrom has faltered a bit in 
that time. Backup Dan Vladar 
has even started the team's last 
two games, but he allowed a 
combined 10 goals in those 
contests. Based on his history, 

5  
17-
10-6 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

Markstrom should be fine, but it 
is something to keep an eye on.  

19 Canucks  

Vancouver hasn't played a game 
since New Year's Day, which is 
unfortunate because the team 
was on a roll prior to that 
interruption. Will the Canucks be 
able to get that momentum back 
when they resume against the 
Panthers on Tuesday night?  

2  
16-
16-3 

20 Islanders  

The Islanders are in the same 
boat as the Canucks, but they 
will be an incredibly busy team in 
the coming weeks with some 
games getting rescheduled. The 
Isles might be the only team that 
can make the Eastern 
Conference playoff race 
interesting, but they have a ton 
of work to do in order to make 
that happen.  

2  
10-
12-6 

21 Sharks  

Timo Meier has seven points in 
his last four games and is well 
ahead of the pace necessary to 
set a career high in points. The 
25-year-old has one year left on 
his current contract, and he will 
be in line for a major payday if 
this keeps up.  

2  
20-
16-1 

22 Flyers  

Philadelphia has lost five games 
in a row. With the playoffs 
becoming more of a pipe dream 
with every passing day, it's fair 
to wonder what the team will do 
before the trade deadline. 
Claude Giroux is an unrestricted 
free agent this summer, so the 
longtime Flyer could be on the 
move in the coming months.  

1  
13-
15-7 

23 Oilers  

Don't look now, but the Oilers 
are sitting outside the playoff 
picture. That would have 
seemed impossible after the 
team's hot start, but Edmonton 
hasn't won a game since Dec. 
18. To make matters worse, 
COVID-19 has decimated the 
Oilers' lineup. If things don't 
change soon, the team will 
waste another with Connor 
McDavid and Leon Draisitl on 
the roster.  

3  
18-
14-2 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

24 
Blue 
Jackets  

Columbus has fallen way behind 
in the playoff race, and it's 
probably because they are one 
of the worst defensive teams in 
the NHL. The Blue Jackets are 
28th in the league in expected 
goals against per 60 minutes.  

--  
16-
17-1 

25 Senators  

The Senators haven't played a 
game since getting drubbed 6-0 
at the hands of the Maple Leafs, 
but based on how much of the 
season has gone, the fan base 
may not be complaining.  

1  
9-
18-2 

26 Blackhawks 

Chicago will be on highlight reels 
for a long time after Cale Makar 
undressed Kirby Dach to win in 
overtime. The Blackhawks 
followed that game up by losing 
to the anemic Coyotes. They did 
close out the week with a win 
over the Golden Knights though. 
Hockey is a weird game 
sometimes.  

1  
13-
18-5 

27 Kraken  

The Kraken went from a decent 
team getting horrific goaltending 
at the start of the year to being a 
horrific team getting horrific 
goaltending in the last month. 
Over that span, Seattle has 
controlled just 42.30% of the 
expected goals at five-on-five.  

2  
10-
21-4 

28 Red Wings  

Detroit is quickly falling out of the 
playoff race, but Lucas Raymond 
is still leading all rookies in 
points with 30. He has cooled off 
a bit of late, but Raymond still 
looks like a player that the fan 
base should be fired up about 
moving forward.  

1  
16-
16-5 

29 Devils  

Due to an injury to Jonathan 
Bernier, Mackenzie Blackwood 
has started the last six games 
for the Devils. In that time, 
Blackwood has really struggled. 
He's given up at least three 
goals in five of those games.  

1  
14-
17-5 

30 Coyotes  

There are already rumblings that 
defenseman Jacob Chychrun is 
on the trade block with Arizona 
asking for a fortune in return. He 
hasn't played since Dec. 10 due 

--  
8-
23-3 
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Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

to injury and the COVID-19 
protocol, but the Coyotes may 
be selling low on Chychrun. After 
a big year in 2020-21, Chychrun 
has just seven points in 26 
games, and his underlying 
numbers are rather 
discouraging.  

31 Sabres  

It's really hard to find a bright 
spot in Buffalo these days, and 
former No. 1 overall pick 
Rasmus Dahlin looks lost. His 22 
points are second on the team, 

--  
10-
19-6 

Rk Teams    Chg Rcrd 

but the Sabres are getting rolled 
with him on the ice at five-on-
five. The team owns just 43.82% 
of the expected goals with him 
on the ice.  

32 Canadiens  

The Canadiens have played just 
one game in January, and it was 
a loss to the Panthers. It's hard 
to get out of the basement if 
you're not able to pick up any 
points at all.  

--  
7-
24-4 

Hurricanes look to regain rhythm against Blue Jackets 

By FLM  

The Carolina Hurricanes haven't played this week and yet 
there have been numerous issues for discussion. 

They hope to be back on the ice to take on the visiting 
Columbus Blue Jackets on Thursday night in Raleigh, N.C. 

The teams have been dealing with different kinds of issues. 

The Hurricanes traveled to Philadelphia for a scheduled 
game Tuesday night. The game was postponed on Monday 
night, however. The Flyers ended up holding a practice 
Tuesday as Carolina returned home. 

"It doesn't always work out," Hurricanes coach Rod 
Brind'Amour said. "... It's interesting times, but we're getting 
through it." 

This seemed particularly odd for the Hurricanes, who played 
a game with 16 skaters prior to the Christmas break. 

Meanwhile, Carolina defenseman Jaccob Slavin entered the 
COVID protocol. Plus, the Hurricanes signed Jack 
LaFontaine from the University of Minnesota, so that created 
a buzz with fellow goaltender Antti Raanta out with an injury. 

LaFontaine won the 2021 Mike Richter Award, given 
annually to the top goaltender in NCAA Division I. He's under 
an entry-level contract with the Hurricanes. LaFontaine 
doesn't figure to be in the net for the Columbus game unless 
there's another unforeseen development. 

The Blue Jackets mostly have been consumed with what has 
taken place in actual games. Those results have fluctuated. 

"You want to stay with it and attack the game," Columbus 
coach Brad Larsen said. 

The Hurricanes have had seven games postponed dating 
back to Dec. 14. 

The Blue Jackets played Tuesday night, falling 4-2 at home 
to the Chicago Blackhawks. A game slated for Monday at 
Montreal was postponed. 

"Our legs, our energy, we need more to get wins in this 
league," Columbus captain Boone Jenner said. "We've got to 
raise our level as a team. The battles and the energy and 
getting into the game a little bit more." 

This is a rematch of a Jan. 1 game, when the visiting 
Hurricanes rallied from a four-goal deficit to post a 7-4 
victory. 

The Hurricanes have played just two games since then, 
splitting a back-to-back set last weekend. Their most-recent 
game was 4-3 overtime loss to the Florida Panthers on 
Saturday. 

It has been more than a month since the Hurricanes have 
allowed a power-play goal. They've killed off 29 consecutive 
penalties. That's seven kills shy of matching the franchise 
record for consecutive kills. 

"I think it's a matter of keeping your head down and doing the 
right things," Carolina defenseman Ian Cole said. "The best 
way to handle it is to go out and do the things we've done to 
be successful. If you do it right, you do it well, you do it hard, 
usually it works out more often than not." 

The Hurricanes own a six-game point streak (5-0-1) and 
have won nine of their past 11 games overall (9-1-1). 

Columbus hasn't been nearly as consistent. 

"It's winning or losing right now," Blue Jackets center Gustav 
Nyquist said. "We're in the thick of it." 

The breakdowns for the Blue Jackets have come in various 
forms. Larsen doesn't want to categorize them all together. 

"It's not the same thing," Larsen said.
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Metropolitan Division Weekly Roundup: Clear Top Four Have Emerged 

By Zeke Lukow  

1. Carolina Hurricanes: 50 Points (24-7-2) 

It’s been an eventful couple of days for the Carolina 
Hurricanes. After a slew of goaltender injuries throughout the 
organization, the Canes signed University of Minnesota 
goaltender, Jack LaFontaine, to an entry-level contract. 
LaFontaine was drafted in the third round of the 2016 NHL 
Draft. He took a couple of seasons to hit his stride in college 
but he won the award for being the top NCAA goaltender and 
was a finalist for the Hobey Baker award.  

He was eligible to sign after last season but decided to return 
for his senior season. This had many people nervous 
because he would have been able to sign anywhere like 
Adam Fox. However, now that he has signed with the Canes, 
he will become a restricted free agent at the end of the year, 
meaning the Canes will have normal team control over him 
moving forward.  

LaFontaine has been added to the taxi squad and could end 
up serving as the backup this week either against the Blue 
Jackets on Thursday or the Canucks on Saturday. GM Don 
Waddell has mentioned that they want to see what they have 
in him as soon as possible and with Antti Raanta sidelined 
with an injury, we could see him get NHL game time. 

2. New York Rangers: 50 Points (23-10-4) 

The Rangers season is very much a tale of two goaltenders. 
Igor Shesterkin has proven to be one of the best goalies in 
the league while Alexandar Georgiev has probably played 
himself out of a starting role with another team. Shesterkin 
has only played three games since returning from a groin 
injury but was added to COVID protocol just before the 
Rangers game against the Vegas Golden Knights on 
Thursday. He is eligible to return as early as Thursday for the 
Rangers game against the San Jose Sharks. The Rangers 
lost two of their last three games.   

The Rangers also got Artemi Panarin back from COVID 
protocol on Monday but did lose head coach, Gerard Gallant, 
to protocol on the same day. AHL coach Kris Knoblauch is 
filling in while Gallant is out. This is the second time that 
Knoblauch has filled in for a coach due to protocol, when he 
filled in for David Quinn last season. Gallant will miss 
Thursday’s game against San Jose and will likely also miss 
Saturday’s game against the Philadelphia Flyers.  

3. Washington Capitals: 49 Points (20-8-9) 

The Caps have now lost four games in a row with an 0-2-2 
record. Over the last week, the Caps have given a small 
audition to Zach Fucale in the net. Fucale played in three 
games and made three total appearances. He set the NHL 
Record for the longest shutout streak to start a career at 
138:17. His two games were the first NHL action that he has 

seen since mid-November. He ended up getting pulled in 
Monday’s game when he let up four goals on 16 shots. The 
Caps returned the goaltender to the AHL. 

It seems to be a weird time for the Caps to be giving a rookie 
goalie a mid-season audition, but the Caps could be looking 
at adding a goaltender to the roster. Vitek Vanecek and Ilya 
Samsonov have had just average results this year. They 
rank 39th and 46th respectively in the league for save 
percentage for goalies who have played at least seven 
games. Fucale being pulled in their last game doesn’t inspire 
confidence and could lead the Caps to look at adding 
through a deadline deal.  

4. Pittsburgh Penguins: 47 Points (21-9-5) 

Evgeni Malkin made his season debut Tuesday night against 
the Anaheim Ducks. He had been practicing with the team 
for the past few weeks, but this was his first game action 
since having knee surgery in June. The Penguins had no 
issues with putting him back in his familiar second center 
position in the lineup. His return to the second line pushed 
Jeff Carter over to the wing from center but still on the 
second line with Malkin and Kasperi Kapanen. Malkin also 
returned to the top power-play unit. The unit needs a shot in 
the arm, they are currently bottom 10 in the league with a 
17.5% success rate with the man advantage.  

Despite Malkin’s return, the Penguins were still down more 
players heading into last night’s game. They lost Zach Aston-
Reese and Danton Heinen to COVID protocol. They join 
Bryan Rust, Brock McGinn, and Casey DeSmith. The 
Penguins have yet to play a game with their entire roster. 
While their roster has been hit hard by COVID, they have 
only had five games postponed so far this season and no 
planned games for Canada for the next month. This means 
they should only have to play during what was the Olympic 
break to catch up on the season. They won’t have to worry 
about having a condensed schedule in the spring.  

5. Columbus Blue Jackets: 33 Points (16-17-1) 

The Blue Jackets have suspended winger Gregory Hoffman 
indefinitely. Hoffman returned to Switzerland for the birth of 
his first child but has decided to remain in Switzerland and 
not return to the NHL. If he wants to play in Switzerland, he 
will need to have his current contract terminated. Hoffman 
may sound familiar, he was a long-term prospect for the 
Canes, but they were never successful in convincing him to 
make the jump to North America and he only wanted a one-
way contract. 

The Blue Jackets offered a seventh-round pick for his rights 
this offseason and gave him the one-way contract he 
desired. Hoffman struggled to fit in the NHL. In 24 games he 
has just two goals and five assists. While the deal didn’t end 
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up working out the low-risk deal allows the Blue Jackets to 
cut bait without much pain.  

6. Philadelphia Flyers: 33 Points (13-15-7) 

Many in the team have complained about COVID protocols 
and having to play games without key pieces over the last 
week. They did not have any relief from the league, but the 
NHL did decide to cancel Tuesday’s game against the 
Carolina Hurricanes despite the Flyers having players return 
from protocol. The Flyers also received good news on both 
Monday and Tuesday that no new players would enter 
protocol so they would only have three players out for a 
possible game against the Hurricanes. The Flyers also did 
not have to suspend any team activities and practiced 
yesterday morning. 

There seems to be no rhyme or reason to postpone a game 
with a team only missing three players. The Hurricanes have 
plenty of reasons to be upset as this affects them in multiple 
ways. They already had to play in games where they were 
shorthanded the entire game and had multiple games 
without some of their best players. Now this game will have 
to be re-scheduled which will also cause a more condensed 
schedule down the line. There is a complete lack of 
consistency in decision-making from the league, which is 
nothing new at this point. 

7. New Jersey Devils: 33 Points (14-17-5) 

The New Jersey Devils had their most recent game against 
the Tampa Bay Lightning postponed due to having too many 
players in protocol. The Devils had eight players in protocol 
last weekend, but are starting to get some players back 
before the scheduled game against the New York Islanders 

tomorrow. Pavel Zacha, Andreas Johnsson, and Yegor 
Sharangovich all returned to practice yesterday and are 
hoping to get more players back today. At the same time, the 
Devils are still adding players and staff to protocol, so they 
are not out of the woods yet. 

Even if they can play their game tomorrow against the 
Islanders, the Devils already have their two following games 
postponed due to being in Canada. This should allow the 
Devils to get their full lineup back for their next scheduled 
game against the Arizona Coyotes which is set for next 
Wednesday.  

8. New York Islanders: 26 Points (10-12-6) 

The Islanders are in a really tough spot, they have played 
just two games since Dec. 20 and aren’t set to play another 
game until tomorrow against the New Jersey Devils. 
However, that game is no longer guaranteed to happen. Both 
teams added players and staff to COVID protocols with the 
Isles adding Ryan Pulock and Barry Trotz yesterday. With 
the devils having more locker room staff and another goalie 
added there is a case for the NHL to postpone. 

After seeing the NHL postpone the Canes/Flyers game for 
four players, are they going to make these two teams play? 
There are more outside circumstances for this game. The 
NHL will end up pushing to get the game played since the 
Isles have the most heavily impacted schedule. The two 
teams are two of the closest teams geographically so the 
NHL could use the logistical ease as a reason to postpone 
the game. The biggest issue is the fact that there is no 
consistency in the decision making so teams will have no 
idea what to prepare for moving forward. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beauties on the Blueline: How the Canes’ defense is helping drive success 
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By Ryan Henkel  

The Carolina Hurricanes are one of the top teams in the 
league and one the biggest driving forces for their success is 
the play of the blueline.  

The Canes have allowed the least amount of goals against 
per game among all NHL teams (2.21), they allow the least 
amount of shots against per game (27.5), and have allowed 
the least amount of total chances against, according to 
NaturalStatTrick.com. 

The Hurricanes’ defense is also a master class on penalty 
killing, currently ranked second in the league with a 90% kill 
rate.  

Along with the stellar defensive work, the blueline has also 
been a staple source of offense for the team. The defense 
has accounted for 16.52% of the team’s total goal share and 
26.81% of the team’s total point share. 

Carolina’s defensemen have also accounted for six game-
winning goals this season, the second most among the 
league, so they are making contributions at key times.  

And this is with almost every defensemen having had to 
spend time in COVID protocol at some point this season. 

The blueline has done an excellent job of staying consistent 
in spite of absences and injuries and a lot of that credit can 
also go to new assistant coach Tim Gleason for his work with 
them. 

The Canes’ system is one of the most open in terms of giving 
defensemen the green light to jump into plays and a lot of 
that trust stems on having players who can skate really well.  

You’ll consistently see Hurricanes defensemen in opposing 
circles and even behind the goal line and that helps drive the 
overload system Carolina that employs — that being to 
always pressure opponents when they have the puck to 
create turnovers and giveaways or to win puck battles. 

It’s a fun system to play in, but it requires a lot of trust as it 
can lead to odd-man breaks and chances if you get caught 
out of position. And for once, Carolina may just have the right 
personnel to maximize the efficiency of this system . 

So let’s take a closer look at the individuals that make up 
Carolina’s blueline. 

Jaccob Slavin 

 33 GP, 1-17-18, 23:57 ATOI 

The crown jewel of Carolina’s blueline, Slavin is on pace to 
have his best offensive season of his career while still 
maintaining his elite-level defensive play alongside it. 

According to PuckIQ.com, among defensemen with at least 
150 minutes of ice time against elite competition, only 12 in 
the entire league this year have played a greater percentage 
of their ice time against them than Slavin, with only two of 
those players (Charlie McAvoy and Jonas Siegenthaler) 
having a higher CF% against that level of competition. 

Oh, and he’s only taken three penalties all year. One 
offensive-zone trip and two real iffy calls. So basically, Slavin 

is dependable and virtually never puts his team in a tricky 
situation. The ultimate “get-out-jail-free” card, if you will. 

And his is all while he is currently on pace for a new career 
high in points, averaging 0.54 points a game or put a 
different way, a point every 1.83 games. 

Also, for the past few games, he’s been playing as the 
second power play quarterback, so just another box ticked 
off for Slavin in terms of team responsibilities.  

There’s a reason why he wears the “A,” was an All-Star in 
2020, won the Lady Byng last year and has been garnering 
Norris buzz for a few seasons now. He’s just really good.  

However, he’ll be missing at least the next couple of games 
due to entering COVID protocol on Tuesday. 

Brett Pesce 

 21 GP, 2-10-12, 21:22 ATOI 

Now that Slavin has started to garner more national 
attention, it seems that Brett Pesce is poised to take over the 
mantle for most underrated defenseman.  

He’s played his entire career alongside Slavin, and has 
gotten the second fiddle treatment at times because of it, but 
real ones know that Pesce has alternated with Slavin as the 
Canes’ most dependable defenseman for years. 

Also on pace for the best offensive season of his career with 
a 0.57 points per game pace, Pesce is usually known for his 
defensive abilities — which he has used to carry the second 
pairing for years — but with time as the second power play 
quarterback and rocking a slapshot that seems just a bit 
faster this season, he may just be becoming more of a dual-
threat blueliner. 

He’s physical, blocks shots, is a strong skater able to keep 
tight gaps on attacking players, and has great defensive 
awareness knowing when to jump into plays or when he has 
to cover for his partner.  

He’s got an active stick and is also able to join the rush to 
create odd-man situations. 

And when the Canes are needing to kill a penalty or close 
out the final minutes of a game, Pesce is out there in those 
shutdown situations, playing sometimes the entire length of a 
5-on-3 or 6-on-5 situation.  

He is just as crucial to the team defense as Slavin and it’s 
about time he starts getting the respect that he deserves 
outside of the Carolina fanbase. 

Brady Skjei 

 33 GP, 5-8-13, 20:17 ATOI 

Brady Skjei is in his second full year with the Hurricanes and 
is just now starting to look like he’s finally piecing it all 
together.  

He has four goals and eight points in his last five games and 
seems to be the player that the Hurricanes anticipated they 
were acquiring at the trade deadline two seasons ago.  
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The sample size is too small to make claims of an offensive 
rejuvenation, but Skjei has the shot and skating ability for this 
to be more than just a lucky bender.  

But even if the offense isn’t sustainable, Skjei has been an 
excellent penalty killer and an indefatigable, iron-lung in 
crunch time situations able to eat up big minutes. 

His defensive game has made strides and he has looked 
solid for long stretches of play. 

The only downside is that sometimes his decision making 
leaves a bit to be desired and those plays result in some bad 
looks against, but he is much more constant than the lowlight 
reels might suggest.  

If he can continue to generate offense like he has been over 
the past few weeks, the Canes may need to try him on the 
second power play unit. 

Tony DeAngelo 

 26 GP, 6-18-24, 19:01 ATOI 

When Dougie Hamilton left in free agency, there were 
legitimate concerns over whether or not the Hurricanes could 
be able to make up for his offensive impact. 

It seems those concerns were greatly overblown though, 
partially because of the balanced contributions throughout 
the blueline, but mostly due to the excellent play of 
DeAngelo. 

DeAngelo is an elite passer who skates well in the offensive 
zone and does not hesitate to get involved down low in plays 
or jump in on the rush. He runs the first power play and 
creates high-danger chances with his great vision, able to 
setup shooters with difficult passes through traffic.  

He is currently 12th among defensemen in total points — 
averaging nearly a point per game — and a recent promotion 
to the top pair with Slavin may see those numbers grow even 
more. 

He plays with a bit of an edge and isn’t afraid to get involved 
in scrums and stick up for his teammates on the ice. 

DeAngelo is still a bit shaky in his own zone due to his 
aggressive style, but that’s usually the tradeoff that comes 
when you’re geared for offensive production.  

Ian Cole 

 31 GP, 1-6-7, 17:09 ATOI 

Ian Cole was brought in for toughness, grit and defense and 
he has delivered on all of those, being an excellent third 
pairing guy.  

The fact that he has generated a good amount of offense on 
top of efficient penalty killing and stay-at-home defensive 
play is just the icing on the cake.  

The Canes have had issues icing an impactful third pairing in 
recent years, but Cole has now made the team defensively 
solid on every pair, which is huge.  

Cole has had issues with penalties, but luckily for him the 
Canes are a very elite penalty killing team.  

He isn’t the fastest skater by any means, but so long as he 
doesn’t whiff on a hit in the neutral zone, he is able to keep 
himself in a good enough position to limit opportunities for 
opposing skaters. 

His veteran presence and leadership were probably the 
biggest appeals in free agency, but he has proven to be the 
best pickup in terms of pure defensive impact. 

Ethan Bear 

 26 GP, 2-5-7, 16:25 ATOI 

Bear is in an interesting place with the Canes. 

He began the year with Slavin and had solid results, but after 
missing a good stretch of time due to being in COVID 
protocol, he’s now down to the third pair with Cole and 
getting the least amount of minutes per game. 

Bear has been a really solid player, who is driving offense 
and being reliable in his own zone, it’s just that he so 
happens to be on a extremely stacked blueline. 

Skjei and Pesce are a constant pair and with how well 
DeAngelo has played offensively, moving him up with Slavin 
was a no-brainer. So that leaves Bear as the unfortunate odd 
one out.  

However, having Bear on the third pair with Cole is a huge 
boost for the team overall. Because of how well each of them 
are playing, it gives the Canes three legitimately great pairs 
and that goes a long way in matching up against opponents. 

With all three pairs being reliable on defensive, not able to be 
pushed around and all being able to get the offense going, 
there is never a worry of a significant drop in play when your 
other guys are resting. More rotations means a more 
balanced approach and the ability to maximize players when 
needed. 

Bear can and should still have a bigger role with the team in 
the future, but for now, he brings exceptional balance to the 
blueline. 

The Backups (Brendan Smith, Jalen Chatfield, Maxime 
Lajoie) 

 30 GP, 2-2-4, 14:39 

With nearly every regular spending time in COVID protocol, 
the Canes have needed to call on their depth to fill in the 
gaps, and so far they’ve been up to the task. 

Smith has struggled with getting burned in transition, but he 
plays hard and offers a solid net-front presence and has 
even chipped in some unexpected offense, even getting a 
game-winner. 

Lajoie has been fine in his limited time, which is all you can 
ask of a fill in, but the real intriguing piece has been 
Chatfield. 

He was just another depth pickup in the offseason, but the 
time he did play, he showed that he should more than likely 
be the seventh defensemen on the team. He skates well, 
gets involved in the offensive zone and has played solid 
defense. 
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What seemed like a whatever pickup may just be the solid 
depth a contender needs for the inevitable injuries. 

*ALL STATS AS OF 1/9 

 

 

 

 

Wolves seize best record in AHL 

Daniel Mannella registered his first AHL shutout and Stefan 
Noesen racked up two more goals as the Chicago Wolves 
rolled to a 4-0 victory over the Grand Rapids Griffins 
Wednesday night at Allstate Arena. 

Forwards Jack Drury and Andrew Poturalski also scored for 
the Wolves (23-5-1-1), who leaped over North Division 
leader Utica to claim the best record in the AHL. Chicago has 
won 15 of its last 16 contests. 

The 26-year-old Mannella (2-0-0), a rookie signed to a 
professional tryout contract on Saturday, has been a brick 
wall in three appearances for the Wolves — allowing just 3 
goals in 66 shots for a 1.21 goals-against average and .955 
save percentage. 

“He was really good, even better than the previous games,” 
said Wolves head coach Ryan Warsofsky. “Made big saves 
early in the game. In the second, we weren’t very good and 
he made big saves. You could tell he was locked in and 
really focused. I’m happy for him getting his first shutout.” 

“These opportunities don’t come around every day and I was 
going to come to Chicago and make the most of it,” Mannella 
said. “I’ve just had a blast and learned every day I’m here. 
It’s a great group of guys and their record shows that — 
shows how tight-knit they are. I’m just happy to be a part of it 
right now.” 

The Wolves seized the lead for good just 4:03 into the game 
on Noesen’s eighth goal in his last six games. Defenseman 
Eric Williams rushed the puck through the neutral zone and 
fed Poturalski at the left point. Poturalski dropped it to 

Williams as he built a head of speed behind him and 
Williams fired from the left dot at goaltender Calvin Pickard, 
who sent the rebound directly to Noesen for an easy 
cleanup. 

Chicago boosted its lead to 2-0 on Drury’s power-play goal at 
9:19. C.J. Smith controlled the puck in the left circle and 
spun it back to defenseman Joey Keane, who rifled a shot 
from the point. Drury, stationed in the slot, redirected it past 
Pickard. 

The Wolves added an insurance goal on Poturalski’s one-
timer at 1:43 of the third. Grand Rapids turned over the puck 
in its defensive zone in the midst of a change and Sam 
Miletic pounced on it in the right circle. He spied Poturalski 
alone near the bottom of the left circle and delivered a 
perfect pass for Poturalski’s 16th goal of the season, which 
pulled him into a share of the AHL lead with Rochester’s 
Michael Mersch. 

When the Griffins (13-11-4-1) went on the power play with 
4:02 to play, they pulled their goaltender to gain a 6-on-4 
advantage. That backfired on Grand Rapids as Noesen 
banked home a goal from deep in the defensive zone for a 4-
0 advantage with 2:04 to go. 

Pickard (12-8-3) stopped 30 shots for the Griffins. 

The Wolves hit the road for a five-game road trip that starts 
with a 6 p.m. clash Friday against the Iowa Wild. Chicago 
returns to Allstate Arena for 7 p.m. games on Jan. 26, 28 and 
29. To procure the best ticket specials, email a Wolves 
representative at WolvesTix@ChicagoWolves.com. 
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LaFontaine finds his ‘peace and tranquility’ at Hurricanes morning skate  

By Todd Gibson  

RALEIGH, N.C. (WNCN) – Jack Lafontaine headed to the 
crease at the Wake Competition Center to face his first shots 
as a Carolina Hurricane at the team’s morning skate.  

For the 24-year-old rookie, it was business as usual. 

“Head down, gloves out in front, track everything in,” said 
Lafontaine. “It’s been the same way since I was eight. At the 
end of the day it’s still hockey.” 

The decision to turn pro was not easy for Lafontaine.  

It was hard leaving his teammates at the University of 
Minnesota in midseason.  

Signing a contract, applying for a work visa, and finally 
getting on a plane to Raleigh was exhausting said the 
netminder.  

Getting on the ice today with the Hurricanes was the perfect 
escape. 

“You know for me I’ve always found peace and tranquility on 
the ice,” explained Lafontaine. “You know I’ve been frothing 
at the mouth ever since I got on that plane to just get my feet 
wet, so, It’s been unbelievable right now.” 

When Lafontaine gets his first game-action is a whole 
different story. The Canes have played so little of late due to 
postponed games making it difficult to predict when 
Lafontaine might get his chance. 

“You know we’ve got to get Freddie (Andersen) his games, I 
mean he hasn’t played either,” said Hurricanes head coach 
Rod Brind’Amour. “Everything is kind of fluid with it, I guess 
it’ll happen when it happens.” 

For now, Lafontaine will bide his time on the taxi squad 
getting his action at practice. And that’s just fine for a young 
hockey player living his dream. 

“I think hockey has been the easiest part of this process,” 
admitted Lafontaine. “It’s just nice and relaxing to get back 
out there and just feel the pace and feel some shots.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TODAY’S LINKS 
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article257255227.html 

https://nsjonline.com/article/2022/01/hurricanes-penalty-kill-still-thriving/ 
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/practice-report-lafontaines-arrival/c-329715654 

https://www.nhl.com/news/super-16-nhl-power-rankings-january-13/c-329713714 
https://www.nhl.com/news/derek-stepan-talks-carolina-success-on-nhl-at-the-rink-podcast/c-329713744 

https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/nhl-star-power-index-cale-makar-is-next-great-offensive-minded-defenseman-jordan-kyrou-thrives-on-big-
stage/ 

https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/hurricanes-look-to-regain-rhythm-against-blue-jackets/ 
https://www.canescountry.com/2022/1/12/22879582/carolina-hurricanes-nhl-metropolitan-division-weekly-roundup-1-12-22 

https://www.canescountry.com/2022/1/12/22877141/beauties-on-the-blueline-how-the-carolina-hurricanes-defense-is-helping-drive-success 
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2022/01/12/wolves-seize-best-record-in-ahl/ 

https://www.cbs17.com/sports/lafontaine-finds-his-peace-and-tranquility-at-hurricanes-morning-skate/ 
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‘Botched.’ What Hurricanes coach said about Flyers game 
postponement, COVID in NHL 

 

Chip Alexander 

 

Carolina Hurricanes coach Rod Brind’Amour, in the suit on the left, said 
Wednesday that the NHL’s postponement of the Canes-Flyers game was 
“botched all the way around.” 

For the second time this week, the Carolina Hurricanes practiced 
Wednesday at the Wake Competition Center. 

One difference: The Canes did not have a charter flight to a city where 
there would be no game. 

Another difference: Defenseman Jaccob Slavin was not at the practice 
after entering the NHL COVID protocol. 

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour remains miffed over the late 
postponement of the road game against the Philadelphia Flyers. The 
Canes flew into Philly on Monday afternoon after practice at WCC only to 
have the NHL announce at 9:30 p.m. that the Tuesday game was 
postponed because of COVID issues with the Flyers. 

“Is it hard to understand? Yes that is, definitely,” Brind’Amour said 
Wednesday. 

Brind’Amour said he was given no further explanation on the NHL 
decision and Carolina’s seventh postponement this season. He said he 
was told the return flight Tuesday could not leave until 3 p.m. but that the 
Canes would be allowed to practice at the Wells Fargo Center. 

“We woke up (Tuesday) and was told, ‘Well, there’s a basketball court on 
there,’ ” he said. “It was just botched all the way around. But it is what it 
is. We understand these are tough times to navigate through and it 
doesn’t always work out.” 

Adding to Brind’Amour’s stress level is having Slavin, his best 
defenseman, go into the COVID protocol. Slavin was said to have driven 
a rental car back to Raleigh to complete his quarantine. 

“It’s getting everybody. It’s just a matter of time,” Brind’Amour said of 
COVID-19 and the highly contagious omicron variant. “It’s interesting 
how we look at this now. Used to be you were really concerned like, ‘OK, 
how is it going to affect people now.’ Meaning our guys. I understand it’s 
different for other people. 

“Now we’re kind of like it’s picking everybody off and once we get through 
it we can take a sigh of relief. Until then, every day we test and it’s, ‘OK, 
who’s going next?’ Interesting times but we’re getting through it.” 

Slavin’s the anchor on the back end and his absence caused a makeover 
of the defensive pairs Wednesday. Tony DeAngelo, who has been 
partnered with Slavin, was paired with Brady Skjei. Ian Cole was with 
Brett Pesce and Brendan Smith with Ethan Bear. 

Smith has not played since Dec. 18 against the Los Angeles Kings but 
will be in the lineup Thursday for the home game against the Columbus 
Blue Jackets. 

Rookie forward Seth Jarvis was not at practice Wednesday. Jarvis, 19, 
was given a day off to rest and his “maintenance day” caused 
Brind’Amour to grin and say, “The game has changed, for sure.” 

Brind’Amour was named Tuesday as one of the four coaches selected 
for the 2022 NHL All-Star Games and called it a reflection of the team’s 
success — Carolina (24-7-2) has the best points percentage in the 
Metropolitan Division. 

“It’s good to get recognized that way, that our team is at least up there 
with the other good teams in the league,” he said. 

Goaltender Jack LaFontaine, who left the University of Minnesota to sign 
an entry level contract with the Carolina Hurricanes, answers media 
questions after his first team practice Wednesday.. Chip Alexander 

Goalie Jack LaFontaine, who left the University of Minnesota mid-season 
to sign an entry-level contract Sunday with Carolina, put in his first 
practice. The Canes had three goalies on the ice with Frederik Andersen, 
Alex Lyon and LaFontaine — Antti Raanta remains out with an upper-
body injury. 

“Day 1 was great,” LaFontaine said. “I got in last night and got all settled. 
The guys obviously were unbelievable. It was fun to get out there. I think 
hockey is probably the easiest part of this process right now. It was nice 
and relaxing to get back out there and just feel the pace and feel some 
shots.” 

LaFontaine, a Mississauga, Ontario, native, has been assigned to the 
Canes’ taxi squad and is awaiting the completion of his work visa that 
would allow him to play. 

“When he’s available, then he gets in the conversation,” Brind’Amour 
said. 

Of note 

Canes play-by-play announcer Mike Maniscalco has entered the COVID 
protocol, the team said Wednesday, and will miss the next three games. 
The game broadcast will be handled by Tripp Tracy and Shane Willis. 

Carolina Hurricanes vs Columbus Blue Jackets 

When: Thursday, 7 p.m. 

Where: PNC Arena, Raleigh. 

TV/Radio: ESPN+, Hulu; WCMC-99.9 FM 

This story was originally  

Published January 12, 2022 2:54 PM. 
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Canucks look for more dynamic defence beyond the mighty Quinn 

 

Patrick Johnston 

 

Jack Rathbone, who started this season with the NHL Canucks before 
being assigned to Abbotsford, has been injured of late, but did put up six 
points in seven games for the AHL Canucks. 

Slowly but surely, the Vancouver Canucks’ new management regime 
seems to be getting closer to their final diagnosis. 

President of hockey operations Jim Rutherford has made it clear: This 
team needs to focus on adding young players, not chase after veterans. 
He and head coach Bruce Boudreau have said their depth forwards need 
to produce more. 

And on Wednesday, Boudreau was honest about the state of his defence 
corps. 

“You need more than one guy like Quinn (Hughes), to be able to jump 
into the play, to be able to create some offence from the defence,” he 
said after his team practised in Tampa, Fla. “If you don’t have that, look 
at all the good teams in the NHL, you take the top 10. Their defence are 
all mobile and they can rack up points and they create offence from the 
defence and, of course, we would like more of that.” 

Is that Jack Rathbone’s music? More on the former Harvard man in a 
moment. 

Hughes is putting together a remarkable season. He has 28 points in 34 
games, putting him on pace to beat out Doug Lidster’s team record for 
points by a defenceman in a single season. 

Lidster tallied 63 in the 1986-87 season, a run-of-the-mill total in a points-
happy era. Hughes is on pace for 66, a stunning total in an era where 
goals are much harder to come by. 

In 2018-19, the last complete NHL season, only four defencemen scored 
more points than what Hughes is on pace for now: Brent Burns, Mark 
Giordano, Morgan Reilly and John Carlson. 

“When you’re looking at things that you would like, another mobile puck-
moving defenceman always comes to the top of my list,” Boudreau 
added. 

The veteran coach had worked with some very talented defencemen in 
his previous NHL coaching gigs in Minnesota, Anaheim and Washington. 

“I’ve been really fortunate to have defencemen that can (score). Whether 
it was Minnesota — we were always in the top two or three offensive 
defencemen — I had Mike Green (in Washington) he scored 30 goals. (In 
Anaheim) Cam Fowler and Hampus Lindholm were very good, mobile 
defencemen. I’ve been really lucky and I think the best of them all is 
Quinn, but I mean obviously we could use some more of that,” he said. 

But take away Hughes and the offensive state of Boudreau’s defence 
corps is pretty dire. The Canucks are 26th in the league in points by 
defencemen. They’ve had just seven goals scored by defencemen, tied 
with the New York Islanders and Ottawa Senators for last in the league. 
And Hughes’ 28 points account for nearly half the total points — 60 — 
that the Canucks’ blue line has produced on the season. 

NEXT GAME 

Thursday 

Vancouver Canucks at Tampa Bay Lightning 

4 p.m. PT, Amalie Arena. TV: Sportsnet Pacific. Radio: Sportsnet 650 

Both Tyler Myers and Oliver Ekman-Larsson have been solid point 
producers in the past but neither has been much of an offensive 
presence this season and now that they’re in the 30s, it’s unlikely they’ll 
return to their point-scoring glory days. 

Myers hasn’t scored this year — he does have 10 assists — while 
Ekman-Larsson has been playing a more defence-first role and has just 

two goals and three assists on the year, a fair cry from the double-digit 
goal totals he posted every year in his younger, pre-knee injury days. 

For whatever reason in the off-season, former general manager Jim 
Benning didn’t focus much on adding any other puck-moving 
defencemen. Instead, he retained or added in free agency defence-first 
defenders Travis Hamonic, Luke Schenn and Tucker Poolman. 

According to sources, the Canucks could very well have added the 
offensively minded Jake Bean in a trade last summer, a player Benning 
had shown affinity for in the past and who was known to be available in a 
trade, but for whatever reason the former GM didn’t make a deal. The 
Carolina Hurricanes, who drafted Bean in 2016, traded him to the 
Columbus Blue Jackets for a second-round pick but would have 
considered a trade for a player as well. 

All this is to say that even as Rutherford sharpens up his trading tools, 
there is a big opportunity for Rathbone to make an impact on the lineup. 
Rathbone showed plenty of promise in his rookie professional season 
last year and is a strong, smooth skater, with puck skills to boot. 

He’s the kind of defenceman you’d think Boudreau would be excited by, 
but the veteran coach has yet to see him play a game. In fact, Rathbone 
has yet to suit up for a game for any team during the 
Rutherford/Boudreau era. 

Rathbone started the year in Vancouver but didn’t play much for former 
coach Travis Green — Rathbone also had atrocious puck luck, with the 
Canucks shooting just 1.5 per cent with him on the ice — and was 
farmed out to AHL Abbotsford in early November. 

In seven games with Abbotsford before suffering a suspected shoulder 
injury, he scored a goal and added five assists. In his abbreviated rookie 
season, he posted nine points in eight AHL games and then made his 
NHL debut, scoring a goal in eight games for the Canucks. 

He can dish the puck, of this there is no doubt. 

Rathbone is close to a return. Abbotsford is scheduled to play three 
games in California over the weekend, twice against the San Diego Gulls 
and once against the Ontario (Calif.) Reign. And although their game last 
Monday was postponed because of COVID-19 protocols — the team has 
been dealing with a rolling series of cases since Christmas — the team is 
still expecting to travel to California this weekend to play their games. 

And if Rathbone does suit up, there will be plenty of eyes in the 
organization on him. 
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Canucks Luke Schenn, J.T. Miller struck by Lightning’s motivation to 
keep improving 

 

Ben Kuzma 

 

Luke Schenn won Stanley Cup titles with Tampa Bay in 2020 and 2021. 

Luke Schenn knows the rings are always the thing because the National 
Hockey League playoffs are far from a spring fling. 

The Vancouver Canucks’ defenceman has championship jewelry from a 
pair of post-season pursuits with the Tampa Bay Lightning in 2020 and 
2021, while teammate J.T. Miller took his game to another level with a 
franchise that always sets a high performance bar.   

The Lightning were the third Central Division seed last season and won it 
all by topped the surprising Montreal Canadiens in five games. In 2020, 
they outlasted the Dallas Stars in six games.   

And while it seemed like the Lightning could always strike at will 
offensively, it was being swept by the upstart Columbus Blue Jackets in 
the first round of 2018, after capturing the Presidents’ Trophy, that 
proved the big wake-up call. 
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The Lightning had to learn to do the tough stuff. Grind it out to kill the 
opposition’s will. Win close games. 

“They have an elite group of players and will probably have four or five 
Hall of Fame guys and that doesn’t happen by accident,” Schenn said 
Wednesday after practising in preparation to face the Bolts on Thursday. 

NEXT GAME 

Thursday 

Vancouver Canucks at Tampa Bay Lightning 

4 p.m. PT, Amalie Arena. TV: Sportsnet Pacific. Radio: Sportsnet 650 

“The biggest thing I learned is the belief in the group and the want to 
continue to get better. It’s a rock-solid dressing room and to have a track 
record like they’ve had in the last decade is pretty incredible. 

“The biggest thing they changed in order to win a championship — after 
losing in the first round — is that they were relying a lot more on skill. 
They have a big, strong and heavy D-core and that’s what they pride 
themselves on — being good in the corners and in front.” 

Miller made most of a transitional 2018-19 season in Tampa Bay to hone 
his game.   

He moved up and down the lineup and was limited to 13 goals, often on 
the third line with Antony Cirelli and Alex Killorn. And despite playing 
three less minutes a night than the previous season, he managed career 
highs for power-play points (20) and assists (37). 

All this while knowing the salary-cap challenged club needed to extend 
92-point restricted free agent Brayden Point and that he was expendable 
to Vancouver in a trade. 

“That prepared me a ton,” said Miller. “Everybody on a really good team 
has a role. You learn to buy into what you’re asked to do and a good 
team plays the right way and gives itself a chance to win every game. An 
awesome team and organization and nothing but high praise on my end. 
I really enjoyed it.” 

OVERTIME — The Canucks announced Wednesday that defenceman 
Ashton Sautner has been placed on the league’s COVID-19 protocol list. 
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Brad Marchand can do no wrong these days as his hat trick helps Bruins 
dominate Canadiens 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff,Updated January 12, 2022, 9:58 p.m. 

 

Brad Marchand can say and do most anything he wants these days. 

During warm-ups before facing the Montreal Canadiens, he dropped an 
expletive during a live interview, drawing chuckles from the TNT 
broadcast studio. 

After he scored his third goal of the game, and lids flew over the glass at 
TD Garden, Marchand scooped up a sparkling magenta cowboy hat — 
something a disco Barbie might wear — and returned it to the bench for 
future display in the Bruins’ dressing room. 

“That hat speaks for itself,” he said. “That just has sexy written all over it.” 

Afterward, in an off-topic thread, Marchand even admitted that he grew 
up a Toronto Maple Leafs fan in Halifax, Nova Scotia. 

What? You got a problem with any of that? 

Without apology, Marchand is on fire, and his latest act saw him put up a 
hat trick in the first two periods on Wednesday night. The Bruins cruised 
to a 5-1 win, their sixth in the last seven tries. 

“We were catching a little bit of heat early on,” Marchand said of the 
Bruins’ recent surge. “We knew that we were going to get better.” 

Now up to 8-4–12 in his last four games, Marchand hammered the 
moribund Habs by scoring on a tap-in, whacking home a rebound off the 
end glass, and chipping home a shorthanded follow. The trend: All three 
goals were right around the crease. 

Marchand scored from 12, 15, and 14 feet out, per the NHL’s data. That 
pleased Bruce Cassidy. The coach’s pregame message: Win the interior 
ice, at both ends, and keep the skating pace high. 

After he scored his third goal of the game, the hats rained down onto the 
ice at TD Garden, and the Bruins Brad Marchand spotted one red one 
that caught his eye. 

After he scored his third goal of the game, the hats rained down onto the 
ice at TD Garden, and the Bruins Brad Marchand spotted one red one 
that caught his eye.Jim Davis/ 

Globe Staff Doing so was little issue against Montreal (7-25-3), which 
was playing its first game since Jan. 1 because of NHL and province of 
Quebec COVID issues 

Grease was the word. The other two goals came from Curtis Lazar, who 
earned his first three-point game (2-1–3) by jamming at the top of the 
crease. Shots by Jake DeBrusk (first period) and Urho Vaakanainen 
(third) clanked off his body. 

All New Year’s resolutions honored, the Bruins (20-11-2) are 6-1-0 since 
Jan. 1, with a league-high 33 goals. 

Marchand’s first came on a great look by Tomas Nosek, another 
attacking fourth-liner. 

The crafty Czech absorbed a bump from Nick Suzuki, Montreal’s top 
center, and rolled down the left wing. Marchand slipped free from his 
check (a disinterested Mike Hoffman) as Nosek zipped a cross-ice pass 
through two Habs for a tap-in. 

Boston has nine first-period goals in its last three games. 

Marchand showed his hand-eye coordination again 15 seconds later, 
whacking a bouncing puck off the end boards past Jake Allen at 14:58 of 
the first. That made Marchand’s third straight two-goal game. 

Allen left the game at 17:11 of the first, Sam Montembault relieving him. 
Allen, who appeared to have a groin injury, stopped five of the seven 
pucks he saw. Montembault saved 31 of 34. 

Linus Ullmark (24 saves on 25 shots) became the first Bruins netminder 
this season to win three straight games. 

Linus Ullmark makes a stick save during the first period of Wednesday's 
win. 

Marchand polished off his fifth career hat trick shorthanded, chipping a 
puck out of the zone to Patrice Bergeron and following the rebound of a 
John Moore shot. Dumped to the ice, Marchand scored his 33rd career 
shorty as he fell. 

DeBrusk, making his return to the lineup after four games on the COVID 
list, picked up a shot assist with 50 seconds left in the first. DeBrusk had 
two chances and kept the puck alive before slinging a shot to the crease. 
Lazar, who had an assist on Marchand’s opening goal, was in the right 
spot. 

“Even if we’re not putting the puck in the net, we’re turning pucks over 
and changing momentum,” Lazar said. 

The one-sided tally from the first: 3 goals, 13 shots, and 28 shot attempts 
for Boston; 0, 6, and 9 for Montreal. The Bruins finished with a 41-25 
edge in shots, and 65-37 in attempts. 

The only Montreal pushback came from fourth-line newcomer Michael 
Pezzetta. He came up with a turnaround snipe, the Habs on the 
forecheck, at 10:46 of the second. He also bowled over Matt Grzelcyk 
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behind the Bruins’ net, drawing the attention of Charlie McAvoy and 
Bergeron, who drew a roughing minor. Bergeron, the Big Bad Bruins 
goon, has 12 PIMs in his last four games. 

Charlie McAvoy takes a stick to the face as he and Patrice Bergeron take 
down Montreal's Michael Pezzetta in the second period Wednesday 
night. 

“Trust me, when these hits happen, if Bergy’s not on the ice, he points it 
out right away,” said Cassidy, who added to his stellar record against the 
Habs: 12-2-1 since his arrival in February 2017. 

“We finish every check … respond … push back. Let them know, hey, 
we’re not going to take that.” 

Pezzetta also knocked Moore out of the game in the second, hitting him 
from behind on the forecheck. Moore’s face rattled off the glass. 

“Late,” Cassidy called it, “and probably unnecessary.” He didn’t offer an 
update on Moore afterward. 

The Bruins made it 5-1 at 10:19 of the third when Vaakanainen, playing 
in his 19th career game and third this season, snuck a point shot 
through. The goal was credited to Lazar after the game. 

They’re playing fast, supporting each other, and making sure the 
opposing netminder doesn’t earn first star. The Bruins believe this is their 
identity. 

“It’s tough to score five goals a night in this league. Nobody does,” 
Cassidy said. “But we shouldn’t be around two, either.” 

Erik Haula fights Montreal's Laurent Dauphin in the third period 
Wednesday night at TD Garden. 

Erik Haula fights Montreal's Laurent Dauphin in the third period 
Wednesday night at TD Garden.Jim Davis/ 

Globe Staff The fifth goal brought out the chants. The Garden crowd 
showered the Canadiens with a mocking, “Olé, olé,” and gave some love 
to their new backup netminder. 

“We want Tuukka,” they chanted in the third period. 

They’ll see Tuukka Rask on Thursday. Like Marchand, they’re getting 
everything they want these days. 
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Tuukka Rask wants to get back in the Bruins net ASAP, and it will be on 
Thursday 

 

By Matt Porter Globe Staff,Updated January 12, 2022, 9:40 a.m. 

 

According to Tuukka Rask, the sooner the Bruins throw him in net, the 
better. 

“I expect to play a great game, whenever that is,” he said Wednesday 
morning on a Zoom call. “Whether that’s realistic or not, that’s what I 
expect.” 

Rask won’t test his surgically repaired hip with a tuneup in the minors, 
instead donning a ball cap and manning the Bruins’ bench door for 
Wednesday night’s 5-1 win over the Canadiens. His first game action will 
be Thursday against Philadelphia, coach Bruce Cassidy confirmed 
afterward. 

It will be the 561st career game for the 34-year-old Finn, who could have 
retired with the team records for wins (306) and games, one Stanley Cup 

championship, and a career save percentage (.922) and goals-against 
average (2.27) that rank third and 10th on the NHL’s all-time list. 

“It would have been nice to go out there and get some kinks out, but then 
again, you’ve seen guys come back from injury and they get lit up for 6, 
7, 8 goals,” Rask said. 

“It’s going to be a mental challenge mostly anyway, come my next game, 
but I’ve played enough games that I think I can overcome that challenge 
and hopefully play at my best.” 

The Bruins are moving forward with Rask and Linus Ullmark, who won 
his third straight game against the Habs. Cassidy said he may alternate 
goalies in the coming days, noting that Rask’s response to injury and the 
production from both goaltenders will determine the split. 

The Bruins assigned Jeremy Swayman, who is on a two-way contract, to 
AHL Providence. Ullmark said it was “bittersweet” to not continue his 
post-win bear hug ritual with Swayman, but Rask, he said, is “a 
tremendous goaltender, a cult figure for the Boston Bruins.” 

Brad Marchand saw it as “unfortunate for Sway, being in a numbers 
game,” but was happy for his pal. 

“Tuuks is an incredible goalie and has been for a very long time in this 
league,” Marchand said. “There’s no doubt he’s going to help our team. 
There’s going to be games he steals that we shouldn’t win.” 

The Same Old Tuukka would be an incredible bargain: a one-year, $1 
million contract, which has a no-movement clause, according to agent 
Markus Lehto. Rask stopped short of calling this a farewell tour, but 
having another kick at the can with the only organization he has known 
— and with longtime teammates Marchand and Patrice Bergeron — 
remains his biggest motivation. 

Rask believes the Bruins’ chances are “as good as anybody else,” owing 
to a strong core and recent show-me wins against Tampa Bay and 
Washington. Good thing, since Bergeron, like Rask, is on an expiring 
deal. 

“We’re getting older and the window’s closing,” Rask said. “We haven’t 
talked about specific [retirement] dates or nothing. I told Bergy a couple 
of weeks ago he should do what I did, just wait half a season and sign 
next year. He should take some time off. He’s played a lot of hockey.” 

Rask wasn’t kidding when he said his hip rehab wasn’t too strenuous. 
The hardest part came early. 

“There was no pain,” he said. “The rehab is fairly easy and pain-free, it’s 
just the patience. The first month or two months, you can’t really do 
anything more than lay on the table and let your trainer mobilize the hip 
to make sure it doesn’t stiffen up too much. 

“I’m not the most patient guy when it comes to waiting around and not 
doing things.” 

Tuukka Rask congratulates Urho Vaakanainen after the youngster 
scored his first NHL goal in the third period Wednesday night. 

Tuukka Rask congratulates Urho Vaakanainen after the youngster 
scored his first NHL goal in the third period Wednesday night.Jim Davis/ 

Globe Staff So retirement, whenever it comes, might be a challenge. 
Rask isn’t thinking that far ahead. 

“I haven’t made any plans for the future. And I haven’t played a hockey 
game in a long time,” he said. “I want to come back solid and start 
building on my game and get that rhythm back that I’m used to having. 

“So that’s where my head’s at right now. I haven’t made any long-term 
plans yet. We’ll see what happens.” 

Good news on Foligno 

Nick Foligno’s lower-body injury doesn’t look as bad as initially feared. 
Foligno, felled Saturday against Tampa Bay, skated lightly on his own 
Wednesday morning. Cassidy said Foligno could return next week. 
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“Good news on that front,” said Cassidy. “Watching on video, it didn’t 
look good.” … Cassidy said Trent Frederic (upper-body injury Monday) 
will miss Wednesday and Thursday at least, but could return Saturday … 
Jake DeBrusk and Tomas Nosek came off the COVID list, slotting in as 
No. 3 left wing and No. 4 center, respectively ... Connor Clifton and 
Derek Forbort remained in COVID protocol. 

Making an impact 

Cassidy has been pleased with defenseman Urho Vaakanainen, who 
was in the lineup for a third consecutive game and assisted on the final 
goal. “Just a little upgrade in every area,” the coach said, pointing to the 
23-year-old Finn’s body language, engagement, practice habits, and 
execution as improved over his prior NHL stints — not unlike forward 
Oskar Steen, who has carved out a spot. The Bruins see Vaakanainen 
as a defense-first backliner who can kill plays with his feet and stick and 
make a strong first pass. He has made better use of his frame (6 feet 1 
inch, 185 pounds) this time around. Plus, he had two assists in two 
games (equaling his output in 16 previous NHL contests). “I think he’s 
passed the puck well,” Cassidy said. “He’s been assertive when it’s on 
his stick, looking to go north. Not afraid to hold onto it an extra second or 
two, if that’s what the situation dictates, while he’s moving his feet to 
open up some passing lanes.” … The Bruins have had 16 different goal-
scorers in their last seven games, coming out of their December pause. 

Hot streak 

Marchand became the second Bruin in more than 30 years with three 
straight two-goal games. Bergeron did the same in 2019. The last time 
before that: Cam Neely in 1988 … The Bruins have nine first-period 
goals in their last three games … Montreal defenseman Chris Wideman 
could be suspended for a head-butt on Erik Haula in the third. Wideman 
was given four minutes (roughing, unsportsmanlike conduct). A head-butt 
(Rule 47) is a double-minor if attempted, and five minutes and a game 
misconduct if it connects. Head-butting with an injury is a match penalty. 
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Bruins goalie Tuukka Rask, by agreeing to prorated $1 million contract, 
shows it’s not always about the money 

 

By Kevin Paul Dupont Globe Staff,Updated January 11, 2022, 2:40 p.m. 

 

Putting his heart where his mouth is, Tuukka Rask on Tuesday 
eschewed the chance to pursue big money that he assuredly could have 
pocketed elsewhere and re-signed with the Bruins, agreeing to a $1 
million contract that will pay him only a prorated $545,000 over the next 
few months. 

The deal positioned Rask to suit up Wednesday night with the Canadiens 
in town, but general manager Don Sweeney confirmed late in the 
afternoon that Linus Ullmark will start against the Habs. 

Rookie Jeremy Swayman, the odd man out in the 24-square-foot 
netminding equation, will be headed to AHL Providence while Rask and 
Ullmark mind the NHL store. 

How Rask and Ullmark share the workload over the upcoming seven-
game homestand, or for the remainder of the season, is unsure. Rask 
could start Thursday against Philadelphia, but COVID-19 concerns on 
the Flyers’ side could make that another postponement. Next up: the 
Predators here for a Saturday matinee. Et tu, Tuukka? 

Either way, it’s almost Tuukka time again, exact date and time TBD. He’ll 
address the media Wednesday morning, prior to his first formal workout 
in Brighton. 

What we do know is that Rask, 34, lived up to his recent word that it was 
team loyalty and a simple desire to play again, rather than money, 
money, and more money, that guided his decision to pick up his career 
where he left off — as the winningest goalie in franchise history. 

How will the rest of the season play out for Tuukka Rask and the Bruins? 

How will the rest of the season play out for Tuukka Rask and the 
Bruins?John Tlumacki/ 

Globe Staff During his Zoom session last Thursday, Rask said it was 
“never really in my head” to look anywhere other than Boston. 

“It’s a business, like everyone knows,” noted Rask, who became a 
regular in net here in the 2009-10 season and evolved as one of the 
game’s dominant No. 1 goaltenders of his era. “But for us players, when 
it’s a team like the Bruins, a bunch of us growing up together … you don’t 
want to leave guys on bad terms.” 

He is back, looking lean and fit (some things are a given), and playing 
without pain, his torn hip labrum surgically repaired over the summer. He 
is now four-plus months into daily training. Had he not intended to play 
again, Rask said, he wouldn’t have undergone surgery and he certainly 
wouldn’t have invested the sweat equity of training and on-ice workouts 
recent weeks. 

“So, I wanted to come back and be helpful,” he added, “and maybe finish 
it up with a bunch of guys I played with my whole career.” 

To do that, Rask will be playing basically for entry-level dough, in some 
cases banking less than 10 percent of that being earned by players on a 
roster that this season includes six teammates with a cap hit of $5 million 
or more. Rask last season earned $7 million, his final payout of an eight-
year, $56 million pact, the richest for a goalie in team history. 

By today’s standards, with money-grabbing central to every facet of the 
sports industry, with no nickel left in any seat cushion anywhere, it’s all 
but impossible to believe what Rask has done. 

Keep in mind, he’s not reentering the picture as a guy expected to supply 
capable backup duty. Heck, even those guys in today’s NHL routinely 
sign for $2 million or $3 million a year, the rate typically scaled around 
how much the No. 1 guy is banking. Instead, Rask comes aboard as a 
bona fide No. 1, likely at least to divvy up the chores 50-50 with Ullmark, 
his fellow Scandinavian. 

What does the return of Tuukka Rask mean for the duo of Linus Ullmark, 
left, and Jeremy Swayman? 

What does the return of Tuukka Rask mean for the duo of Linus Ullmark, 
left, and Jeremy Swayman?Jessica Rinaldi/ 

Globe Staff It’s entirely possible, in fact, that Rask renders Ullmark, he of 
133 career games and zero playoff experience, his $5-million-a-year 
backup/understudy. That’s where we are, back to the future, with Rask 
banking less than when his rookie contract guaranteed a base of 
$850,000. 

Rask came back for the play and not for the pay. He took one for the 
team — and barely anything for himself. 

From this day forward, he is Cash Back Rask, the $7 million man who 
came back for a Stanley Cup run and maybe a few Bud Lights. 

Astonishing. 

No longer can we laugh when an athlete muses he’d pay to play the 
game he loves. Rask has all but done that. 

Even his detractors in the fan base, of whom there are many, will have to 
acknowledge at least the intent of his good deed. 

Rask is clearly coming back because: A. He believes this is still a bunch 
of guys who can win the Cup and B. He thinks he betters the odds of that 
happening. 

What’s not to like about that? Zero. Make that a Frank Brimsek, Mr. Zero. 
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But Rask detractors wouldn’t be won over if he had paid Sweeney 
$545,000 to return and also bought three luxury boxes to give away free 
each night, Celtics games, Lady Gaga concerts, and tractor pulls 
included, 

The haters would be the ones still booing him, even if he were riding in 
Black and Gold Float No. 1 in a duck boat parade down Tremont Street 
this summer. 

The 34-year-old Tuukka Rask will be back between the pipes in Boston. 

Yep. Death. Taxes. And beat on Tuukka, the guy with the league’s best 
save percentage (.921) and goals-against average (2.26), 2009-21, for 
goaltenders to log 500 games or more across those years. 

Can we stop all that now? Please? 

“He’s ready to go, from a health standpoint, and committed to our team,” 
said Sweeney, crediting Rask and agent Markus Lehto for getting the 
deal done. “Credit goes to them, and obviously the organization for 
providing the opportunity for him to continue his career.” 

Astonished, as noted above, I asked Sweeney what he felt would 
motivate Rask in today’s age to accept the small payday. 

“I think in some ways, sometimes Tuukka’s too honest, ya know?” he 
said. “He’s just a guy who wants to come back and play hockey. He 
committed to the rehab part of it, and the process, which is not an easy 
thing. He could have just faded off. He’s had a hell of a career … leads in 
wins. He has a lot of things on his résumé. But he wanted to play.” 

Jan. 11, 2022 , the day I never thought I’d see — the day in Boston 
sports we learned it isn’t really always about the money. 
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Bruins thump hapless Habs, 5-1 

 

Steve Conroy6-7 minutes 1/12/2022 

 

The Bruins’ ancient rivalry with the Montreal Canadiens will be rekindled 
one day, no doubt. It has flared up in just about every decade the two 
teams have been playing hockey over the past century. 

But on Wednesday at the Garden, some of the age-old animosities may 
have sparked up but the suddenly rebuilding Habs are simply in no 
position to make the B’s lives too miserable these days. 

Thanks to a Brad Marchand hat trick — his 17th, 18th and 19th goals of 
the year, which gave him seven in the last three games — the B’s raced 
out to a 4-0 lead and cruised to a 5-1 victory. The B’s matched their 
season-long win streak with their third straight victory, and it was their 
sixth win in seven games since returning from the Christmas/COVID 
break. 

The B’s have been a new team since coach Bruce Cassidy changed his 
lines coming out of the break. They have scored 33 goals in the seven 
games, with 16 different goal-scorers. There is no doubt some of the 
puck luck that eluded them earlier in the season has found their back 
pocket, but this sample size is getting big enough to suggest that the B’s 
can be a more explosive team than they showed in their first 26 games. 

“It’s tough to score five goals every night in this league, nobody does. But 
we shouldn’t be around two, either,” said Cassidy. “Some nights you’re 
going to run into a hot goaltender. Nights at the start of the year, there 
were a lot of games where we’d walk out of here or a game on the road 
and their goalie would be first star. That hasn’t happened as much lately.” 

Cassidy believes his team’s pace of play has gotten up to speed. And 
since this bonanza started, the B’s have been going to where the goals 
are scored, the difficult area in and around the crease. That trait is 
epitomized by the battle-scarred Marchand. 

“As a group, we’ve focused on it more recently. It’s something we’ve had 
to add to our game,” said Marchand, nose broken and eye blackened by 
a high-stick in Washington. “The majority of the goals in this league are 
scored from there. We had to get some more guys in front, get rebounds, 
get in front of the net, focus a little more on being around there. Our 
group’s been doing that since the break and it’s really paying off for us 
right now.” 

The Canadiens, playing their first game since Jan. 1 because of four 
postponements, are in contention to be the worst team in the league and 
it didn’t take long to see how they earned their spot at the bottom of the 
standings. In little more than a blink of an eye — 15 seconds to be exact 
—  the player who was front and center in big road wins in Tampa and 
Washington got the B’s in the right frame of mind late in the period. 

Marchand changed onto the ice for Anton Blidh and went straight to the 
net. From the top of the crease he was able to redirect home a great feed 
from Tomas Nosek, playing in his first game back from COVID protocol. 

The B’s completed their line change for the ensuing faceoff and, 15 
seconds later, they had a two-goal lead. Craig Smith fired a shot from the 
slot that produced a high rebound. Marchand zeroed in on the puck and 
was able to bat it past Jake Allen at 14:58. It marked Marchand’s third 
consecutive two-goal game. 

An injured Allen was pulled from the game in favor of Sam 
Montembeault. Before the period was out, Montembeault would give one 
up, too. 

Jake DeBrusk, also playing his first game back from protocol, fired a shot 
from the right half board at the net and Curtis Lazar, battling for net-front 
position with Christian Dvorak, had it bounce off his skate with 50 
seconds left in the period. He’d add another one before the night was out 
for a 2-2-4 night. 

Marchand completed the hat trick at 7:10 of the second with a 
shorthanded goal. He started and finished the play, winning the puck 
deep in his own end and zipping it up to Patrice Bergeron for a breakout. 
John Moore (who’d later leave the game with a possible head injury) 
jumped up into the play and took the initial shot that Montembeault 
stopped, but Marchand followed up the rebound to make it 4-0, igniting a 
shower of chapeaus. Marchand’s pick was a stylish purple straw cowboy 
hat. 

At that point, the Habs figured it was a good time to show up. Ben 
Chiarot drilled Oskar Steen with a hard hit for which he was whistled for 
roughing. Then fourth-line scrapper Michael Pezzetta got them on the 
board at 10:46 with a turnaround shot from the slot that beat Linus 
Ullmark. 

Shortly after that, Pezzetta drew the B’s ire with a big hit on Matt 
Grzelcyk, inducing Bergeron to slam him to the ice, earning two minutes. 
Pezzetta also delivered the hit that knocked Moore from the game. 
Cassidy had no problem with his captain taking the penalty. 

“Trust me, when these hits happen, if Bergy’s not on the ice, he points it 
out on the bench right away, ‘We finish every check,’ ” said Cassidy. “We 
got to let them know we’re not going to take that, whether it’s in our 
building or your building. We’re missing a bit of size with (Trent Frederic 
and Nick Foligno) going out on the last trip, but other guys have to step 
up and know when it’s your turn, be physical.” 

Things continued to get messy in the third. Marchand drilled Nick Suzuki 
on a hit that landed him in the box for two minutes. Then in a third-period 
scrum, Chris Wideman threw a sideways head butt at Erik Haula, 
infuriating the Bruin forward and quite possibly earning him a call from 
the league. 
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But too-little-too-late aggression was about all the Habs had to offer in 
way of pushback. 

Before too long, the Garden fans serenaded the Habs with the “Ole’! 
Ole’! Ole’!’ song so often sung by the fans in the Bell Centre in better 
times. There was another punch-up between Haula and Laurent 
Dauphin. 

Yes, the hate may still be there. Hopefully the competitiveness will return 
soon. 
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Tuukka Rask taking another kick at the can 

 

Steve Conroy7-9 minutes 1/12/2022 

 

Money, clearly, did not play a part in Tuukka Rask’s decision to resume 
his playing career. That was obvious with the bargain-basement, one-
year, $1 million contract he signed with the Bruins on Tuesday after 
finishing up his rehabilitation from hip surgery. 

On Wednesday, Rask laid out what exactly is driving him, and it is pretty 
basic at its core. 

“The biggest motivation is to play with the group I played with my whole 
career and have another chance to win. That’s about it,” said Rask. 
“When you do a surgery like that for a goalie, it’s a pretty significant 
injury. It takes a lot of time to recover and when you try to come back, 
you don’t know how it’s going to react. I’m just trying to get back in the 
groove of things, play some solid hockey and go from there.” 

Rask has played with Patrice Bergeron and Brad Marchand pretty much 
since he came into the league. It’s not going to last forever, and he 
knows it, as do the others 

“We’ve touched on it from time to time,” said Rask. “We’re realistic that 
we’re getting older and the window is closing, whenever that is, a year, 
two, three years. Who knows? But it’s closing and we know that. But we 
haven’t talked specific dates or nothing. I told Bergy a couple of weeks 
ago that he should do what I did, just wait till half the season and sign. 
Take some time off. He’s played a lot of hockey.” 

While everyone is getting older, and it’s been a fight for this team just to 
get back into playoff contention, he still believes it has a chance to win a 
Stanley Cup. Whether that’s realistic may depend on what kind of 
maneuvering GM Don Sweeney can do by the trade deadline. But Rask, 
understandably, has been buoyed by the club’s recent success. 

“I think it’s as good as anybody else,” he said of the B’s chances. “I think 
the core group is still there. The past few games, the team has shown it 
can play some real solid hockey against good teams. It’s a long season 
so there’s still plenty of games left. Once we keep building in the right 
direction, like we always say, it’s all about making the playoffs and then 
anything can happen. Looking forward to that.” 

Asked if this was a “farewell tour,” Rask reiterated that he didn’t know his 
plans beyond this season. 

“We’ll see,” said Rask. “Like I’ve said, I haven’t really made any plans for 
the future, and I haven’t played a hockey game in a long time. So I want 
to come back, I want to come back solid and start building on my game 
and get that rhythm back that I’m used to having. That’s where my head’s 
at right now. I haven’t made any long-term plans yet. We’ll see what 
happens. 

Rask is set to back-up Linus Ullmark Wednesday night as the B’s take on 
the Canadiens at the Garden. Coach Bruce Cassidy said he will get the 
net on Thursday against the Flyers and they’ll see how it goes from 

there. Factors like Rask’s conditioning and his performance will be 
weighed, but Cassidy said the two goalies could alternate to start with 
such a heavy schedule. 

“The sooner you throw me in there, the better it is,” said Rask. 

A rehab start in Providence last week was scuttled by COVID issues. The 
netminder feels there are pros and cons to going to the AHL for a game. 

“In hindsight, I guess it would have been nice to get some kinks out, but 
then again, you’ve seen guys go down (to the minors) after injuries and 
then they get lit up for six, seven, eight goals, so I don’t know if that’s 
going to help you mentally, either. So there’s always that,” he said. “It’s 
going to be a mental challenge mostly anyways come my next game. But 
I think I’ve played enough games that I think I can overcome that 
challenge and hopefully play my best, because I expect to play a great 
game, whenever that is. Whether that’s realistic or not, that’s what I 
expect.” 

Marchand bloodied, unbowed 

If it was at all possible, Marchand may have looked every bit as rough 
two days after the high-stick he took from Washington’s Nic Dowd as he 
did when it happened on Monday when his nose was busted wide open 
and he was bleeding all over the place. Not only was his nose broken 
and he took 5-6 stitches, but he was sporting a fresh shiner that 
blossomed in the aftermath of the high stick. 

But Marchand counted his blessings. 

“I’m just happy it wasn’t my teeth,” said Marchand. “I can deal with a 
broken nose, but missing these beautiful teeth of mine, that would have 
hurt.” 

While he admitted he may have questioned Dowd’s intention in the white 
heat of the trauma he was suffering in that moment, he pretty much 
absolved the Cap. 

“Yeah, he got me pretty good,” said Marchand. “He came up pretty hard. 
I don’t think it was intentional by any means. He was just flailing around 
trying to lift my stick and he wasn’t very close, but it happens 
sometimes.” 

Asked where it ranked in his own personal pain Hall of Fame, Marchand 
recalled the time he made the mistake of stepping out to block an Alex 
Ovechkin one-timer. 

“I hobbled to the bench and I was yelling for the trainers, ‘It’s broken! it’s 
broken! It’s 100 percent broken!'” he recalled with a laugh. “I guess it just 
went numb. I don’t think I missed a shift. It hurt but it must have just hit a 
nerve or something. Guys gave it to me for that one for  while.” 

Foligno back on skates 

The news on Nick Foligno‘s MRI was better than expected. The veteran 
had left Saturday’s game in Tampa when he awkwardly twisted his left 
knee, needing some assistance to get off the ice. But Cassidy said he 
was able to skate a little on Wednesday and could be back by next week. 

“Good news on that front, because watching it on video it certainly didn’t 
look good. I thought it could have been more long term,” said Cassidy. … 

Cassidy said that Trent Frederic (upper body) will be out at least through 
Thursday’s game against Philly but could be available for Nashville on 
Saturday. … 

Cassidy said that Sweeney had not spoken to him about free agent 
Evander Kane, the talented left wing who has had a litany of off-ice 
issues and had his contract terminated by the Sharks. 

“We haven’t discussed that particular player. We may down the road if 
that’s something he wants to pursue,” said Cassidy. “Typically, Donnie 
and I will talk about players, but not everyone. I’m not aware of every 
transaction he’s in on. I’m sure he talks to GMs all the time, especially 
this time of year when it gets ramped up a  little bit more. So if he does, 
we’ll got through it. From my perspective, there’s a little bit of vetting, in 
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terms of who knows him? How’s it affect the locker room? I think we see 
the type of player, any player in the league, you can sort of figure out 
where he fits and how good of a player he is. But how good is the fit in 
the locker room? What’s his motivation to join the Bruins? There are a 
couple of other intangibles you may want to look at and go from there.”… 

Jake DeBrusk and Tomas Nosek were released from COVID protocol 
and back in the lineup. … 

With Jeremy Swayman being sent to Providence, Tyler Lewington was 
brought to serve as a reserve defenseman. 
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Why Bruins signing Tuukka Rask to cheap contract was no-brainer move 

 

by Nick Goss5-7 minutes 

 

The Boston Bruins are welcoming a familiar face back to the team.T 

Veteran goalie Tuukka Rask has signed a one-year deal with a salary 
cap hit of $1 million, the team announced Tuesday. It's possible Rask 
could make his season debut Wednesday versus the Montreal 
Canadiens or Thursday against the Philadelphia Flyers. 

Rask's return is far from a surprise. This move has felt inevitable, based 
on comments from head coach Bruce Cassidy, general manager Don 
Sweeney and team president Cam Neely over the last couple months. 
Rask has been practicing with the Bruins for several weeks, too. 

Bruins have struck gold with Hall-Pastrnak combo on new-look second 
line 

Rask underwent offseason surgery to repair a torn labrum in his hip and 
his rehab went well. The procedure has created a noticeable difference in 
Rask's comfort level playing the position. 

"I feel great. The biggest issue for me was the catching of the joint and 
the pain that created. So that's gone, and it makes a huge difference," 
Rask told reporters last week. "Every time I go to butterfly and get up, I 
don't have to think about it locking up on me again and creating that pain. 
So I feel great." 

Why would the Bruins make this move midseason, especially when they 
already have two capable netminders in Linus Ullmark and Jeremy 
Swayman? 

For starters, the price makes it a worthy gamble. Getting a high-quality, 
experienced goalie for a $1 million cap hit is a no-brainer move.  

Rask is a known quantity. He's the team's all-time leader in wins and 
save percentage. The Finnish goalie was second in Vezina Trophy voting 
two years ago and then posted a respectable 15-5-2 record, a .913 save 
percentage and a 2.28 goals against average last season despite battling 
pain and a hip injury. 

The Bruins ranked near the bottom of the league in 5-on-5 save 
percentage for a good chunk of the 2021-22 season. They've improved of 
late and now sit 16th with a .920 save percentage, per Natural Stat Trick. 

Making Tough Saves 

One area where Ullmark and Swayman have struggled is making critical 
saves on high-danger scoring chances created by opponents. Boston's 
.808 high-danger save percentage ranks 22nd of 32 teams. There are 65 
goalies who've played 400-plus minutes this season. Among that group, 
Swayman ranks 29th and Ullmark ranks 46th in high-danger save 
percentage. 

Rask's .843 high-danger save percentage is the third-best among all 
goalies with 2000-plus minutes played since the start of the 2019-20 
season. His .923 save percentage overall is the third-highest over that 
same span. 

Despite all of the hot takes about Rask's lack of a Stanley Cup title as a 
starter, the numbers show he absolutely is capable of leading a team on 
a deep playoff run. 

If Rask is healthy, and all indications are that he is in good shape thanks 
to his surgery, this should be an excellent addition for the Bruins. He's 
not guaranteed the starting job. He'll have to earn it. Ullmark should get 
plenty of action whether he's the starter or backup. You need two quality 
goalies to have a successful regular season and stay fresh for the 
Stanley Cup Playoffs. 

The most controversial aspect of Rask's return is that Swayman probably 
will be the odd-man out. He's a rookie and doesn't need waivers to go 
down to the AHL's Providence Bruins. Sending him to the AHL is the 
easiest move from a logistical standpoint, and it also would allow him to 
play more games and continue to work on some of the weaknesses in his 
skill set, such as rebound control. 

It's certainly not the ideal scenario for Swayman, but he still has another 
year left on his rookie contract and will be a restricted free agent in 2023. 
Bringing back Rask and giving Swayman more time in the AHL does not 
prevent him from being the team's goalie of the future. 

There's also nothing to stop him from making spot starts for the Bruins. 
Boston's schedule over the second half of the season will be grueling. 
They have a lot of games to make up after last month's two-week pause 
due to COVID-19. It's possible all three goalies could get plenty of action 
to avoid fatigue setting in. 

Getting a high-quality, experienced goalie for a $1 million cap hit is a no-
brainer move. 

Nick Goss on Rask's return 

The Bruins are in win-now mode. Patrice Bergeron is 36 and in the final 
year of his contract. We don't know what his future plans are. Brad 
Marchand is the league's most complete left winger and an elite two-way 
player, but he's also 33 years old. There isn't much help on the horizon in 
regards to prospects. Boston's prospect pool ranks among the weakest in 
the league. 

Rask and Ullmark give the Bruins the best chance to win right now and 
help the team's veteran core chase another Stanley Cup title. 

Goaltending should not be an issue if this tandem is healthy. The biggest 
remaining question marks are secondary scoring and defensive depth. 
The former has improved quite a bit of late and the latter can be 
addressed at the trade deadline. 
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Talking Points: Boston Bruins Outclass Lowly Habs in Blowout W 

 

Published 6 hours ago on January 12, 2022 By Joe Haggerty5-6 minutes 
1/12/2022 

 

Here are the Talking Points from the Boston Bruins 5-1 win over the 
Montreal Canadiens at TD Garden on Wednesday night. 

GOLD STAR: Brad Marchand is nothing short of amazing. He scored two 
goals in a 15-second span in the first period, finished off his fifth career 
hat trick in the second period and now has a ridiculous eight goals in his 
last four games. Marchand is now just one game short of tying Phil 
Esposito’s record of four consecutive multi-goal games set in the 1973-
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74 NHL season. Perhaps most interesting of all was the pink straw hat 
that Marchand picked up postgame that he’ll sign and put with the rest of 
the Boston Bruins hat trick collection for the season. The reason for 
picking it? “The hat speaks for itself…it’s got sexy written all over it.” 

Interesting hat choice for Brad Marchand after scoring the three goals 
pic.twitter.com/Svu3R2Qlpg 

— Joe Haggerty (@HackswithHaggs) January 13, 2022 

Marchand continues to build a very strong Hart Trophy resume as the 
unquestioned best player on the Boston Bruins these days and he’s got 
all the stats and credentials to back it up. And he’s been tearing it up 
since his nose was all busted up with a vicious high stick on Monday 
night. 

BLACK EYE: Plenty of bad Montreal Canadiens performances to choose 
from and it easily could have gone to Chris Wideman head-butting Erik 
Haula during the scrum. That’s just a punk move. But let’s instead 
reserve this for Mike Hoffman, who has completely fall off the face of the 
Earth with four goals and a minus-13 in 20 games for the Canadiens. 
Hoffman finished Wednesday night’s game with a minus-1 rating, zero 
shots on net and a complete non-factor performance in a season where 
he’s been dragged down with the rest of a terrible Habs group. 
Remember when there was plenty of hue and cry about the Bruins going 
after Hoffman as a hired gun on the wing? Well, it sure seems like the B’s 
made the right call taking a pass on him. 

TURNING POINT: For the Boston Bruins, it was one energetic shift in the 
first period when Anton Blidh started banging bodies and throwing Habs 
players around. He knocked Jeff Petry’s helmet off after smoking him 
behind the Montreal net and then caused a turnover after another big hit 
against the side boards. The turnover gave Blidh the puck in the 
offensive zone and forced Petry to take a penalty by playing the puck 
without a helmet. The ensuing power play didn’t turn into a goal for the 
Boston Bruins, but it did seize the momentum and allow the Bruins to 
take over the second half of the first period with three straight goals. It 
was a big night for Boston’s fourth line and the bruising first period shift 
from Anton Blidh certainly was a harbinger of things to come. 

HONORABLE MENTION: Give it up for Curtis Lazar, who was weaking 
havoc at the front of the net pretty much all night. Lazar finished with two 
goals and four points, including a great screen on an Urho Vaakanainen 
goal that actually eventually got credited to Lazar. And it was Lazar 
battling in front of the Montreal net as a Jake DeBrusk shot bounced off 
his skate blade and into the net that made it an insurmountable three-
goal lead for the Bruins at the end of the first period. Lazar finished with 
two goals, three points, a plus-3 rating and five shot attempts and three 
hits in 13:10 of gritty ice time for the Black and Gold. 

BY THE NUMBERS: 33 – the number of career shorthanded goals for 
Brad Marchand that’s pushed him in a tie with Canadiens great Guy 
Carbonneau for 14th all-time on the NHL’s all-time list. 

QUOTE TO NOTE: “It’s a tough part of the ice to get to, but you just can’t 
be denied.” –Curtis Lazar, battling to get to the front of the net as he did 
while finishing with two goals and three points while screening for Urho 
Vaakanainen, and scoring a goal when a puck bounced off his skate 
blade as he was battling in the crease. 
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Game 33: Boston Bruins Vs. Montreal Canadiens Lines, Betting Preview 

 

Published 14 hours ago on January 12, 2022 By Jimmy Murphy6-8 
minutes 1/12/2022 

 

The Boston Bruins (19-11-2, 40 pts), will try for their third straight win and 
their fifth win in seven games when they host the Montreal Canadiens (7-
23-4, 18 pts) at TD Garden on Wednesday night (7 pm, TNT, SN1, RDS). 

The Bruins come into their second tilt of the season against their arch-
rivals from the Bell Province as one of the hottest teams in the NHL right 
now. After erasing a 2-0 first period deficit and scoring six straight goals 
en route to a 7-3 win over the Washington Capitals, the Bruins have now 
outscored their opponents 28-15 over their last six games. The Boston 
Bruins have also scored five goals or more in four of those six games. 
Their re-vamped lines are clicking on all cylinders with a solid number of 
games on hand on the teams chasing them for that final playoff spot. 

“We are getting contributions from every line, which is what you need to 
get going down the stretch and to make a good playoff run,” winger Brad 
Marchand said Wednesday. “We kind of knew that once we got into 
playing more regularly that we’d find our momentum and find our game. 
And it was just frustrating early on where we kept having breaks. 

Everyone’s kind of building chemistry now together and has that time to 
learn how each other plays, learn the system. And I think we’re all just 
kind of coming together at a good time right now. If we can continue to 
play fast and play in deep in their zone and continue to transition fast, we 
should continue to be able to produce.” 

Meanwhile, the Montreal Canadiens come into this game after an 
absolute nightmare of a stretch since their last game on Dec.16. Since 
beating the Philadelphia Flyers in a shootout that night in front of an 
empty Bell Centre due to COVID restrictions, the Habs had their next four 
games postponed, including a Dec. 18 match with the Boston Bruins in 
Montreal. With their team still ravaged by COVID and shorthanded, the 
Canadiens then went 0-2-1 over their next three games before their next 
four games were postponed as well. 

The Montreal Canadiens have not played a game since losing to the 
Florida Panthers on New Year’s Day and on this past Sunday, they 
practiced as a team for the first time since December 29. They were 
missing a quarter of their team still for the last three days and only just 
met up with six players that were stranded in the States due to COVID, 
for the game-day skate Wednesday. 

The Montreal Canadiens and Boston Bruins last met on November 14 
when the Bruins beat the Habs 5-2 at TD Garden. 

Betting Predictions 

As is the case lately with NHL money lines the struggling Canadiens 
there’s not much value in taking the Boston Bruins (-355) or the puck line 
(-145) tonight. The play here would be the first period puck line (-1/2 EV) 
where you can hopefully get the Bruins jumping out to an early lead over 
a depleted and rusty Habs team at even money. With the Bruins on a 
torrid scoring pace recently, the OVER 6 could be a nice play as well. 

Prediction: Bruins 5 Canadiens 2 

Boston Bruins Notes 

–The Boston Bruins signed goalie Tuukka Rask to a one-year, $1 million 
contract on Tuesday and as a result, rookie goalie Jeremy Swayman was 
sent down to Providence in the AHL. Rask will back up Linus Ullmark 
tonight and get his first start of the season tomorrow night against the 
Philadelphia Flyers at TD Garden. 

-Forwards Tomas Nosek and Jake DeBrusk are out of COVID protocol 
and will return to the lineup tonight for the Boston Bruins. 

-Forward Nick Foligno (lower-body) got better news than expected from 
his MRI on Tuesday and will not be out as long as originally feared. 
Forward Trent Frederic (upper-body) is out tonight and at least tomorrow 
night, if not longer. Defenseman Jakub Zboril is out for the season after 
successful surgery for a torn ACL last month. 

-Brad Marchand and David Pastrnak have each lit the lamp twice in each 
of their last two games. Marchand has five goals and an assist in his last 
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three games and Pastrnak has four goals and an assist in his last four 
games. 

-Since becoming linemates with Erik Haula and Pastrnak, Taylor Hall has 
found his groove with two goals and six assists in six games. 

-This is the first of a seven-game home stretch for the Boston Bruins. 
After tonight’s tilt with the Habs the Bruins host the Flyers Thursday, the 
Nashville Predators in a 1 PM matinee on Saturday, the Carolina 
Hurricanes on Tuesday, the Washington Capitals on Jan. 20, the 
Winnipeg Jets in a 3 PM ET matinee on Jan. 22 and then the Anaheim 
Ducks on Jan. 24. 

Montreal Canadiens Notes 

-While the Bruins are about to play seven-straight in the friendly confines 
of TD Garden, the Montreal Canadiens will play their next seven games 
on the road and won’t play another home game until Jan. 27 when they 
host the Anaheim Ducks. That will be their first home game since Dec. 
16. 

-The Montreal Canadiens got two more players back from COVID 
Protocol Tuesday as forward Jake Evans and defenseman Alexander 
Romanov skated with the team Wednesday, the team is still missing 
plenty of regulars in their lineup. Forwards Josh Anderson (upper-body), 
Tyler Toffoli (hand), Paul Byron (COVID), Brendan Gallagher (lower-
body), Joel Edmundson (Personal, COVID), Carey Price (torn meniscus), 
and Shea Weber, essentially retired after offseason foot surgery are all 
out. 

-Habs center Nick Suzuki leads the team in points with 19. He is tied for 
the team lead in goals (7) with Anderson and for the team lead in assists 
(12). 

Boston Bruins Lines 

Forwards: 

Brad Marchand – Patrice Bergeron – Craig Smith 

Taylor Hall – Erik Haula – David Pastrnak 

Jake DeBrusk – Charlie Coyle – Oskar Steen 

Anton Blidh – Tomas Nosek – Curtis Lazar 

Defense: 

Matt Grzelcyk – Charlie McAvoy 

Mike Reilly – Brandon Carlo 

John Moore-Urho Vaakanainen 

Goalies: 

Linus Ullmark 

Tuukka Rask 

Montreal Canadiens Lines: 

Forwards: 

Mike Hoffman-Nick Suzuki-Artturi Lehkonen 

Jonathan Drouin-Christian Dvorak-Joel Armia 

Laurent Dauphin-Ryan Poehling-Cole Caufield 

Cedric Paquette-Lukas Vejdemo-Michael Pezzetta 

Defense: 

Ben Chiarot-David Savard 

Brett Kulak-Jeff Petry 

Sami Niku-Chris Wideman 

Goalies: 

Jake Allen 

Sam Montembeault 
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Don't Expect The Boston Bruins To Sign Evander Kane 

 

Published 16 hours ago on January 12, 2022 By Jimmy Murphy6-7 
minutes 1/12/2022 

 

Don’t expect the Boston Bruins to sign unrestricted free agent winger 
Evander Kane. 

Not only have numerous NHL sources indicated to Boston Hockey Now 
that the Bruins at most, made an inquiry on the troubled forward who 
became a UFA Monday after the San Jose Sharks terminated his 
contract for traveling across the Canadian-American border while he was 
playing with the Sharks’ AHL affiliate, the San Jose Barracuda, but when 
speaking to the media on Wednesday morning, Boston Bruins head 
coach Bruce Cassidy confirmed that Bruins general manager Don 
Sweeney has not, as he usually does when he’s interested in a 
controversial player, consulted him about potentially signing Kane. 

“We haven’t discussed that particular player, we may down the road,” 
Cassidy replied. “If he feels that that’s something he wants to pursue, 
typically Donny and I will talk about players, but not everyone. I’m not 
aware of every transaction that he’s in on obviously. I’m sure he talks to 
GMs all the time, especially this time of the year, it gets ramped up 
probably a little bit more, so if he does, we’ll go through it.” 

Kane’s latest team and league conduct violation were far from his only 
one over the past year. Just prior to the 2021-22 NHL regular season, 
Kane was suspended 21 games by the NHL for submitting a fake 
vaccination card, domestic assault allegations by his estranged wife, and 
a league investigation into claims by his wife that he bet on NHL games 
(which ultimately cleared him of wrongdoing). Oh, by the way, Kane had 
already filed for bankruptcy when his estranged wife made that claim. 

With the Boston Bruins having such a tight-knit dressing room led by 
2011 Stanley Cup alums captain Patrice Bergeron, winger Brad 
Marchand and now goalie Tuukka Rask again, Cassidy and Sweeney 
always consult that Cup core and do their due diligence when pondering 
a potentially polarizing signing or trade acquisition. Kane has proven on 
the ice that he could be that power forward the Bruins have been longing 
for since the days of Jarome Iginla, Nathan Horton and Milan Lucic but 
there’s more to it than just scoring when a team wants to build the 
chemistry needed to win a Stanley Cup. 

“A lot of times, perspective is a bit of vetting in terms of who knows him, 
does it affect the locker room?” Cassidy pointed out. “I think we’ve seen 
the type of player – any player – who’s been in the league, you can sort 
of see where he fits and how good of a player he is, but how is the fit in 
the locker room? What’s his motivation to join the Bruins? Then there’s a 
few other things that are maybe intangibles that you want to look at and 
then go from there, but that’s basically the state of the Evander Kane 
situation with regards to us.” 

As for Sweeney’s take on the Kane situation, on Tuesday, the Boston 
Bruins GM would not confirm whether or not the Bruins were in on Kane 
but he, like Edmonton Oilers general manager Ken Holland did earlier on 
Tuesday, said he would not be doing his job if he didn’t at least look into 
Kane. 

“I think all 32 teams would do their due diligence as to where they stand 
on any particular player and second chances and how they fit into the 
culture. We’re no different in that regard,” Sweeney told reporters 
Tuesday evening over Zoom. “Obviously, some of those things are at the 
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ownership level and trickling down, present what you’re trying to do to 
improve your team and every player is different. But I think we all have to 
do what is right for the organization and make a decision and move 
forward. I don’t think a general manager is doing their job if we don’t 
investigate every opportunity.” 

On Tuesday morning, NHL Network and ESPN NHL analyst Kevin 
Weekes tweeted that it was down to two teams in the bidding for Kane. 

Barring anything unforeseen, I’m told it’s come down to two final clubs in 
the race to sign FA Evander Kane. There may be a decision this 
afternoon . @espn @NHLNetwork @NHL #HockeyTwitter 

— Kevin Weekes (@KevinWeekes) January 12, 2022 

However, a few hours later, Sportsnet Insider Elliotte Friedman reported 
that Kane’s border crossing while being infected with COVID is now 
being investigated by the NHL and will delay any signing in the short 
term. 

Hearing NHL has notified teams it is investigating process of Evander 
Kane crossing border from US into Canada on Dec. 29. (1/x)… 

— Elliotte Friedman (@FriedgeHNIC) January 12, 2022 

Numerous reports on Wednesday, had the Oilers as a frontrunner for 
Kane, with the Florida Panthers as the other team in the running. 
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BHN Puck Links: Boston Bruins Marchand 'Happy' With Just Busted 
Nose 

 

Published 16 hours ago on January 12, 2022 By Joe Haggerty4-5 
minutes 1/12/2022 

 

BRIGHTON, MA – Boston Bruins winger Brad Marchand was still 
sporting the brunt of a Nic Dowd high stick a couple of days later with five 
or six stitches on his nose and a black eye from the broken nose suffered 
in Monday night’s win over the Washington Capitals. 

I think Brad Marchand’s nose may be broken 
pic.twitter.com/OwmZp7MeTA 

— Spoked Z (@SpokedZ) January 11, 2022 

But Marchand considered himself fortunate it wasn’t worth given how 
close the violent upswinging stick was to his eyes and mouth. 

“[There are] five or six stiches, but I’m just happy it wasn’t my teeth. I can 
do the broken nose, but I’m just glad it wasn’t my beautiful teeth…that 
would’ve hurt,” said Marchand, who knocked on wood given that he 
hasn’t lost any of his teeth to this point in his pro hockey career. “I don’t 
think it was intentional by any means, but he got me pretty good.” 

  @Bmarch63 on the damage from the high stick in Washington: “Five 
or six stitches, but I’m just happy that it wasn’t my teeth. I can do the 
broken nose, but missing these beautiful teeth of mine, that would have 
hurt.” pic.twitter.com/8BD33R3ACl 

— Boston Bruins (@NHLBruins) January 12, 2022 

Marchand even still has a long way to go to catch up to the half-dozen 
broken noses that Patrice Bergeron has endured in his NHL career. The 
Bruins left winger admitted that the busted nose wasn’t even the most 
painful thing he’s played through even it might have been the bloodiest. 

A few years back Marchand blocked a sizzling Alex Ovechkin shot with 
his foot and was sure it was broken when it was numb back at the Bruins 
bench. 

Spoiler alert: It wasn’t broken. 

“I don’t think I missed a shift,” said Marchand with a laugh. “The guys 
gave it to me for a while [after that].” 

With Marchand once again helping set a tone of toughness and grit for all 
hockey players on the Boston Bruins roster, here’s the rest of the BHN 
Puck Links: 

*Tuukka Rask has realized his lifelong dream of playing hockey for beers 
as Bud Light has memorialized a binding contract with the newly signed 
B’s goaltender. Dilly Dilly. (Boston Hockey Now) 

*Jack Eichel is pretty pumped to join the Vegas Golden Knights on the 
ice, and it sounds like he’s better than ever after his neck surgery. 
(Vegas Hockey Now) 

*Defenseman Jeff Petry and forward Tyler Toffoli (non-contact) joined the 
Montreal Canadiens at practice Tuesday before flying to Boston for their 
tilt with the red-hot Bruins that kicks off a long road-trip for the Habs. 
(Montreal Hockey Now) 

*Philadelphia Flyers legend Bobby Clarke crushed current Pittsburgh 
Penguins GM Ron Hextall Tuesday, claiming that the majority of Flyers 
hockey ops staff wanted the Flyers to draft now Colorado Avalanche star 
defenseman Cale Makar over oft-injured former Flyers forward Nolan 
Patrick at the 2017 NHL Entry Draft. (Philly Hockey Now) 

*The Florida Panthers are so hot right now that their fans can’t control 
themselves as rapper Kodak Black showed in an FLA Live Arena suite 
Tuesday night. (Florida Hockey Now) 

*There have predictably been some pretty funny reactions to that on 
twitter over the last 24 hours, including this gem from Scouting the Refs. 

From Player Safety: Kodak Black has been fined $5,000 for Checking 
from Behind. During Tuesday’s game, Black delivered forceful contact 
from behind, where contact was clearly made on the back part of the 

body (Rule 43). This is Checking from Behind. 
pic.twitter.com/wxdXO11bj8 

— Scouting The Refs (@ScoutingTheRefs) January 12, 2022 

*The Detroit Red Wings have hired hall of fame defenseman Nicklas 
Lidstrom as their vice president of hockey operations, and our friends in 
Hockey Town have all the details. (Detroit Hockey Now) 

*Shane Wright of Kingston appears to be the consensus No. 1 overall 
pick in the NHL Draft according to the NHL’s Central Scouting list 
released on Wednesday. (NHL.com) 

*More tidbits on the Habs’ GM search in the latest 32 Thoughts from 
Sportsnet Insider Elliotte Friedman, (Sportsnet) 

*For something completely different: Honestly, when is Kyrie Irving going 
to just go away for once and for all. (TMZ.com) 
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Dilly Dilly! Rask Gets His Bud Light Deal After Signing With Bruins 

 

Published 19 hours ago on January 12, 2022 By Jimmy Murphy4-4 
minutes 1/12/2022 

 

The one-year, $1 million contract goalie Tuukka Rask signed with the 
Boston Bruins wasn’t the only contract he signed on Tuesday. Rask 
signed a deal with Bud Light that will give him a ‘significant amount of 
beer’ if he hits certain bonuses dictated by the beer company. 
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The contract with Bud Light derived from a radio appearance Rask made 
over the summer and him joking that he wanted to play for the Boston 
Bruins so badly that he’d sign for free Bud Light beers. Following his hip 
surgery last summer, Rask was being interviewed on WEEI during the 
Jimmy Fund Radio-Telethon broadcast and told the hosts that he wanted 
to play for the Bruins again so much that he would sign for $250,000 and 
‘tons of Bud Light’! 

When Bud Light saw this on Twitter via a tweet from yours truly, they 
immediately tagged the 34-year-old Boston Bruins goalie and told him to 
have his reps get in touch with theirs. 

Here to help with the Bud Light clause. Have your people call our people 
@tuukkarask @NHLBruins. https://t.co/NvQaUYTF9f 

— Bud Light (@budlight) August 25, 2021 

Well, a deal is a deal, and when the Rask reminded Bud Light of that 
after he signed his new contract with the Boston Bruins, he reminded 
them of their agreement on Twitter. Bud Light immediately responded 
with a contract that contained three unique bonuses that Rask will need 
to attain for his free Bud Lights. 

Holding up our end of the deal. You in @TuukkaRask? 
https://t.co/LjuM4J23kt pic.twitter.com/0nkDTJ0xok 

— Bud Light (@budlight) January 11, 2022 

The first and second bonuses are definitely attainable. Rask is second 
all-time for the Boston Bruins with 52 career shutouts and trails only Tiny 
Thompson’s 74. So the shutouts shouldn’t be an issue and with press 
conferences done via Zoom, no one would have any problems with Rask 
cracking open a cold one. Now about that Stanley Cup? 

I did ask Rask about the new contract and the back and forth with Bud 
Light when he spoke to the media Wednesday morning. 

“I sure did,” the Boston Bruins goalie said with a laugh when asked about 
signing the Bud Light contract. “I’ll send all the beer to you.” 

Sadly, this puck scribe can’t drink Bud Light due to Celiac but we can 
figure out something Tuukka. Have your people call my people! 
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The Bruins-Canadiens rivalry is dead, but Brad Marchand's hat trick is 
forever 

 

Fluto Shinzawa5-7 minutes 1/13/2022 

 

It is no longer accurate to call Bruins vs. Canadiens a rivalry. The JV 
Habs have about as much chance of competing with their cross-border 
counterparts as a newbie gambler has of taking down the house. 

Lukas Vejdemo, Laurent Dauphin and Michael Pezzetta, in other words, 
cannot be considered rightful successors to P.K. Subban, Mike 
Komisarek and Maxim Lapierre. It helps to have heard of players before 
they can be considered rightful villains. 

It’s no surprise, then, that the Bruins swiped a 5-1 win Wednesday over 
the ha-ha Habs. Nothing less would be expected. The teams are simply 
not on level ice. 

Montreal, for example, has nobody like Brad Marchand. Not just in terms 
of talent, but also in the competitive department. 

Marchand would have been excused from his usual dark-alley 
assignments. Two nights earlier, Nic Dowd of the Capitals raked 
Marchand across the face with enough force to break his nose. 

Marchand needed, by his recollection, five or six stitches. On 
Wednesday, the area around his left eye was purple. 

“I’m just happy it wasn’t my teeth,” Marchand said before the game. “I 
can deal with a broken nose. But missing these beautiful teeth of mine, 
that would have hurt.” 

Going to the dirty areas, however, is in Marchand’s DNA. He knows no 
other way to play, even with a swollen and shattered nose that still, 
somehow, fit under his visor. Against Montreal, Marchand recorded his 
fifth career hat trick by scoring goals from 12, 15 and 14 feet. This is 
where ice is the most dangerous. 

“I don’t think that’s ever an issue for him, getting inside,” coach Bruce 
Cassidy said. “I think we have to remind Brad that he’s a goal scorer at 
times. Particularly since pucks run through him on the power play. 
There’ll be stretches five-on-five then he starts deferring and looking for 
plays, and I think we sometimes are like, ‘Hey, you’re a goal scorer. Get 
to the dirty areas. When it’s your turn to shoot, shoot.’ Not that there was 
much question on those goals.” 

The first was a far-post strike, courtesy of a clever Tomas Nosek puck-
protection move to shake Nick Suzuki. Goal No. 2 came after the 
collection of a rebound of a Patrice Bergeron fling off the end boards. 
Marchand completed the flurry by driving to the net on the penalty kill to 
follow up John Moore’s initial advance. 

The hats flew. It didn’t take long for Marchand to spot the one he 
preferred: a pink-and-purple number that stood out from the caps that 
flooded the ice. 

Brad Marchand picks his hat out of the group on the TD Garden ice: 

pic.twitter.com/Pyf7n5wsan 

— Conor Ryan (@ConorRyan_93) January 13, 2022 

The Bruins have had a long-standing tradition. After a hat trick, the three-
goal scorer selects a lid of his liking, signs it and adds it to a collection in 
the dressing room. Marchand’s latest addition caught his fancy. Perhaps 
he thought it would complement his mangled nose. 

“The hat speaks for itself,” Marchand said. “That just has sexy written all 
over it.” 

Marchand, as he usually does, helped set the goal-scoring example. 
Curtis Lazar is a fourth-liner, not gifted with the hands and dash and 
verve of his top-line teammate. But like everyone in the league, Lazar 
can go to the net and execute dirty work. It’s where he picked up two 
greasy ones: a Jake DeBrusk fling that caromed in off his leg and an 
Urho Vaakanainen long-distance shot that skimmed off Lazar’s stick and 
in. 

“It’s tough ice to get to, for sure,” Lazar said. “But you can’t be denied. 
Sometimes it’s going to go in off me. Sometimes you’ve just got to take 
away the goalie’s eyes. I don’t think there’s a goalie in the world that 
enjoys trying to track a puck through a screen or a net-front presence. It’s 
hard ice for a reason.” 

The Bruins did all of this without one of their most talented players 
logging a minute. Tuukka Rask, who signed a one-year, $1 million 
contract Tuesday, served as Linus Ullmark’s backup. Rask will make his 
season debut Thursday against Philadelphia. 

It’s not every backup who hears the crowd chant his name. But by the 
third period, after the TD Garden crowd felt too sorry to continue the “Ole, 
ole, ole” chant to mock the hapless Habs, they went with something new: 
“We want Tuukka.” Some of Rask’s teammates might have joined in. 

“The guys believe Tuukka’s an elite goaltender. They truly believe that in 
the room,” Cassidy said. “They’re happy to have him back. You’re … I 
don’t know if sad’s the right word for (Jeremy) Swayman. He’s a young 
guy. Healthy. He’s going to be back to the National Hockey League — I 
can’t predict when — in a Boston Bruins uniform. And he’s going to play 
well. That’s the unfortunate part for Sway. He’ll get an opportunity to work 
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on his game. But guys are happy to have Tuukka back. He’s been here 
his whole career, basically, and grown up with some of these players in 
the room.” 

The Bruins are humming. They are 6-1-0 in their past seven games. 
Their most hated rival, meanwhile, is the second-worst team in the 
league. 

Times have changed. 
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Five stats that explain the Bruins' 5-1-0 surge, from the new-look 2nd 
line's efficiency to a surprise standout on D 

 

Fluto Shinzawa5-7 minutes 1/12/2022 

 

The Bruins are rolling. They are 5-1-0 since regrouping after the 
leaguewide shutdown. They currently occupy the East’s second wild-card 
spot, three points ahead of Detroit with five games in hand. Moving Craig 
Smith to the first line and David Pastrnak to the second has kickstarted 
their offense. Tuukka Rask has signed a one-year, $1 million contract. 

So what’s happened to facilitate this run? Here are five critical statistics, 
the advanced ones via Evolving-Hockey, from their past six games: 

16 

This is the number of players who have scored the Bruins’ 28 goals over 
the past six games. The top-heavy cluster previously had to carry the 
offensive burden. Erik Haula had scored just once. Trent Frederic and 
Nick Foligno were parked on zero.  

Each line and pairing has scored during this stretch.  

Opponents are now more wary of the Bruins’ balanced attack. 
Washington rolled out Conor Sheary, Nic Dowd and Garnet Hathaway 
against the No. 1 line Monday. This left Alex Ovechkin, Evgeny 
Kuznetsov and T.J. Oshie to play catch-up against the second line.  

“That’s what we’d hoped for when we made a few changes — that we’d 
get all the lines going,” coach Bruce Cassidy said. “Sometimes, it 
happens. Sometimes, it doesn’t. Lately, it seems like every line is feeling 
good about their game. If a line does have an off night, they tend to 
contribute in different ways.” 

3.7 

Nobody in the league has more primary assists per 60 minutes of five-on-
five play since the league’s post-shutdown reboot than Taylor Hall, at 3.7.  

The No. 2 left wing was the primary setup man for Pastrnak and Erik 
Haula against the Capitals. Hall recorded both assists off the rush. He is 
at his deadliest in transition.  

Hall is usually eager to shoot when he receives the puck in stride. But 
now, with two speedsters keeping pace, he is more of a passing threat. 
Hall has the speed and attacking pedigree to convince defenders to 
backtrack. Now, he’s throwing confusion into the mix. Retreating 
defensemen do not know whether to close on Hall or lean toward 
Pastrnak and Haula. That’s not a fun way to play. 

61.74 

The Bruins’ share of expected goals for since the shutdown ended is also 
best in the league, at 61.74 percent, while their xGF per 60 minutes at 
five-on-five has climbed from 2.46 to 3.02. This illustrates how much 
they’ve improved the quality of their scoring chances. Perhaps their 
primary emphasis during the week of preparation was claiming inside ice 
in the offensive zone. 

At the same time, they’ve become even stouter defensively, improving 
from 1.92 xGA per 60 to 1.87. If not for below-average goaltending from 
Linus Ullmark (.894 five-on-five save percentage), their actual goals-
against rate (2.53) would be even lower. In theory, this should straighten 
out, assuming Rask returns to his previous performance standards. 

0.83 

Haula, promoted to No. 2 center, has two goals and three assists in the 
5-1-0 rumble, giving him the above points-per-game average. This is well 
above the 0.16 rate he posted in 25 previous appearances.  

The first-year Bruins center was quiet through December. Haula did little 
as the No. 3 center. He was even a healthy scratch for one game. He 
improved at left wing during Brad Marchand’s suspension, but he 
struggled to push the offensive pace once he returned to the middle on 
the third line. 

It’s been a different story between Hall and Pastrnak. Haula is a faster 
north-south skater than Charlie Coyle. He does not have Coyle’s puck-
possession game, but it’s not needed with Hall and Pastrnak doing their 
thing on the flanks. Haula’s job is to be a supportive defensive presence 
and keep pace with his linemates in the neutral zone. 

Haula might not be a long-term solution on the second line, but he’s been 
an excellent fit so far. 

“You’ve just got to make sure you have a guy in the middle that’s going to 
play a good 200-foot game for those guys and take care of some of the 
other details,” Cassidy said. “Because like a lot of good offensive players, 
when they get the puck, they’re going. I think Erik Haula’s done a nice job 
in there keeping that glue in the middle of the ice.” 

1.18 

Connor Clifton is a third-pairing defenseman. Charlie McAvoy and 
Brandon Carlo are the first two right-shot defensemen in the rotation. But 
during this surge, no defenseman in the league has a lower expected 
goals against per 60 than the lively Clifton. 

Clifton started the season sputtering. At times, he was not diligent with 
the puck. He skated out of position in the defensive zone. He was 
scratched in favor of Jakub Zboril. 

But since Zboril tore his ACL, Clifton has steadied his game. He is 
defending with a clean, thorough and disciplined style alongside Derek 
Forbort on the No. 3 duo. Clifton was in COVID-19 protocol during the 
Bruins’ 7-3 win over Washington. He is not expected to be available 
Wednesday against Montreal. Cassidy said Clifton did not have 
symptoms. 
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The Athletic / Down Goes Brown: I tried to build the best possible cap-
compliant roster of 2021-22 three years ago. How’d I do? 

 

By Sean McIndoe 40m ago 1  

 

I like to make predictions. Most sportswriters do. We’re not good at it, 
mind you, but it’s an important part of our job description. And every once 
in a while, when the blind squirrel finds a nut, you never hear the end of 
it. 

But what if you don’t knock the whole prediction thing out of the park? It’s 
tempting to let the near-misses and outright whiffs fade into the hazy 
past, and just hope nobody remembers how wrong you were. I’ve never 
gone for that approach. If I’m right, I get to brag about it. But if I’m wrong, 
you get to point and laugh at me. Fair’s fair, and sometimes the pointing 
and laughing is half the fun. 
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So, I like to occasionally revisit my old calls and see how I did. Recently, 
reader Ryan reminded me of a piece I’d written during the 2018-19 
season, in which I tried to build the best possible roster for the 2021-22 
season, using contracts that were already signed and staying under the 
projected cap. 

Wait, 2021-22? That’s this season. The future has arrived. This means 
we should probably check back and see how I did. 

You can find the old post here. The idea was the build my best possible 
cap-compliant 2021-22 team, using only guys who were signed to deals 
that went at least that far. Why three years? Because that meant that I 
couldn’t get cute with entry-level contracts, or guys who were on cheaper 
short-term deals. Anyone can make a cap-compliant all-star team out of 
ELCs, cheap bridge contracts, and veterans on short-term prove-it deals. 
Only a true lunatic would try it with long-term commitments. Huh, I guess 
that would be me. 

So, how did I do? As I wrote at the time, “it will be fun to look back on this 
in three years and laugh at some of the players we thought would be 
good who saw their production nosedive”. Three years later, how many 
of my picks (and non-picks) still hold up well? And how many are going to 
look silly? 

Let’s find out. And we’ll start with a call that definitely didn’t age well… 

So, yeah, about that whole “cap-compliant” thing. 

Back in 2018-19, the NHL was operating under a salary cap of $79.5 
million. That total had gone up from $75 million the year before and 
seemed set to keep increasing at a similar rate. If I was going to build a 
2021-22 roster, it was only fair that I would be able to do it under a 
realistic 2021-22 cap. I just had to figure out what that would be. 

You can probably see where this is heading. 

Here’s what I wrote back then, in what would stand in the piece’s first big 
projection: “Let’s go with $90 million, which would represent an increase 
of just over $10 million from where we are right now. The cap went up 
$8.1 million over the last three years, so mix in a little inflation and $90 
million seems about right for 2021-22.” 

Oops. 

Yeah, as you may have heard, the salary cap is not currently $90 million. 
It’s barely gone up at all, thanks to the pandemic, sitting at just $81.5 
million. I don’t think I can be blamed for not seeing a global catastrophe 
coming a full year in advance, but I’ll admit that I’m having some 
momentary sympathy pangs for all those GMs who gave out long-term 
contracts assuming the cap would keep climbing. I get it now, guys. 

So no, my team won’t end up being cap-compliant after all. In that sense, 
this whole thing crashed and burned before it even got off the ground. 
But if you can forgive my cap optimism, let’s find out how well the rest of 
my picks did. 

Goalies 

I ran into a tough call right out of the gate, realizing that back in 2018-19, 
there were only nine goalies in the entire league who were signed 
through 2021-22 or longer. None of them were especially cheap either, 
and a few were the kind of contracts I wanted nothing to do with. I said 
no thanks to Carey Price at $10.5 million and, even with last year’s 
playoff magic, I think that holds up well. So did wanting no part of Cory 
Schneider or Jonathan Quick. I also passed on Martin Jones, although I 
wrote that that one was “at least worth considering”, which it was 
absolutely not. And I thought about Marc-Andre Fleury, but was worried 
that he’d be 37. Three years later, he’s the reigning Vezina winner but 
also the victim of a pure salary-dump trade, so I think I look OK. 

For my starter, I narrowed it down to John Gibson at $6.4 million and 
Connor Hellebuyck at $6.1 million, which ends up feeling bang on as the 
only two guys who are worth considering. I went with Gibson, though, 
where Hellebuyck would have been the better choice. 

For my backup, I just took the cheapest guy available in Ben Bishop at 
$4.9 million, but wrote that I was worried that “we just wasted a big chunk 
of our cap on a guy who’ll be on LTIR”. In hindsight, we did indeed, 
although I’m honestly not sure that’s a worse outcome than taking some 
of these other guys would have been. Goaltending was tough. 

In the end, I think the right call here would have been to take Gibson and 
Hellebuyck at a combined $12.5 million and squeeze the space 
somewhere else. But as you’ll see, I didn’t really have much space to 
squeeze… 

Defensemen 

We’ll start with some good news: With 58 defensemen on long-term 
deals to choose from, I was not tempted into torpedoing my cap with 
anyone like Drew Doughty, P.K. Subban or Brent Burns. In fact, I quickly 
decided that I wouldn’t have room for anyone making north of $5.5 
million, which was almost half the list. 

I built the first pairing out of Seth Jones and Morgan Rielly, costing me 
just north of $10 million. That seems OK — Jones has seen his 
reputation drop from Norris-level stud to a divisive player, and there’s a 
good chance that his new extension ages terribly, but it hasn’t kicked in 
yet and I don’t think his $5.4 million hit this year is too much for what he 
brings to the table. Rielly at $5 million is a bargain, and although there’s 
an extension kicking in there too, that obviously wasn’t a factor as I was 
picking my team. 

Mattias Ekholm (Kirby Lee / USA TODAY) 

My second pairing also looks decent, with John Klingberg and Mattias 
Ekholm costing me just a combined $8 million. Klingberg is underpaid 
these days and seems to know it, which is why he seems headed out the 
door in Dallas. Ekholm got Norris votes in 2018-19 and hasn’t since, but 
at 31 his $3.75 million cap number still offers value. 

Unfortunately, I’d pretty much run out of money for my third pair and had 
to go as cheap as I reasonably could. That meant that I went with Markus 
Nutivaara at $2.7 million and Brayden McNabb at $2.5 million, which 
takes me down a peg. McNabb is still a solid piece in Vegas, but 
Nutivaara is basically a non-factor who has only cracked the Panthers 
lineup for one game this year. 

All in all, this is a good but not great blueline. I’m not completely sure I 
could have done much better, though — other candidates I mentioned in 
the piece included Jack Johnson, Oscar Klefbom and Shayne 
Gostisbehere, so there were plenty of chances to make one of those 
point-and-laugh mistakes. Hampus Lindholm would have worked but was 
a bit too pricey. I pretty clearly should have gone with someone like 
Robert Bortuzzo over Nutivaara, getting a better player and saving over 
$1 million in the process. Still, I can’t beat myself up too badly here. 

Forwards 

My plan had always been to build around Connor McDavid and just take 
as many cheap deals as I needed to fit in his $12.5 million. But when I 
tried, I decided I just couldn’t make it work. Three years of McDavid 
highlights later, I should have tried harder. 

Still, my first line was good, if not a little predictable. The obvious choice 
was to build it around Nathan MacKinnon at $6.3 million, a deal that 
somehow still has another yet another year to go (making him one of my 
few contracts that don’t expire this summer). Real talk: he must be 
getting sick of hearing how underpaid he is, right? It’s all well and good to 
talk about wanting to win and making sure your team can surround you 
with talent, and the guy certainly isn’t having to scrounge around for 
budget chickpea pasta, but how many lists of the “best” contracts do you 
have to show up on top of before you start side-eyeing your agent just a 
little bit? You can’t tell me there haven’t been a few remotes thrown 
through TV screens over the years. 

Anyway, the rest of my future first line was David Pastrnak and Jonathan 
Marchessault. I can’t argue with Pastrnak, who’s shown flashes of a Hart-
level impact. Marchessault is a less inspiring choice, although he’s still a 
reasonably decent value at $5 million. He’s on the first line because I 
wanted a left winger and they’re tough to find, but it feels like the right call 
here would have been to find the extra cash to afford Brad Marchand, 
who was on his way to his first 100-point season back then and hasn’t 
slowed down all that much even at 33. 

My second line started with Mark Scheifele, who hasn’t really taken that 
next step to the elite status we were waiting for. Elias Lindholm holds up 
as a great pick, while Rickard Rakell peaked in 2017-18 but is still OK at 
$3.8 million. 
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My third line was built around Alexsander Barkov, and the only complaint 
there is that he should be higher in my lineup. But at this point, I was 
almost out of money, so I had to settle for Boone Jenner and Paul Bryon 
on the wings. Jenner has peaked at depth-level production and Byron 
hasn’t been able to play yet this year, so those aren’t especially exciting 
picks. 

I had less than $10 million to spend on my fourth line but still managed to 
find room for pre-extension Sean Couturier, which I think holds up well. 
Miles Wood and Calle Jarnkrok on his wings, maybe not so much; Wood 
hasn’t played this year and Jarnkrok is one of those Kraken forwards who 
can’t score. Ah well, we can always double-shift Barkov and MacKinnon. 

All in all, I don’t hate this group, but I think it’s a solid illustration of how 
tough this exercise was. There were some better picks available to me in 
hindsight, especially Nazem Kadri at $4.5 million, who I said I was trying 
to talk myself into before going in a different direction. 

Leon Draisaitl (Gregory Fisher / USA TODAY) 

But the biggest miss of them all is a guy I apparently never even 
considered since I didn’t so much as mention him once in the entire post: 
Leon Draisaitl, who was in year two of a deal that carried an $8.5 million 
hit despite bever scoring more than 77 points. He ended up finishing the 
2018-19 season with 100 points, won the Art Ross and Hart Trophy the 
next year, and is arguably the second-best offensive player in the world 
right now. It would have been hard to fit him in, but, in hindsight, I 
absolutely should have tried. (But here’s the thing: Not a single one of the 
137 comments mentioned him either.) 

So, how’d I do? 

As a refresher, here’s what’s the final roster looked like: 

That’s… not bad? I think it holds up reasonably well. Three years later, 
nobody jumps out as a terrible pick. There are certainly a few names 
both on the roster and off that make you wonder, but that’s the price of 
trying to squeeze in under a hard cap. 

Oh right, the cap. Yeah, I have to knock a few points off my final grade 
based on that $90 million I was working with. No, I couldn’t have seen a 
flat cap coming, but we don’t let GMs get away with whining about that, 
so I guess I can’t either. And before you ask, I’m not going to go back 
and try to redo this with an $81.5 million limit. I picked Paul freaking 
Byron when I had an extra $9 million to work with, nobody wants to see 
me trying to clone Scott Mayfield to get even lower than that. 

All in all, I think I did OK. I’ll give myself a B-, and suggest that your 
pointing-and-laughing will have to be limited to giggles and chortles but 
no full-fledged guffaws. 

(By the way, I also came at the problem from the other angle and tried to 
build a cap-compliant team out of the league’s worst contracts. No, that 
doesn’t even make sense, but I damn well did it anyway, and you can 
find the results here. That one wasn’t reaching ahead to 2021-22, but it 
didn’t need to because most of the roster has been bought out or LTIR’d 
by now. I might not be very good at this roster-building thing, but I’m still 
better than a few of the GMs who handed out those deals.) 
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The Athletic / Jakob Chychrun trade destinations: Top contenders, 4 dark 
horses, and what’s a fair price to pay? 

 

By Harman Dayal and Shayna Goldman Jan 12, 2022 171  

 

It’s rare to see a player like Jakob Chychrun available on the trade 
market. Young, talented defensemen on affordable contracts are usually 
pieces to build a franchise around, even for a rebuilding club like the 
Arizona Coyotes. 

There’s no guarantee the Coyotes trade Chychrun, but there’s been 
increasingly feverish speculation and rumors surrounding his future in the 

desert. At the very least, the smoke signals that he’s not an untouchable 
as general manager Bill Armstrong continues his roster’s complete 
demolition. 

Chychrun’s availability should be music to the ears of general managers 
around the league. It raises a few questions, however: Which teams 
would logically be in on him based on need and would they have the right 
assets to entice Arizona? Exactly how good is the player? What’s a fair 
price to pay? 

Let’s dig in. 

Chychrun’s performance and the lack of trade value comparables 

Nobody can question the fact that Chychrun’s play this season has been 
rough. 

Arizona has been outscored 31-9 with their No.1 defenseman on the ice 
at five-on-five. That goal differential has been exaggerated a bit due to 
tough puck luck, but his 44.1 percent expected goal share tells us he’s 
legitimately been hemmed in his own end and struggled to drive play. His 
offensive production has also cratered. 

That said, a down season shouldn’t obfuscate Chychrun’s immense 
value. Some decline should have been expected given how offensively 
devoid the environment is around him; it’s part of the reason we listed 
Chychrun as one of our top regression candidates heading into this 
season. He may not be an elite No.1 defenseman who can finish top-10 
in Norris Trophy voting like he did last season, but with his offensive 
skills, puck-moving prowess and strong defensive frame, he’s a safe bet 
as a top-pairing caliber fixture. 

According to Jeff Marek of Sportsnet, the Coyotes are looking for a 
“young player, a high-end prospect plus a first-round pick.” The 
comparable Marek cited was the trade that sent Brent Burns and a 2012 
second-round pick to San Jose in exchange for Charlie Coyle, Devin 
Setoguchi, and a 2011 first-rounder. 

Usually, the market price for a certain caliber player is influenced by 
previous trades. This is a bit of a unique situation, though, since Arizona 
is looking to move on from a 23-year-old defender who has term on his 
contract — three full seasons after this year at an average annual value 
of $4.6 million. 

A very general way to gauge from past trades is looking at defenders 
who had term on their contracts at the time of their moves — so, no 
deadline rentals. 

In some of these cases, ‘term’ was just one year, as it was for Seth 
Jones (who extended immediately upon the trade), Rasmus Ristolainen, 
and Nick Leddy. In some deals made closer to the deadline, players had 
the remainder of that season plus one more year (Ryan McDonagh, Jake 
Muzzin, Brandon Montour, and Alec Martinez). 

Ryan Graves had two years left on his contract when moved to New 
Jersey last summer. Colin Miller had three years, Brady Skjei had over 
four, while Mike Matheson had six at the time of their respective moves. 

None are the perfect comparable, though, because none were as young 
or good as the 23-year-old is. 

It’ll also be intriguing to see what Arizona wants in return. Future assets, 
including picks and prospects, are likely high on the priority list. Already, 
they’ve been stocking up on draft picks with up to three first-rounders this 
year and five second-rounders as things currently stand. What’s tricky for 
a team departing with a young prospect they feel has high upside is 
deciphering whether they could become an impact player comparable to 
Chychrun. Some teams have a tendency to overrate future assets, and 
not see just how challenging it can be for a draft pick to reach that status 
at the NHL level. 

Chart via Dom Luszczyszyn  

Take the Devon Toews deal in exchange for two second-round picks: the 
Islanders will be lucky if either second-round pick can be nearly as 
impactful as the Colorado defender. A top-four defender, especially one 
with a reasonable contract, isn’t something to shrug off with Chychrun.  

Plus, the Coyotes have over a dozen pending unrestricted free agents so 
the team may accept some roster players in return — even if just to help 
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reach the cap floor once their free agents depart. That should help a 
team find the space to add him. 

So which teams make sense as legitimate contenders for Chychrun? 

Top Contenders 

St. Louis Blues 

The current status and future outlook of the blue line in St. Louis could 
inspire some change. While the combination of Niko Mikkola and Colton 
Parayko is a step up on the first pair from the initial duo deployed in St. 
Louis (Marco Scandella in Mikkola’s place), it’s far from perfect for a 
team trying to contend. According to The Athletic’s Dom Luszczyszyn’s 
model, St. Louis’ defense ranks 16th in the league. 

To make it work, they’d have to clear some cap in return. That may 
depend on how the team eventually proceeds with Vladimir Tarasenko’s 
trade request from last summer (if at all). Plus, David Perron and Robert 
Bortuzzo hitting free agency may open up cap room, too. 

Otherwise, management could try to shed some cap space by moving 
Scandella (~$3.3 million cap hit) or even the likes of winger Brandon 
Saad ($4.5 million cap hit). Both, however, do have some control over 
their futures with some sort of trade protection and could stop a trade to 
Arizona, specifically. Management could, however, try to move them 
elsewhere, gaining assets that could be used in a Chychrun deal. 

Do the Blues have the future assets to move? Arizona could command 
the likes of Robert Thomas or Jordan Kyrou to make this deal happen. 
St. Louis, on the other hand, may find them essential to the team right 
now and in the future. But their development could give the team a green 
light to move other young forward pieces from their prospect pipeline to 
bolster their blue line. 

Jakob Chychrun and Drew Doughty (Gary A. Vasquez / USA TODAY) 

Los Angeles Kings 

Chychrun’s youth and contract mean the Coyotes will attract more than 
just win-now contenders. One of those teams could be the Los Angeles 
Kings, who are turning the corner on their rebuild with an impressive 
collection of high-end prospects. Their intent to accelerate was clear in 
the offseason when they acquired veteran forwards Philip Danault and 
Viktor Arvidsson. 

Looking ahead, the Kings have promising prospects at many positions. 
They have tons of future center talent with Quinton Byfield, Alex Turcotte, 
Rasmus Kupari and Gabriel Vilardi. Arthur Kaliyev, Samuel Fagemo and 
Tyler Madden could contribute on the wings and the Kings project well on 
right defense where they’ve got Brandt Clarke and Helge Grans as 
pieces that could help Drew Doughty. 

That outlook tells us two things: Los Angeles has an incredibly deep 
asset pool that should entice the Coyotes, but also that left defense might 
be the one position where they could use some help. Tobias Björnfot is a 
talented left-hander with a bright future on the third pair and Mikey 
Anderson is an underrated talent in the existing top-four but the Kings 
could still use a top pairing workhorse for both now and the future. 

Chychrun could help check that box and it’s definitely noteworthy that 
Los Angeles is one of the few asset-rich clubs on this list that could pay 
the steep price without wincing too much. 

Anaheim Ducks 

Anaheim is another team turning the corner on its rebuild that could see 
the short and long-term benefits of adding Chychrun. It would help their 
playoff positioning this season, and fill a hole moving forward if (or when) 
unrestricted free agents Hampus Lindholm and even righty Josh Manson 
move on, and possibly Kevin Shattenkirk a year later. Depending on the 
importance of a playoff run this year to management, they could use their 
pending UFAs as rentals and add Chychrun for seasons to come. That 
long-term aspect is what could really drive this decision since this team 
has been re-tooling for future playoff seasons above all else. They’ve just 
exceeded expectations in a weak Pacific Division this year to put the 
postseason in the conversation as soon as this season. 

Anaheim has cap space and assets. They have all of their first- and 
second-rounders over the next three seasons, plus third-round picks in 

2023 and 2024. In recent years, they’ve bolstered their prospect pool at 
forward and defense giving them options for a trade of this magnitude. 
So whether the Coyotes prefer young players with NHL experience or 
prospects with longer-term future upside, the Ducks should be able to 
meet the ask even while protecting some of their presumably 
‘untouchable’ players. 

Dark Horses 

Florida Panthers 

The Panthers seem somewhat set on defense, yet it’s been floated that 
they could be in the market for another defender. Why not bring 
Chychrun home to Florida? 

Their top-four already boasts Aaron Ekblad, MacKenzie Weegar, and 
Gustav Forsling. Adding Chychrun in would certainly take it up a notch, 
and the ripple effect of the addition could strengthen the bottom pair. 

Is it necessary? Maybe not considering what a formidable opponent 
they’ve become (in front of the blue paint). But it’d certainly enhance their 
chances for a team that’s built to contend with some core players in the 
primes of their careers. This could feel like the team’s best chance yet to 
go on a run, which might inspire an aggressive approach. 

This acquisition wouldn’t be without its challenges. First, there’s the 
hurdle of cap space. Had the Panthers not signed both Sam Bennett and 
Sam Reinhart, maybe they’d have more latitude here — especially with 
Aleksandar Barkov’s extension kicking in next year, and Jonathan 
Huberdeau’s presumably a year later. 

So the Panthers will have to move salary — whether to Arizona (who has 
shown a willingness to absorb the cost for assets, and will need help 
reaching the cap floor next year, anyway) or elsewhere — but that’s not 
the only obstacle. They’re without their top-two picks this year, and a 
second-rounder in 2024. Contending teams often move future assets 
while in win-now mode, but some don’t want to empty the cupboards 
completely. Florida does have some young players that could be on the 
move as well to make a deal happen, but they still have to tread carefully 
there. Maybe Owen Tippett could be on the block, but the team probably 
wants to keep someone like Anton Lundell who has two more years of 
his entry-level contract; playoff teams have to make the most of those 
inexpensive seasons for balance, so moving the center this soon could 
create problems on the books and the depth chart down the line. 

Boston Bruins 

Left defense used to be a position of strength for the Bruins, back when 
they had Torey Krug and vintage Zdeno Chara. Times have changed, 
however, and even Matt Grzelcyk’s top-four emergence leaves Boston 
short of a first pairing caliber left-shot defender. Boston invested in Mike 
Reilly last season and Derek Forbort during the summer — both are 
competent but neither is the answer at the top of the lineup. 

Inserting Chychrun next to Charlie McAvoy would instantly give Boston 
one of the best top pairs in the NHL. 

It’s a tantalizing proposition, and clearly the need is there, but executing 
an actual trade will likely be much less straightforward. For one, the 
Bruins have a shallow prospect pool and while they could dangle 
someone like Fabian Lysell in a potential deal, it’s possible Arizona might 
be able to net a deeper package of future assets elsewhere. Jake 
DeBrusk has been on the trade block for a while, but he’s struggled 
enormously the last couple of seasons and would only add minimal 
value, if any. 

Boston might still be able to cobble together a competitive package, 
especially since they own all of their picks in the top three rounds for the 
next three years. The bigger question might be whether left defense is 
even the Bruins’ most pressing area of need. 

Chychrun would be a fantastic addition, yes, but if they’re going to spend 
significant futures, would they be better off allocating them to pursue a 
second-line center like Tomas Hertl to replace David Krejci? Charlie 
Coyle hasn’t been the right fit and while Erik Haula has found success in 
that spot recently, he’s not the ideal second-line center for a deep playoff 
run. 
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It’s up to Bruins management to determine whether they firstly have 
sufficient assets to pursue Chychrun, and then secondly, whether left 
defense is the most important hole to shore up. 

Jakob Chychrun and Seth Jarvis (James Guillory / USA TODAY) 

Carolina Hurricanes 

Carolina doesn’t need Jakob Chychrun but the Colorado Avalanche 
didn’t exactly need Toews when they acquired him either. The point is 
that contending teams have an incentive to continue adding, especially if 
they don’t have glaring holes to address. That’s the situation Carolina’s in 
— Frederik Andersen’s stabilized the No.1 goaltending position and the 
top-nine is one of the best in the league, which doesn’t leave many 
obvious areas of need. 

The Hurricanes are similarly well-positioned on the backend but that 
doesn’t mean it can’t be upgraded. Tony DeAngelo and Ethan Bear have 
done well to fill the right side void left behind by Dougie Hamilton’s 
departure, but the Canes could still benefit from adding another high-end 
blueliner. Carolina looks solid on the left side with Jaccob Slavin and a 
resurgent Brady Skjei but inserting a piece like Chychrun could give the 
team the kind of elite blueline that could push them over the top in the 
playoffs. 

Chychrun also makes potential sense because of the term and favorable 
contract he’s on. Tony DeAngelo is arbitration-eligible and as a near 
point-per-game producer may price himself out of Carolina after the 
bargain $1-million AAV he signed for last offseason. Ethan Bear’s also 
arbitration-eligible and Ian Cole is a UFA at the end of the year. Adding 
Chychrun would give the Canes long-term cost certainty on the backend. 

It’ll be fascinating to see if Carolina can match the offers other teams 
could table though, especially since the Hurricanes don’t have their first-
round pick this year due to the Jesperi Kotkaniemi offer sheet. 

New York Islanders 

The Islanders’ path to the playoffs is going to be an uphill battle 
considering their start to the season; they have just an 11 percent chance 
of the playoffs according to Luszczyszyn’s model. But there are also only 
so many seasons this core is going to be able to contend. That’s why 
they should be looking to improve their chances the best they can over 
these next few seasons. 

When looking ahead to what the Islanders need these next few seasons, 
a top-four left-handed defender is high on the list. The organization may 
hope it can be filled from within, maybe with Robin Salo, Sebastian Aho, 
or Samuel Bolduc. But those backs may best fit on the third pair, still 
leaving that second slot open. What this team really needs from whoever 
fills that role is a puck-mover — that’s what they’ve been missing on the 
back end since trading Toews and then Nick Leddy a year later. 

The Islanders also need whoever that top-four defender may be to be 
cost-effective. It’ll help to have Cal Clutterbuck’s $3.5 million cap hit off 
the books next year, and Semyon Varlamov’s $5 million up the year after 
(although that times out with Mathew Barzal’s next contract, too). 

The salary cap is just one logistical hurdle, though. They also have to find 
assets to make the deal happen. The Islanders have their own first-
rounders for each of the next three seasons, plus Colorado’s second next 
year along with their own the following two seasons. Then over that same 
span they have two thirds, plus two fourths. Whether their weak prospect 
pool inspires Arizona remains to be seen, but maybe Anthony Beauvillier, 
whose name has been in trade rumors, ends up in the conversation to 
help balance the cap and sweeten the deal — though that will create 
other holes to deal with. 

Acquiring Chychrun would be an out-of-the-box move for general 
manager Lou Lamoriello, who often turns to players he’s had in the past. 
But it’s something management should be striving to make work instead 
of investing in aging players and depth options. 
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The Athletic / Ranking the best under-23 NHL players: Who tops the list, 
Andrei Svechnikov or Jack Hughes? 

 

Corey Pronman Jan 12, 2022 332  

 

Today I update my rankings of the best young players affiliated with NHL 
teams. This ranking comprises the best players currently on an NHL 
roster or on an NHL team’s reserve list who are under the age of 23 as of 
Jan. 1, 2022. This analysis is forward-looking, meaning these are the 
players I would want on my team for the rest of their career, not in a 
game tomorrow. 

For the first time in a while, we’ve had data from every major hockey 
league to provide for a more normal update to this list — though we have 
no results from the world juniors to incorporate into this ranking as a 
result of the cancellation of the 2021-22 tournament. 

The players who I feel are among the upper echelon of young talent in 
the game are placed in a tier corresponding to their NHL projection. Their 
skating, puck skills, hockey sense and compete level are also given a 
grade, with their shot given a grade if it’s notably good or poor. The 
grading scale for tools consists of six levels, so it could be interpreted as 
1-6, but it will be written out as: poor, below NHL average, NHL average, 
above NHL average, high-end and elite. 

Previous ranking references are made to the Sept. 2021 list. Keep in 
mind there are fewer players eligible for this iteration than last time due to 
the graduation of many late birthdate picks from the 2017 draft. 

Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star 

1. Andrei Svechnikov, LW, Carolina 

Mar. 26, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 188 pounds 

Drafted: No. 2 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 2 

Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Svechnikov is a very well-rounded forward who has been a top winger in 
the league this season. He’s a big, strong, competitive forward who can 
skate well and play a powerful style in how he wins battles and attacks 
the net using his speed and physicality. Svechnikov also has elite skill 
and strong playmaking ability, showing great creativity as a handler and 
making tough passes often. From the perimeter, he’s a pass and shot 
threat. 

2. Jack Hughes, C, New Jersey 

May 14, 2001 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 1 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 10 

Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

Hughes missed a lot of time this season due to injury, but when he’s 
been healthy he’s looked excellent. He’s a dynamic skater and 
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playmaker who competes well. He’s shown more of a finishing touch than 
he has in past seasons too. It’s too small a sample size to call his season 
a true breakout yet but I’m open to the possibility and am a big fan of 
Jack’s. I think he will be a cornerstone player for the Devils for a long 
time. 

3. Lucas Raymond, LW, Detroit 

Mar. 28, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 4 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 25 

Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: High-end 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Raymond has been as good as even his biggest fans could have hoped 
he’d be right away as a teenager in the NHL. He’s been a top player for 
the Wings, being a big part of their offense all season and playing the 
flank on their top power play. His skill and vision are exceptional and 
allow him to create a lot of chances despite not being the biggest or 
fastest small guy you’ve ever seen. In part that’s because he’s a strong 
competitor who shows good agility in his feet. He looks like a current and 
future NHL star who will be a big part of turning around the Detroit 
franchise. 

4. Trevor Zegras, C, Anaheim 

Mar. 20, 2001 | six-foot | 169 pounds 

Drafted: No. 9 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 12 

Tier: Projected bubble elite NHL player and NHL All-Star 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Elite 

Compete: NHL average 

Zegras’ first full NHL season has started off very well. He’s shown the 
tremendous creativity and vision that has made him a top prospect for 
years. He makes special plays with the puck consistently due to his skill 
and offensive IQ. Zegras isn’t the fastest player you’ll ever see or an 
amazing defensive player, but his compete is sneaky good. He doesn’t 
get pushed around physically, which helps complement his amazing puck 
game. He’s an emerging NHL star. 

Projected NHL All-Star 

5. Quinn Hughes, LHD, Vancouver 

Oct. 4, 1999 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 7 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 5 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: Elite 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: High-end 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Hughes is a player with dynamic aspects. His skating ability is special. 
The first few steps, speed and especially edgework combination allow 
him to accomplish a lot on the ice. He has great hands and has a 

fantastic offensive brain as a playmaker to make unique plays 
consistently. Hughes’ issue is that he’s a small defenseman who, despite 
being an excellent skater, will never be known as a true defensive 
standout. He moves and transitions pucks so well that he can still be a 
star but one who may need to be deployed in a specific manner. 

6. Moritz Seider, RHD, Detroit 

Apr. 6, 2001 | 6-foot-4 | 183 pounds 

Drafted: No. 6 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 17 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

However high the hype could have been on Seider coming into this 
season, he has met those expectations and arguably exceeded them. He 
has been a big, mobile, physical defenseman for Detroit who can make 
stops you expected, but his offensive touch has also been really good. 
He’s shown more individual skill than I’ve seen from him in previous 
years to go with the athletic assets, making him a true two-way force as a 
rookie NHL player. He looks like a potential cornerstone defenseman. 

7. Rasmus Dahlin, LHD, Buffalo 

Apr. 13, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 181 pounds 

Drafted: No. 1 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 4 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Dahlin is a tough evaluation. His toolkit is tremendous. He’s a 6-foot-2 
defenseman with elite hands who can skate well and make a lot of plays. 
On his best shift he can dazzle with his hands and overall creativity. He’s 
a good skater, not explosive, but with a deep knee bend and enough 
agility to get around well. Dahlin’s defensive play has and continues to be 
an issue in terms of his reads and ability to win battles. He has so much 
offensive ability that I think he will still be a star, high-scoring defenseman 
in the NHL but he may need to be used in a particular way rather than as 
a true all-situations force. 

8. Owen Power, LHD, Buffalo 

Nov. 12, 2002 | 6-foot-6 | 213 pounds 

Drafted: No. 1 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 9 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Power has been arguably the best player in college hockey so far this 
season. The 2021 No. 1 pick is a huge defenseman who is highly mobile 
for a man his size and is a very smart puck-mover. He’s shown much 
more confidence offensively this season, consistently making plays off 
the offensive blue line to go along with his strong defensive play due to 
his feet and reach. 
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9. Miro Heiskanen, LHD, Dallas 

July 18, 1999 | six-foot | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 3 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 11 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Heiskanen’s been great as usual this season. He’s cooled off a little 
offensively after a torrid start, but he has shown a little more offensive 
confidence and creativity to go with his usual great skating and 
defending. He can shut down top players due to his feet and brain while 
also having the vision and shot threat to create inside the offensive zone. 
He is a true No. 1 defenseman in the NHL. 

10. Brady Tkachuk, LW, Ottawa 

Sept. 16, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 196 pounds 

Drafted: No. 4 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 8 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Brady is an elite competitor who can make a ton happen around the high-
percentage areas of the offensive zone due to his size and physicality. 
He has very good hands and sense to go along with his compete and 
size, which allows him to create a lot of scoring chances and shots on 
goal. His skating isn’t ever going to get you excited, but I still think the 
new Ottawa captain will be a star in the league despite that. 

11. Tim Stützle, LW, Ottawa 

Jan. 15, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 187 pounds 

Drafted: No. 3 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 7 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Stützle hasn’t killed it scoring-wise this season but when I watch him, I 
still see a lot of things that are very positive that will translate to more 
scoring. I see a tremendous skater with unique agility who has very high 
skill and compete levels. He can generate offense through flash but also 
by using his feet and compete to attack hard areas. I think he has a very 
bright future and will establish himself as a true star in the league in time. 

12. Bowen Byram, LHD, Colorado 

June 13, 2001 | six-foot | 193 pounds 

Drafted: No. 4 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 34 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Byram’s second NHL season has gone quite well, looking much more 
comfortable than his limited-minute rookie season and a lot like the 
dynamic player we saw in the WHL. His skating is a differentiator with 
great edgework and quickness. He’s a creative player with the puck who 
can set up plays with his brain and feet while also being able to score 
goals. He hasn’t gotten top defensive responsibilities yet but with time I 
think he has the goods to be a top shutdown defenseman too and an all-
around star blueliner. 

13. Martin Necas, RW, Carolina 

Jan. 15, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 167 pounds 

Drafted: No. 12 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 19 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Necas has taken a step forward in recent years, being a big reason why 
Carolina is a contender. Necas has always had dynamic elements to his 
game. He’s very fast, he has great individual skill, he sees the ice at a 
high level and can score from range. He has also evolved his game from 
his teenager years. He’s far more consistent, showing ability to win more 
battles and has also earned significant PK duty from Carolina. He’s a 
very well-rounded winger now. 

14. Jason Robertson, LW, Dallas 

July 22, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 39 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 35 

Tier: Projected NHL All-Star 

Skating: Poor 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Robertson is one of the most interesting prospect cases of the past few 
years. He’s a player who has consistently been a top scorer in junior and 
now in the NHL, showing great skill, and even better vision and finishing 
ability. He creates so much inside the offensive zone, despite an 
awkward skating stride that has concerned scouts for many years. He’s 
found a way to overcome his skating issues and thrive, backing up a 
great rookie NHL season with a just-as-good second season. He’s now 
become a talking point in scouting circles when a prospect with skating 
technique issue is brought up. 

Jason Robertson. (Darren Yamashita / USA Today) 

Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

15. Dylan Cozens, C, Buffalo 

Feb. 9, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 7 in 2019 
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Sept. 2021 Ranking: 15 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Cozens is an easy prospect to support. He’s a big center who can skate 
and has very good skill with a scoring touch. He works hard off the puck 
and seems to have every attribute you want in a future top-line forward. 
The scoring hasn’t truly popped yet in the NHL but I think it will come with 
time. 

16. Alexis Lafrenière, LW, NY Rangers 

Oct. 11, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 193 pounds 

Drafted: No. 1 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 6 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

The start of Lafrenière’s NHL time hasn’t gone incredibly well, at least in 
the context of a No. 1 pick. I still believe in this player — he has 
tremendous hands, creativity and he works hard, but watching him with 
the Rangers of late has often left a bland feeling. Part of that is his lack of 
footspeed, but his dynamic skill and sense don’t pop consistently yet. 

17. Jake Sanderson, LHD, Ottawa 

July 8, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 5 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 27 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Sanderson’s play has continued to elevate over the last two years into 
that of a complete defenseman. He’s always had the excellent skating, 
the high compete level, and the ability to kill a lot of plays defensively. 
He’s brought more of a puck game of late, showing confidence and 
creativity as a handler and passer to go with his skating to create high 
amounts of offense. 

18. Seth Jarvis, RW, Carolina 

Feb. 1, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 13 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 41 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Jarvis has been as good as Carolina fans could have reasonably hoped 
for as a teenager. He’s been able to play real minutes, score at a strong 
rate, and look like he belongs versus men despite his age. He can do 
that because he’s a very strong skater with a great compete level. Jarvis 
has always played his game with no fear, heading straight to the net 
frequently to create offense and combining that with strong abilities with 
the puck. 

19. Anton Lundell, C, Florida 

Oct. 3, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 12 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 37 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Lundell has been a successful rookie NHL player, playing a significant 
role on a top NHL team and producing offense while not getting real 
power-play time. He has good skill and playmaking sense. Being a big 
center who competes hard and can play at both ends has allowed him to 
earn the trust of his coaches quickly. His skating ability may never really 
impress, but everything else about his game points in a strong positive 
direction. 

20. Luke Hughes, LHD, New Jersey 

Sept. 9, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 184 pounds 

Drafted: No. 4 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 26 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Hughes has had a promising start to his collegiate career, being one of 
the top defensemen in his conference. He impacts shifts consistently with 
his dynamic and unique skating ability. He also doesn’t shy away from 
attacking with his skill and trying to create chances while also being able 
to move and shoot the puck well. The biggest improvement for him has 
been his defensive play. He hasn’t been perfect but he’s been a more 
steady defender who can kill plays this season which he wasn’t with the 
U.S. NTDP. 

21. Quinton Byfield, C, Los Angeles 

Aug. 19, 2002 | 6-foot-4 | 215 pounds 

Drafted: No. 2 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 18 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 
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Byfield missed the first half due to injury so his report is unchanged from 
the summer. 

22. Kirby Dach, C, Chicago 

Jan. 21, 2001 | 6-foot-4 | 197 pounds 

Drafted: No. 3 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 13 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

Dach didn’t have the first half he likely hoped for as the entire Chicago 
team came out of the gates slow. It’s hard to imagine a center with his 
size, skating and skill with strong enough compete not finding a way to 
become a highly successful NHL player. His first few years were more 
positive indicators than of late. I think he will become a true top driver of 
play but he may never become a top scorer in the league. 

23. Josh Norris, C, Ottawa 

May 15, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 19 in 2017 by San Jose 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 22 

Tier: Projected bubble NHL All-Star and top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Ottawa had a tough first half, but Norris did what was expected of him. 
He’s played big minutes for the Senators and scored. He’s a well-
rounded center. He’s a strong skater who can make highly skilled plays 
with the puck as a handler and passer. Norris is also a shot threat from 
mid-range who can create between the dots. 

Projected top of the lineup player 

24. Mason McTavish, C, Anaheim 

Jan. 30, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 207 pounds 

Drafted: No. 3 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 63 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

McTavish has been very impressive this season between his 
professional and junior play. He looks like a player with every pro 
attribute you want. He’s a center with a good frame who is highly 
competitive, and he has tremendous skill. He can beat you with his 
hands or with power, can create for his linemates and finish plays. His 
skating looks better, too, than what I’ve seen previously. 

25. Nick Suzuki, C, Montreal 

Aug. 10, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 183 pounds 

Drafted: No. 13 in 2017 by Vegas 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 14 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Montreal has had a tough season to date with a lot of things not going 
their way, but their one big positive has been the play of Nick Suzuki, 
who is emerging as a true impact player in the league. His puck skills and 
playmaking ability are outstanding, showing the elite sense to make 
tough plays consistently that other forwards can’t. He’s always been 
dinged for his size and skating, but he works hard, showing he can be a 
trusted two-way center this season who PKs. 

26. Robert Thomas, C, St. Louis 

July 2, 1999 | six-foot | 188 pounds 

Drafted: No. 20 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 42 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Poor 

Thomas’ development curve has had ups and downs, but this season 
he’s been in a straight upwards direction. He’s played a ton of minutes in 
all situations for the Blues as a 22-year-old, playing all situations and 
contributing a lot of offense. In the NHL he’s shown the legit puck skills 
and vision he has, but lately he’s also shown the two-way game he 
displayed in junior. He now looks like a center who can make the flashy 
plays while also winning battles and creating in the middle third of the ice. 
His ability to score goals remains the only hole in his skill set. 

27. Matthew Beniers, C, Seattle 

Nov. 5, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 2 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 31 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Beniers’ sophomore season started off slow, but then he went on a 
scoring tear. His appeal has always been his very high work rate on the 
ice. He still shows the well-rounded play, but this season I’ve noticed him 
trying to create offense in more ways than through his will. He’s 
displayed more skill and creativity with the puck than I’ve seen before 
and a long-range shot threat, too. 

28. Jamie Drysdale, RHD, Anaheim 

Apr. 8, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 6 in 2020 
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Sept. 2021 Ranking: 16 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Drysdale hasn’t elevated yet into a top defenseman for the Ducks but 
he’s just a teenager and has shown indicators that he will with time. He’s 
an outstanding skater whose feet will allow him to make a lot of stops 
despite his size as he matures physically. He’s a very smart player with 
the puck. The skill level doesn’t pop and he may never be a true top 
scorer, but the combination of his sense and skating will allow him to 
create a fair amount of offense in the NHL. 

29. Joel Farabee, LW, Philadelphia 

Feb. 25, 2000 | six-foot | 164 pounds 

Drafted: No. 14 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 28 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Farabee has been a solid NHL player for the Flyers since being in the 
league. He’s a highly intelligent and competitive winger who can make 
creative plays with the puck and generate offense through his effort. He 
may never be the flashiest player in the world, in particular due to a lack 
of great top-end speed, but he should be able to create legit top-six 
offense for a long time while providing good value away from the puck. 

30. Matthew Boldy, LW, Minnesota 

Apr. 5, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 12 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 29 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Boldy missed a large chunk of the first half due to an injury, but when he 
came back to the AHL he picked up where he left off last season, being 
an important player for the Iowa Wild. His puck game is great, showing a 
very high level of skill and vision to create a lot of chances as well as 
using his frame to create inside the dots. He’ll never be a speedster but 
there’s enough to his game to be a top winger for an NHL team. 

31. Dylan Guenther, RW, Arizona 

Apr. 10, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 9 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 21 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Guenther didn’t have the first half you expected after how he fared in the 
WHL his first two seasons. He played well but there was certainly a lack 
of consistent offense in his game, although there was also a midseason 
transition to center. He has a lot of tools still working for him: he can 
skate, is very skilled, can make and finish plays and has decent size. He 
also has versatility and can play well away from the puck, which will 
appeal to NHL coaches. I see a lot of attributes that will work in the NHL. 

32. Nico Hischier, C, New Jersey 

Jan. 4, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 1 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 33 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Hischier is a top player for the Devils. He logs big minutes consistently 
and is a big part of both special teams units for his club. His skill and 
compete levels are both very strong and make him a true top-line 
forward. He’s a well-rounded forward even if he may not be a true 
offensive dynamo in terms of his speed or puck game. Hischier will likely 
never live up to his No. 1 pick billing, but he’ll still likely be an excellent 
NHL player for a long time. 

33. William Eklund, LW, San Jose 

Oct. 12, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 7 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 24 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

Eklund impressed at Sharks camp, making the team for a brief period — 
and while he didn’t stick, his future looks promising. He’s a dynamic 
winger, showing great speed and agility with his skating and as a 
teenager he was able to use his skating to get inside versus NHL 
defenders. He’s also a highly creative player with the puck who can make 
tough plays consistently to go with a strong compete level. The only 
knock on him is his size and maybe a lack of finishing ability. 

34. Arthur Kaliyev, RW, Los Angeles 

June 26, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 33 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 30 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: High-end 
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Kaliyev has been up with the Kings all season. His performance has 
been OK; inside the offensive zone and on the power play you see the 
vision and shot elements that make him dangerous. There is a tempo 
adjustment that you figured was coming with Kaliyev’s skating and will 
take time for him to get used to but I still see a big offensive weapon as 
he matures. 

35. Kaapo Kakko, RW, NY Rangers 

Feb. 13, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 194 pounds 

Drafted: No. 2 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 20 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Kakko didn’t light it up in the first half of the NHL season for the Rangers, 
but there were some positive signs in his game. I’ve found he’s showing 
a better ability to win battles and create chances in the high-percentage 
areas of the offensive zone, reminiscent of what he did in Finland. There 
may be a humbling realization coming, though, that while he’s very 
skilled, it may not be the elite skill I thought he had at 17. Combined with 
so-so skating, his offensive ceiling may be as a good top-six forward 
instead of a true star type of player. 

36. Cole Perfetti, LW, Winnipeg 

Jan. 1, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 177 pounds 

Drafted: No. 10 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 39 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Perfetti has repeated his success in the AHL from last season, something 
not every teenager has been able to do in a more fully stocked AHL. With 
the puck on his stick he’s a threat due to his skill and vision, showing the 
ability to make high-quality plays at a high rate. His brain works at fast 
speed, so even though his skating will always be the thing that concerns 
scouts, there is a lot of hope his sense will be able to carry him to a major 
NHL role. 

37. Jack Quinn, RW, Buffalo 

Sept. 19, 2001 | six-foot | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 8 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 137 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

After a so-so first pro season for Quinn, he came out like a rocket in the 
first half of this season before he was sidelined due to mono. He was one 
of the very best players in the AHL and led Rochester to early success. 
Quinn’s skill level pops. He can make difficult plays with the puck look 
routine and is a great playmaker to go with his scoring ability. He lacks 
great speed, but he works hard and has two-way ability. He looks like a 
player who is close to the next step. 

38. Evan Bouchard, RHD, Edmonton 

Oct. 20, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 193 pounds 

Drafted: No. 10 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 124 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Bouchard has taken real steps forward this season and become an 
important player for the Oilers. His vision with the puck is excellent, 
showing great outlet passes and ability to create inside the offensive 
zone due to his brain and hard point shot. His defending has progressed 
well enough. Due to his average skating, he may never be a true 
shutdown guy, but it should be good enough to go with his puck game to 
be an excellent NHL defenseman. 

39. Connor McMichael, C, Washington 

Jan. 15, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 174 pounds 

Drafted: No. 25 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 40 

Tier: Projected top of the lineup player 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

McMichael has held his own as a rookie NHL player. He hasn’t played a 
big role but he’s on a top NHL team. He’s shown for years that he has 
legit offensive skill and scoring ability, and a strong work level. His ability 
for a young player to get inside and create in the hard areas of the ice 
versus men is notable especially given he’s not the biggest or fastest. As 
he physically matures I expect his NHL play to become more consistent. 

Matthew Beniers. (Paul Sancya / AP photo) 

Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality starting 
goaltender 

40. Simon Edvinsson, LHD, Detroit 

Feb. 5, 2003 | 6-foot-4 | 198 pounds 

Drafted: No. 6 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 77 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Edvinsson has had a great season between his SHL play and with 
Sweden’s U20 team. He’s helping his SHL team win games, getting real 
minutes and scoring without power-play time. He has good enough skill 
and vision, but it’s the combination of his size, skating and physical play 
to go with a decent skill level that makes him a projected top defenseman 
on an NHL team. 
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41. Philip Tomasino, RW, Nashville 

July 28, 2001 | six-foot | 179 pounds 

Drafted: No. 24 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 80 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Tomasino has played all season up with Nashville. The scoring hasn’t 
been there in huge numbers, but in limited minutes I like how he’s 
played. He uses his great skating ability to get to the net and create in 
the high percentage areas. I know about his skill and hockey sense, so if 
he keeps playing that way as he grows physically the offense will come. 

42. Owen Tippett, RW, Florida 

Feb. 16, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 200 pounds 

Drafted: No. 10 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 56 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Tippett doesn’t receive a large role on a deep offensive team in Florida 
but when he does play he shows a lot of positives. He’s a fast, highly 
skilled winger who is a shot threat from range and can see the ice well. 
There are times he needs to be pushed by his coaches but I’ve found his 
game more consistent of late compared to when he was a junior. 

43. Kent Johnson, C, Columbus 

Oct. 18, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 167 pounds 

Drafted: No. 5 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 36 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: High-end 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

Johnson has been one of the top forwards in the Big Ten, building off a 
strong freshman season. There is no doubting his pure skill level. 
Johnson can do highly imaginative things with the puck on his stick. He’s 
very slippery and deceptive as a handler despite not having great speed. 
He makes a lot of plays, but you’d like to see his elite puck game 
translate into chances at a higher rate. He has so much potential but only 
still shows you glimpses of the game-breaker he can be. 

44. Cole Sillinger, C, Columbus 

May 16, 2003 | six-foot | 197 pounds 

Drafted: No. 12 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 70 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Sillinger made the Blue Jackets out of camp and has looked like a real 
pro from September onwards. He has very good hands, and thinks the 
game at a high level with scoring ability, but what has helped Sillinger’s 
transition to the NHL so well is his work ethic. He’s a relentless 
competitor who is quite physical and shows no fear as an 18-year-old 
engaging with grown men. Even with so-so footspeed his tremendous 
energy level and pace to go with his skill make him look like a future top 
player for Columbus. 

45. Peyton Krebs, C, Buffalo 

Jan. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 17 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 66 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

Krebs was a major part of the Jack Eichel trade between Buffalo and 
Vegas. In the NHL he didn’t do much but in the AHL he’s shown why he’s 
a top prospect. He brings great skill, vision, pace and competitiveness to 
his shifts. He’s not that big but he plays without fear and shows a well-
rounded game that will endear him to pro coaches. 

46. Dawson Mercer, C, New Jersey 

Oct. 27, 2001 | six-foot | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 18 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 69 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Mercer’s rookie NHL season has gone very well, becoming an important 
player for the Devils right away. He’s shown the ability to score and 
create offense, but the way he’s done it, by generating around the net-
front area and winning a lot of battles as a rookie, is a reason to be 
excited about the player. His footspeed is still just OK, but as he 
physically matures the way he plays should translate into a great NHL 
forward. 

47. Jesper Wallstedt, G, Minnesota 

Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 214 pounds 

Drafted: No. 20 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 73 
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Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: High-end 

Wallstedt is having a fantastic campaign in Sweden, and looks like the 
best goalie outside the NHL right now. His pure athletic tools never blow 
you away in terms of his quickness or size, but his sense and technical 
skills are outstanding. He always makes the right reads, has elite 
efficiency in his movements and knows how to position his body and stick 
to keep pucks out of the net. 

48. Eeli Tolvanen, LW, Nashville 

Apr. 22, 1999 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 30 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 57 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: High-end 

Tolvanen saw his production dip in the first half after a great rookie NHL 
season, following the pattern of see-saw development we’ve seen over 
his entire career. He’s a very good player, a winger with great hands, 
overall offensive instincts and an elite wrist shot that will keep him in the 
NHL. His frame, lack of top-end speed and perimeter play can frustrate 
observers but he’ll score enough to keep coaches playing him and 
putting him on their power play. 

49. Barrett Hayton, C, Arizona 

Jun. 9, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 5 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 51 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Hayton has played most of the season up with the NHL team, playing 
real minutes on the bottom-feeding Coyotes squad. I still think there’s a 
lot to this player even if his point totals haven’t been gaudy in the pros. 
He’s a skilled center who can make and finish plays, and he competes 
hard. Hayton projects to have legit two-way ability as an NHL center. His 
footspeed is the only real concern I have, but I think with time he’ll be a 
good NHL player. 

50. Dustin Wolf, G, Calgary 

Apr. 16, 2001 | six-foot | 156 pounds 

Drafted: No. 214 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: High-end 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

It’s hard to have a better first half as a first-year pro than Wolf did in the 
opening months of the AHL season. He’s been dominant for Stockton, 
carrying over his excellent play over years in junior. I’ve always viewed 
Wolf as a super-smart goaltender without ideal size, but what I’ve seen 
this season has been high-end athleticism I haven’t seen or appreciated 
before. He makes tough saves consistently to go with his great reads. 
Despite his size he’s cleared a major hurdle showing he can be great 
versus men, and looks on track to be a quality NHL goaltender. 

51. Marco Rossi, C, Minnesota 

Sept. 23, 2001 | 5-foot-9 | 183 pounds 

Drafted: No. 9 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 75 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Rossi returned this season after a scary COVID-19 complication caused 
him to miss most of 2020-21 and he has looked more like his old self. He 
was a top player for Iowa, showing the skill to create for his teammates 
and run a power play like he did in junior. Despite his size he’s also 
shown he can create in the tough areas and be a responsible defensive 
player versus men. His speed still concerns scouts but everything else 
about his game is NHL level. 

52. Spencer Knight, G, Florida 

Apr. 19, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 13 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 32 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Knight has played quite a lot for a 20-year-old goaltender in his first NHL 
season and has had his struggles in his first full pro season. He’s a very 
smart and polished goaltender who has good enough lateral athleticism 
and can play the puck well. He should progress as a player as he learns 
how to anticipate NHL shooters, but it may take some time. 

53. Ville Heinola, LHD, Winnipeg 

Feb. 3, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 20 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 68 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Heinola’s season has been promising to date. He’s played a lot of 
minutes in all situations and been a big part of Manitoba’s success. He’s 
shown his usual steady, smart puck-moving game. Heinola can make 
plays inside the offensive zone due to his great vision while also being a 
good enough skater to create that way too. His game will be more 
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offensively tilted in the NHL due to his frame and not having dynamic feet 
but he should hold his own in that regard. 

54. Zac Jones, LHD, NY Rangers 

Oct. 18, 2000 | 5-foot-10 | 172 pounds 

Drafted: No. 68 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 72 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Jones didn’t make the Rangers out of camp but he’s been good in the 
AHL. He’s bringing the offense you expect out of him, while showing he 
can PK and play a lot of minutes. The Rangers have options on defense 
so it may take time for Jones to make it, but with his skating and brain I 
think it’s just a matter of time before he’s up. 

55. Olen Zellweger, LHD, Anaheim 

Sept. 10, 2003 | 5-foot-9 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 34 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 186 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Zellweger’s development curve continues to trend sharply upwards. He’s 
been a top defenseman in the CHL this season. His combination of great 
skating, skill and vision make him a constant threat offensively. 
Zellweger’s size will be an issue as he advances levels as a 
defenseman, but with his great skating I think he’ll be able to overcome 
that issue with time to defend OK enough to go with a great puck game. 

56. Kirill Marchenko, RW, Columbus 

July 21, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 187 pounds 

Drafted: No. 49 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 45 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Marchenko has had his ups and downs this season but overall he’s still 
been a productive player for a top KHL team. His tools remain highly 
attractive and he has sky-high potential as a 6-foot-3 winger who can 
skate, has great skill and possesses a dangerous shot. His consistency 
could be better game to game and he frustrates coaches at times but can 
also use his big frame to his advantage often to create in the hard parts 
of the offensive zone. 

57. Alexander Holtz, RW, New Jersey 

Jan. 23, 2000 | six-foot | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 7 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 52 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: High-end 

Holtz has been great in his first season in North America, being a top 
player for a top AHL team as a teenager. He’s a threat with the puck on 
his stick because of his elite puck skills and shot, while also being a 
strong passer. Holtz projects to be a top power-play type of forward in the 
NHL who can score a lot. His skating and physicality will never excite but 
it should be good enough to make the most of his other assets. 

58. Alex Newhook, C, Colorado 

Jan. 28, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 195 pounds 

Drafted: No. 16 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 88 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Newhook has looked very good in his first full pro season. He’s showing 
the great skating, vision and skill that have been foundations of his game, 
while also showing that even as an undersized forward he can win 
battles and get to the interior of the offensive zone using his speed and 
will. He’s fit well as a secondary piece of a top NHL offense. 

59. Shane Pinto, C, Ottawa 

Nov. 12, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 32 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 58 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Pinto was set to play a large role on Ottawa to start the season, but 
several injuries have kept him from playing much following his great play 
in college. His report is thus unchanged from the summer. 

60. Vasili Podkolzin, RW, Vancouver 

June 24, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 10 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 59 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 
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Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Podkolzin has held his own as a rookie NHL player. With his so-so 
skating a transition period is not surprising, but he’s such a great 
competitor who does have offensive touch that with time I think he’ll 
become an important part of Vancouver’s forward group. He projects to 
contribute secondary scoring while winning a lot of battles and being a 
nuisance in the net area. 

61. Adam Boqvist, RHD, Columbus 

Aug. 15, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 168 pounds 

Drafted: No. 8 in 2018 by Chicago 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 84 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Boqvist is what he is. His abilities with the puck stand out. He has great 
hands, vision, and overall offensive creativity to go with a very good shot. 
Inside the offensive zone he can make things happen. He’s an 
undersized defenseman who has never been a strong defender though 
and you take the good with the bad with him. This season there’s been 
more good with a fair amount of offense for a 21-year-old defenseman. 

62. Alex Formenton, LW, Ottawa 

Sept. 13, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 165 pounds 

Drafted: No. 47 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 86 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Formenton has spent the full season with the big club. While he hasn’t 
scored a ton and the team hasn’t had success, I still see a lot of things in 
his game to be optimistic about, even if his skill level and playmaking 
don’t blow you away. Forwards with his size and top-end speed with 
some puck game are not easy to find, and when you add a strong work 
level into his game, I think with time he becomes an important player in 
Ottawa. 

63. Jesperi Kotkaniemi, LW, Carolina 

July 6, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 188 pounds 

Drafted: No. 3 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 62 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Kotkaniemi was the subject of much discussion after he signed an offer 
sheet with Carolina this past offseason. He hasn’t really taken a big step 
forward this season but he’s been good enough. He’s a highly-skilled 
forward with size who has very good vision, but his skating may limit him 
from ever living up to his draft slot. I still see a good NHL player but 
probably not a great one. 

64. Gabriel Vilardi, C, Los Angeles 

Aug. 16, 1999 | 6-foot-3 | 201 pounds 

Drafted: No. 11 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 87 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Vilardi’s development has been up and down in recent years, marred by 
injuries and inconsistent performance as a pro. His play of late in the 
AHL has been promising though. He’s been a top player on a good AHL 
team. Vilardi’s skill, vision and size are NHL assets and though he lacks 
NHL skating, there should be enough to his game to be a solid player for 
the Kings with time. 

65. Grigori Denisenko, LW, Florida 

June 24, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 15 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 46 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Denisenko hasn’t scored at a high level this season (an issue that’s been 
ongoing for several years) but when I’ve watched his play in Charlotte 
you see the great attributes that still have scouts excited about him. He’s 
a quick and shifty skater who can make skilled plays through defenders 
and to his teammates, while also being a mid-range shot threat. 
Eventually, though, you’d like to stop talking about his potential and see 
him score. 

66. Matthew Coronato, RW, Calgary 

Nov. 14, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 183 pounds 

Drafted: No. 13 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 96 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 
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Coronato’s first half hasn’t been amazing, playing on a deep Harvard 
forward group. Despite modest production he’s an exciting prospect. He’s 
a highly skilled and creative forward who can beat you with his puck 
skills, his shot, and can will his way into scoring chances. Coronato lacks 
ideal size, but his compete and good enough speed will make up for it to 
allow him to continue to score as he progresses levels. 

67. Oliver Wahlstrom, RW, NY Islanders 

Jun. 13, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 205 pounds 

Drafted: No. 11 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 141 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Wahlstrom has had a productive season with the Islanders even though 
his team has struggled. His skill, size, offensive instincts and in particular 
his shot have always been major assets in his game and have allowed 
him to score as a pro. He has tendencies in his lack of pace, perimeter 
play and not being great defensively at times that will frustrate coaches 
but inside the offensive zone he can create a lot of chances. 

68. Rasmus Sandin, LHD, Toronto 

Mar. 7, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 184 pounds 

Drafted: No. 29 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 49 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Sandin is a high-end puck-moving defenseman who despite limited 
minutes in the NHL has shown he can make plays very well and be a 
trusted player. He has limitations in his size and skating that may prevent 
him from ever becoming a true two-way force but his brain is good 
enough that he should be a fine defender in the NHL to go with his great 
puck game. 

69. Mavrik Bourque, C, Dallas 

Jan. 8, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 30 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 145 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Bourque has been an excellent junior player through the last few years 
and has been dominant in the few QMJHL games he’s played this 
season. He’s very dangerous with the puck on his stick due to his skill 
and vision. Bourque lacks ideal size and speed but he competes hard 

and once inside the offensive zone he makes a lot happen. He probably 
ends up on the wing in the NHL. 

70. Cam York, LHD, Philadelphia 

Jan. 5, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 14 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 60 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

York has played a lot of minutes on a Lehigh team this season that didn’t 
have the greatest first half. York may never bring you out of your seat 
with his play, but he’s a very smart and steady two-way defenseman who 
moves the puck very well. He’s not the biggest defenseman but skates 
well enough to make you think he’ll be an OK NHL defender. 

71. Nicholas Robertson, LW, Toronto 

Sept. 11, 2001 | 5-foot-9 | 160 pounds 

Drafted: No. 53 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 74 

Tier: Projected bubble top and middle of the lineup player or quality 
starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

Robertson got injured right at the start of the season so my thoughts on 
him are unchanged from the summer. 

Nicholas Robertson. (John E. Sokolowski / USA Today) 

Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

72. K’Andre Miller, LHD, NY Rangers 

Jan. 21, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 206 pounds 

Drafted: No. 22 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 76 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

73. Noah Dobson, RHD, NY Islanders 

Jan. 7, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 12 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 78 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 
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Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

74. Philip Broberg, LHD, Edmonton 

June 25, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 199 pounds 

Drafted: No. 8 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 127 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

75. Nikita Chibrikov, RW, Winnipeg 

Feb. 16, 2003 | 5-foot-10 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 50 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 83 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

76. Chaz Lucius, C, Winnipeg 

May. 2, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 18 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 61 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

77. Brandt Clarke, RHD, Los Angeles 

Feb. 9, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 8 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 47 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

78. Cody Glass, C, Nashville 

Apr. 1, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 6 in 2017 by Vegas 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 85 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

79. Cole Caufield, RW, Montreal 

Jan. 2, 2001 | 5-foot-7 | 162 pounds 

Drafted: No. 15 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 23 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: High-end 

80. Ty Smith, LHD, New Jersey 

Mar. 24, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 17 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 44 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

81. Dylan Holloway, C, Edmonton 

Sept. 23, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 203 pounds 

Drafted: No. 14 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 90 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

82. Dmitri Voronkov, LW, Columbus 

Sept. 10, 2000 | 6-foot-4 | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 114 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 91 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Poor 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

83. Thomas Harley, LHD, Dallas 

Aug. 19, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 188 pounds 

Drafted: No. 18 in 2019 
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Sept. 2021 Ranking: 55 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

84. Corson Ceulemans, RHD, Columbus 

May 5, 2003 | 6-foot-2 | 198 pounds 

Drafted: No. 25 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 81 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

85. Nils Hoglander, LW, Vancouver 

Dec. 20, 2000 | 5-foot-9 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 40 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 93 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: High-end 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

86. John-Jason Peterka, RW, Buffalo 

Jan. 14, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 34 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 114 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

87. Lukas Reichel, LW, Chicago 

May 17, 2002 | six-foot | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 17 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 94 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

88. Nils Lundkvist, RHD, NY Rangers 

July 27, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 28 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 50 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

89. Topi Niemala, RHD, Toronto 

Mar. 25, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 156 pounds 

Drafted: No. 64 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 177 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

90. Nolan Foote, LW, New Jersey 

Nov. 29, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 27 in 2019 by Tampa Bay 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 95 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

91. Rodion Amirov, LW, Toronto 

Oct. 2, 2001 | 6-foot-0 | 167 pounds 

Drafted: No. 15 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 64 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

92. Shakir Mukhamadullin, LHD, New Jersey 

Jan. 10, 2002 | 6-foot-4 | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 20 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 154 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 
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Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

93. Morgan Frost, C, Philadelphia 

May 14, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 27 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 71 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

94. Ryan Poehling, C, Montreal 

Jan. 3, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 183 pounds 

Drafted: No. 25 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 164 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

95. Adam Ruzicka, C, Calgary 

May 11, 1999 | 6-foot-4 | 202 pounds 

Drafted: No. 109 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Poor 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

96. Samuel Fagemo, LW, Los Angeles 

Mar. 14, 2000 | six-foot | 194 pounds 

Drafted: No. 50 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 53 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

97. Braden Schneider, RHD, NY Rangers 

Sept. 20, 2001 | 6-foot-2 | 202 pounds 

Drafted: No. 19 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 67 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

98. Drew Helleson, RHD, Colorado 

Mar. 26, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 193 pounds 

Drafted: No. 47 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 104 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

99. Jakob Pelletier, LW, Calgary 

Mar. 7, 2001 | 5-foot-9 | 160 pounds 

Drafted: No. 26 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 174 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

100. Marat Khusnutdinov, C, Minnesota 

July 17, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 37 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 150 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

101. Wyatt Johnston, C, Dallas 

May 14, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 23 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 108 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

102. Brennan Othmann, LW, NY Rangers 

Jan. 5, 2003 | six-foot | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 16 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 110 
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Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

103. Yaroslav Askarov, G, Nashville 

Jun. 16, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 11 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 38 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

104. Alex Turcotte, C, Los Angeles 

Feb. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 5 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 113 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Shot: Above NHL average 

105. Mackie Samoskevich, RW, Florida 

Nov. 15, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 192 pounds 

Drafted: No. 24 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 160 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

106. Calen Addison, RHD, Minnesota 

Apr. 11, 2000 | 5-foot-10 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 53 in 2018 by Pittsburgh 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 54 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: High-end 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

107. Thomas Bordeleau, C, San Jose 

Jan. 3, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 38 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 106 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

108. Connor Zary, C, Calgary 

Sept. 25, 2001 | six-foot | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 24 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 115 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

109. Zach Dean, C, Vegas 

Jan. 4, 2003 | six-foot | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 30 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 172 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

110. Brett Berard, LW, NY Rangers 

Sept. 9, 2002 | 5-foot-9 | 155 pounds 

Drafted: No. 134 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

111. Bobby Brink, RW, Philadelphia 

July 8, 2001 | 5-foot-8 | 159 pounds 

Drafted: No. 34 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 191 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

112. Filip Zadina, RW, Detroit 

Nov. 27, 1999 | six-foot | 195 pounds 

Drafted: No. 6 in 2018 
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Sept. 2021 Ranking: 123 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

113. Michael Rasmussen, C, Detroit 

Apr. 7, 1999 | 6-foot-6 | 215 pounds 

Drafted: No. 9 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 122 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Poor 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

114. Martin Fehervary, LHD, Washington 

October 6, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 46 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

115. Kaiden Guhle, LHD, Montreal 

Jan. 18, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 186 pounds 

Drafted: No. 16 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 133 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: High-end 

Shot: Above NHL average 

116. Joe Veleno, C, Detroit 

Jan. 13, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 193 pounds 

Drafted: No. 30 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 143 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

117. Rasmus Kupari, C, Los Angeles 

Mar. 12, 2000 | 6-foot-1 | 183 pounds 

Drafted: No. 20 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 144 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

118. Matthew Knies, LW, Toronto 

Oct. 17, 2001 | 6-foot-3 | 210 pounds 

Drafted: No. 57 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 171 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

119. Filip Chytil, C, NY Rangers 

Sept. 5, 1999 | 6-foot-1 | 178 pounds 

Drafted: No. 21 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 48 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

120. Ryan Merkley, RHD, San Jose 

Aug. 14, 2000 | 5-foot-11 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 21 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 148 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: High-end 

Compete: Below NHL average 

121. Henri Jokiharju, RHD, Buffalo 

Jun. 17, 1999 | six-foot | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 29 in 2017 by Chicago 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 135 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 
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122. Justin Barron, RHD, Colorado 

Nov. 15, 2000 | 6-foot-2 | 195 pounds 

Drafted: No. 25 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 138 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

123. Yegor Zamula, LHD, Philadelphia 

Mar. 30, 2000 | 6-foot-3 | 165 pounds 

Drafted: Undrafted 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 139 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

124. Sebastian Cossa, G, Detroit 

Nov. 21, 2002 | 6-foot-6 | 210 pounds 

Drafted: No. 15 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 65 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

125. Jake Neighbours, LW, St. Louis 

Mar. 29, 2002 | six-foot | 195 pounds 

Drafted: No. 26 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 168 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

126. Jonatan Berggren, RW, Detroit 

July 16, 2000 | 5-foot-10 | 181 pounds 

Drafted: No. 33 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 157 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

127. Alexandre Texier, LW, Columbus 

Sept. 13, 1999 | six-foot | 187 pounds 

Drafted: No. 45 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

128. Fedor Svechkov, C, Nashville 

Apr. 5, 2003 | six-foot | 187 pounds 

Drafted: No. 19 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 142 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

129. Jaret Anderson-Dolan, C, Los Angeles 

Sept. 12, 1999 | 5-foot-11 | 188 pounds 

Drafted: No. 41 in 2017 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 140 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

130. Ty Dellandrea, C, Dallas 

July 21, 2000 | six-foot | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 13 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 100 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

131. Ridly Greig, C, Ottawa 

Aug. 8, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 163 pounds 

Drafted: No. 28 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 166 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 
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132. Victor Soderstrom, RHD, Arizona 

Feb. 26, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 179 pounds 

Drafted: No. 11 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 147 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

133. Carson Lambos, LHD, Minnesota 

Jan. 14, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 197 pounds 

Drafted: No. 26 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 102 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

134. Kirill Kirsanov, LHD, Los Angeles 

Sept. 19, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 198 pounds 

Drafted: No. 84 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 103 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

135. Vincent Iorio, RHD, Washington 

Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-3 | 191 pounds 

Drafted: No. 55 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

136. Zachary Bolduc, C, St. Louis 

Feb. 24, 2003 | 6-foot-1 | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 17 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 173 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

137. Martin Kaut, RW, Colorado 

Oct. 2, 1999 | 6-foot-2 | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 16 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

138. Liam Foudy, LW, Columbus 

Feb. 4, 2000 | six-foot | 175 pounds 

Drafted: No. 18 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 111 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

139. Fabian Lysell, RW, Boston 

Jan. 19, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 172 pounds 

Drafted: No. 21 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 119 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

140. Samuel Poulin, LW, Pittsburgh 

Feb. 25, 2001 | 6-foot-1 | 208 pounds 

Drafted: No. 21 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

141. Brandon Coe, RW, San Jose 

Dec. 1, 2001 | 6-foot-4 | 188 pounds 

Drafted: No. 98 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 
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Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

142. Lukas Cormier, LHD, Vegas 

Mar. 27, 2002 | 5-foot-10 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 68 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 112 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

143. Aatu Raty, C, NY Islanders 

Nov. 14, 2002 | 6-foot-2 | 185 pounds 

Drafted: No. 52 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 107 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

144. Ryan Suzuki, C, Carolina 

May 28, 2001 | six-foot | 176 pounds 

Drafted: No. 28 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 158 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

145. Xavier Bourgault, C, Edmonton 

Oct. 22, 2002 | six-foot | 172 pounds 

Drafted: No. 22 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 159 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

146. Daemon Hunt, LHD, Minnesota 

May 15, 2002 | six-foot | 198 pounds 

Drafted: No. 65 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 162 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

147. Akil Thomas, C, Los Angeles 

Jan. 2, 2000 | six-foot | 171 pounds 

Drafted: No. 51 in 2018 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 163 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

148. Logan Stankoven, C, Dallas 

Feb. 26, 2003 | 5-foot-8 | 170 pounds 

Drafted: No. 47 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 167 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Above NHL average 

Hockey sense: Below NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

149. Hendrix Lapierre, C, Washington 

Feb. 9, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 179 pounds 

Drafted: No. 22 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 192 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Below NHL average 

150. Luke Evangelista, RW, Nashville 

Feb. 21, 2002 | 5-foot-11 | 166 pounds 

Drafted: No. 42 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

151. Ryan Johnson, LHD, Buffalo 

July 24, 2001 | six-foot | 173 pounds 
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Drafted: No. 31 in 2019 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 117 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

152. Brock Faber, RHD, Los Angeles 

August 22, 2002 | six-foot | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 45 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Above NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

153. Brendan Brisson, RW, Vegas 

Oct. 22, 2001 | 5-foot-11 | 179 pounds 

Drafted: No. 29 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 109 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

154. Oskar Olausson, RW, Colorado 

Nov. 10, 2002 | 6-foot-1 | 180 pounds 

Drafted: No. 28 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 146 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Below NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

155. Joshua Roy, LW, Montreal 

Aug. 6, 2003 | six-foot | 190 pounds 

Drafted: No. 150 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

156. Sasha Pastujov, RW, Anaheim 

July 15, 2003 | six-foot | 184 pounds 

Drafted: No. 66 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

157. Roni Hirvonen, C, Toronto 

Jan. 10, 2002 | 5-foot-9 | 164 pounds 

Drafted: No. 59 in 2020 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 189 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: Above NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

158. Jack Peart, LHD, Minnesota 

May. 15, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 186 pounds 

Drafted: No. 54 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: NHL average 

Puck skills: Below NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

159. Ville Koivunen, RW, Carolina 

June 13, 2003 | 5-foot-11 | 161 pounds 

Drafted: No. 51 in 2021 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: Not ranked 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 

Skating: Below NHL average 

Puck skills: NHL average 

Hockey sense: NHL average 

Compete: NHL average 

Shot: Above NHL average 

160. Devon Levi, G, Buffalo 

Dec. 27, 2001 | six-foot | 184 pounds 

Drafted: No. 212 in 2020 by Florida 

Sept. 2021 Ranking: 194 

Tier: Projected middle of the lineup player or starting goaltender 
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Skating: NHL average 

Hockey sense: Above NHL average 

Corey Pronman’s U23 player ranking 

RANK   TIER   PLAYER   TEAM   POSITION   

1 

1 

Andrei Svechnikov 

Carolina 

LW 

2 

1 

Jack Hughes 

New Jersey 

C 

3 

1 

Lucas Raymond 

Detroit 

LW 

4 

1 

Trevor Zegras 

Anaheim 

C 

5 

2 

Quinn Hughes 

Vancouver 

LHD 

6 

2 

Moritz Seider 

Detroit 

RHD 

7 

2 

Ramus Dahlin 

Buffalo 

LHD 

8 

2 

Owen Power 

Buffalo 

LHD 

9 

2 

Miro Heiskanen 

Dallas 

LHD 

10 

2 

Brady Tkachuk 

Ottawa 

LW 

11 

2 

Tim Stutzle 

Ottawa 

LW 

12 

2 

Bowen Byram 

 

Colorado 

LHD 

13 

2 

Martin Necas 

Carolina 

RW 

14 

2 

Jason Robertson 

Dallas 

LW 

15 

3 

Dylan Cozens 

Buffalo 

C 

16 

3 

Alexis Lafreniere 

Rangers 

LW 

17 

3 

Jake Sanderson 

Ottawa 

LHD 
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18 

3 

Seth Jarvis 

Carolina 

RW 

19 

3 

Anton Lundell 

Florida 

C 

20 

3 

Luke Hughes 

New Jersey 

LHD 

21 

3 

Quinton Byfield 

Los Angeles 

C 

22 

3 

Kirby Dach 

Chicago 

C 

23 

3 

Josh Norris 

Ottawa 

C 

24 

4 

Mason McTavish 

Anaheim 

C 

25 

4 

Nick Suzuki 

Montreal 

C 

26 

4 

Robert Thomas 

St. Louis 

C 

27 

4 

Matthew Beniers 

Seattle 

C 

28 

4 

Jamie Drysdale 

Anaheim 

RHD 

29 

4 

Joel Farabee 

Philadelphia 

LW 

30 

4 

Matthew Boldy 

Minnesota 

LW 

31 

4 

Dylan Guenther 

Arizona 

RW 

32 

4 

Nico Hischier 

New Jersey 

C 

33 

4 

William Eklund 

San Jose 

LW 

34 

4 

Arthur Kaliyev 

Los Angeles 

RW 

35 

4 

Kaapo Kakko 

Rangers 

RW 
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36 

4 

Cole Perfetti 

Winnipeg 

LW 

37 

4 

Jack Quinn 

Buffalo 

RW 

38 

4 

Evan Bouchard 

Edmonton 

RHD 

39 

4 

Connor McMichael 

Washington 

C 

40 

5 

Simon Edvinsson 

Detroit 

LHD 

41 

5 

Philip Tomasino 

Nashville 

RW 

42 

5 

Owen Tippett 

Florida 

RW 

43 

5 

Kent Johnson 

Columbus 

C 

44 

5 

Cole Sillinger 

Columbus 

C 

45 

5 

Peyton Krebs 

Buffalo 

C 

46 

5 

Dawson Mercer 

New Jersey 

C 

47 

5 

Jesper Wallstedt 

Minnesota 

G 

48 

5 

Eeli Tolvanen 

Nashville 

LW 

49 

5 

Barrett Hayton 

Arizona 

C 

50 

5 

Dustin Wolf 

Calgary 

G 

51 

5 

Marco Rossi 

Minnesota 

C 

52 

5 

Spencer Knight 

Florida 

G 

53 

5 

Ville Heinola 

Winnipeg 

LHD 
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54 

5 

Zac Jones 

Rangers 

LHD 

55 

5 

Olen Zellweger 

Anaheim 

LHD 

56 

5 

Kirill Marchenko 

Columbus 

RW 

57 

5 

Alexander Holtz 

New Jersey 

RW 

58 

5 

Alex Newhook 

Colorado 

C 

59 

5 

Shane Pinto 

Ottawa 

C 

60 

5 

Vasili Podkolzin 

Vancouver 

RW 

61 

5 

Adam Boqvist 

Columbus 

RHD 

62 

5 

Alex Formenton 

Ottawa 

LW 

63 

5 

Jesperi Kotkaniemi 

Carolina 

LW 

64 

5 

Gabriel Vilardi 

Los Angeles 

C 

65 

5 

Grigori Denisenko 

Florida 

LW 

66 

5 

Matthew Coronato 

Calgary 

RW 

67 

5 

Oliver Wahlstrom 

Islanders 

RW 

68 

5 

Rasmus Sandin 

Toronto 

LHD 

69 

5 

Mavrik Bourque 

Dallas 

C 

70 

5 

Cam York 

Philadelphia 

LHD 

71 

5 

Nicholas Robertson 

Toronto 

LW 
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72 

6 

K’Andre Miller 

Rangers 

LHD 

73 

6 

Noah Dobson 

Islanders 

RHD 

74 

6 

Philip Broberg 

Edmonton 

LHD 

75 

6 

Nikita Chibrikov 

Winnipeg 

RW 

76 

6 

Chaz Lucius 

Winnipeg 

C 

77 

6 

Brandt Clarke 

Los Angeles 

RHD 

78 

6 

Cody Glass 

Nashville 

C 

79 

6 

Cole Caufield 

Montreal 

RW 

80 

6 

Ty Smith 

New Jersey 

LHD 

81 

6 

Dylan Holloway 

Edmonton 

C 

82 

6 

Dmitri Voronkov 

Columbus 

LW 

83 

6 

Thomas Harley 

Dallas 

LHD 

84 

6 

Corson Ceulemans 

Columbus 

RHD 

85 

6 

Nils Hoglander 

Vancouver 

LW 

86 

6 

John-Jason Peterka 

Buffalo 

RW 

87 

6 

Lukas Reichel 

Chicago 

LW 

88 

6 

Nils Lundkvist 

Rangers 

RHD 

89 

6 

Topi Niemala 

Toronto 

RHD 
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90 

6 

Nolan Foote 

New Jersey 

LW 

91 

6 

Rodion Amirov 

Toronto 

LW 

92 

6 

Shakir Mukhamadullin 

New Jersey 

LHD 

93 

6 

Morgan Frost 

Philadelphia 

C 

94 

6 

Ryan Poehling 

Montreal 

C 

95 

6 

Adam Ruzicka 

Calgary 

C 

96 

6 

Samuel Fagemo 

Los Angeles 

LW 

97 

6 

Braden Schneider 

Rangers 

RHD 

98 

6 

Drew Helleson 

Colorado 

RHD 

99 

6 

Jakob Pelletier 

Calgary 

LW 

100 

6 

Marat Khusnutdinov 

Minnesota 

C 

101 

6 

Wyatt Johnston 

Dallas 

C 

102 

6 

Brennan Othmann 

Rangers 

LW 

103 

6 

Yaroslav Askarov 

Nashville 

G 

104 

6 

Alex Turcotte 

Los Angeles 

C 

105 

6 

Mackie Samoskevich 

Florida 

RW 

106 

6 

Calen Addison 

Minnesota 

RHD 

107 

6 

Thomas Bordeleau 

San Jose 

C 
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108 

6 

Connor Zary 

Calgary 

C 

109 

6 

Zach Dean 

Vegas 

C 

110 

6 

Brett Berard 

Rangers 

LW 

111 

6 

Bobby Brink 

Philadelphia 

RW 

112 

6 

Filip Zadina 

Detroit 

RW 

113 

6 

Michael Rasmussen 

Detroit 

C 

114 

6 

Martin Fehervary 

Washington 

LHD 

115 

6 

Kaiden Guhle 

Montreal 

LHD 

116 

6 

Joe Veleno 

Detroit 

C 

117 

6 

Rasmus Kupari 

Los Angeles 

C 

118 

6 

Matthew Knies 

Toronto 

LW 

119 

6 

Filip Chytil 

Rangers 

C 

120 

6 

Ryan Merkley 

San Jose 

RHD 

121 

6 

Henri Jokiharju 

Buffalo 

RHD 

122 

6 

Justin Barron 

Colorado 

RHD 

123 

6 

Yegor Zamula 

Philadelphia 

LHD 

124 

6 

Sebastian Cossa 

Detroit 

G 

125 

6 

Jake Neighbours 

St. Louis 

LW 
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126 

6 

Jonatan Berggren 

Detroit 

RW 

127 

6 

Alexandre Texier 

Columbus 

LW 

128 

6 

Fedor Svechkov 

Nashville 

C 

129 

6 

Jaret Anderson-Dolan 

Los Angeles 

C 

130 

6 

Ty Dellandrea 

Dallas 

C 

131 

6 

Ridly Greig 

Ottawa 

C 

132 

6 

Victor Soderstrom 

Arizona 

RHD 

133 

6 

Carson Lambos 

Minnesota 

LHD 

134 

6 

Kirill Kirsanov 

Los Angeles 

LHD 

135 

6 

Vincent Iorio 

Washington 

RHD 

136 

6 

Zachary Bolduc 

St. Louis 

C 

137 

6 

Martin Kaut 

Colorado 

RW 

138 

6 

Liam Foudy 

Columbus 

LW 

139 

6 

Fabian Lysell 

Boston 

RW 

140 

6 

Samuel Poulin 

Pittsburgh 

LW 

141 

6 

Brandon Coe 

San Jose 

RW 

142 

6 

Lukas Cormier 

Vegas 

LHD 

143 

6 

Aatu Raty 

Islanders 

C 
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144 

6 

Ryan Suzuki 

Carolina 

C 

145 

6 

Xavier Bourgault 

Edmonton 

C 

146 

6 

Daemon Hunt 

Minnesota 

LHD 

147 

6 

Akil Thomas 

Los Angeles 

C 

148 

6 

Logan Stankoven 

Dallas 

C 

149 

6 

Hendrix Lapierre 

Washington 

C 

150 

6 

Luke Evangelista 

Nashville 

RW 

151 

6 

Ryan Johnson 

Buffalo 

LHD 

152 

6 

Brock Faber 

Los Angeles 

RHD 

153 

6 

Brendan Brisson 

Vegas 

RW 

154 

6 

Oskar Olausson 

Colorado 

RW 

155 

6 

Joshua Roy 

Montreal 

LW 

156 

6 

Sasha Pastujov 

Anaheim 

RW 

157 

6 

Roni Hirvonen 

Toronto 

C 

158 

6 

Jack Peart 

Minnesota 

LHD 

159 

6 

Ville Koivunen 

Carolina 

RW 

160 

6 

Devon Levi 

Buffalo 

G 
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Sportsnet.ca / 7 Maple Leafs Takeaways: Keefe questions team’s 
conditioning 
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Luke Fox@lukefoxjukeboxJanuary 13, 2022, 2:21 AM 

 

In the middle of another third period the Toronto Maple Leafs wouldn’t 
win, Sheldon Keefe looked up and down his listless bench and decided a 
day off would do them some good. 

“I think our group looks tired here again today,” said the coach, his tone 
growing increasingly dissatisfied as this road trip wears on. 

“It seemed like we hit a wall there and stopped playing for a good chunk 
of time in that third period. No life, no energy on our bench at a time 
when we needed it. So that, to me, is a sign of fatigue.” 

Leafs on Sportsnet NOW 

Stream the Leafs this season with new pricing options! SN NOW 
STANDARD and PREMIUM let you choose how much hockey you want 
to watch. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

Show us the NHL team that hasn’t had to deke through quarantines, 
injuries and herky-jerky schedule switches, and we’ll show you a 
government pandemic plan that pleases all citizens. 

Keefe’s crew isn’t unique in that the Leafs were rolling through December 
in a groove only to get blindsided out of rhythm by postponed dates, 
forced house arrests, a fan-less home rink, and uneven competition. 

In 2022, the Leafs went from easy games against depleted Ottawa and 
Edmonton rosters to high-tempo showdowns against Colorado and 
Vegas prior to losing 2-1 to the tanking Arizona Coyotes in Wednesday’s 
second half of a back-to-back. 

“Makes me start to wonder about our conditioning and where we're at 
there. But clearly, we've got to find ways to be rising to the occasion at 
the right times rather than falling flat,” Keefe challenged. 

The coach wanted his goalie, Petr Mrazek, to make one more big save 
after a 32-day layoff from game action. And he wanted his skaters to 
press harder with two points still up for grabs late. 

So: How do these Leafs get back up to speed? 

“Play more games,” Keefe said. “Conditioning improves. Pace improves. 
[You get] used to grinding through it, pushing through it.” 

Hockey gonna hockey 

What Keefe could’ve done is simply credit Coyotes goaltender Karel 
Vejmelka for a first-star performance and move on. 

That would be the preferred narrative of the beastly Auston Matthews, a 
force all night. 

“We really controlled the play for the most part of the game,” Matthews 
said. “Sometimes you just run into a hot goalie, and you got to tip your 
hat to him.” 

That’s the way Timothy Liljegren viewed things too: “Their goalie had an 
unbelievable night, and it just wasn’t our night.” 

The Leafs probably didn’t deserve to swipe three of four points in 
Colorado and Vegas to start the trip; they definitely didn’t deserve to walk 
out of Gila River Arena with zero. 

Toronto outshot the Coyotes 46-18, outchanced them 48-23, and 
generated 5.89 expected goals to Arizona’s 2.07. 

The Leafs kicked off the contest with 10 shots on back-to-back power 
plays but came up empty in the first period. 

At various stretches the TV viewer might double-check the score bug to 
see if Toronto was back on a power-play because the puck hardly left the 
Yotes’ zone at 5-on-5. 

The shots were 15-2 for the visitors when Ryan Dzingel, playing his first 
game since Dec. 10, tipped a fluttering puck past Mrazek and drew first 
blood. 

“Clearly didn't make good on our chances,” Keefe said. “We generated 
more than enough to score far more than we did. But didn't execute and 
find ways to make it harder on their goaltender once he got in a groove.” 

Matthews gonna Matthews 

Toronto’s lone goal arrived in the first minute of the third period but on its 
36th shot of the night. 

Matthews sniped his patented pulled wrister top-shelf and clean past 
Vejmelka, giving him goals in nine consecutive road games (11 total), a 
Maple Leafs record. 

“He continues to make it happen,” John Tavares says. “Teams obviously 
are game-planning for him, and his ability to raise to the challenge, look 
forward to that challenge, adapt his game and find different ways to 
create opportunities. 

“Not surprising, hitting a franchise record like that. When it's all said and 
done, he's gonna have quite a few.” 

Czech who’s in net 

A relative unknown, Vejmelka is a 25-year-old import whose NHL.com 
headshot is just a silhouette of a goalie mask. 

He appeared in seven Czech pro seasons before coming to this side of 
the pond to experience the Arizona rebuild. 

The big rookie (six-foot-four, 224 pounds) has played decent hockey in 
relative obscurity, entering Wednesday’s game with the weakest goal 
support in the league (1.56 goals per game support). 

The Maple Leafs have four players — Matthews, Tavares, William 
Nylander, Morgan Rielly — with more points than Arizona’s highest 
scorer (Clayton Keller, 26). 

So, it makes sense that the Coyotes would need to squeak out a 2-1 
decision to get Vejmelka a win. 

The touch on this Tavares lob pass to Nylander… 

“It's just mostly instinct in the moment and probably just getting a good 
understanding of playing with Willy,” Tavares explains. 

“Willy's just got great anticipation of when to take advantage and 
stretching the ice when the puck turns over — and he can read that play. 
So, it's up to me to try to find him and get it to him whatever way 
possible. 

“Hopefully next time it can result in a goal.” 

An ex-Leaf on every line 

A ghost of Maple Leafs past hopped the boards with every Coyotes shift. 

Spread across four different lines, the names Travis Boyd, Phil Kessel, 
Riley Nash, and Alex Galchenyuk took turns bringing back memories for 
Leafs Nation. 

Galchenyuk picked up a revenge assist on Dzingel’s winner, his second 
of the night and a rare rush goal for the Coyotes. 

But Contract Year Kessel was the most noticeable of the bunch, thrilling 
with a couple of offensive bursts that had “trade bait” written all over 
them. 

Toronto is on the brink of full health, finally 

It only took until 35 games, but it appears the Maple Leafs will have a 
100 per cent healthy lineup for Saturday’s tilt in St. Louis. 

Mitch Marner and Pierre Engvall (COVID protocol) are set to join the club 
in Arizona on Thursday, a day off, and should be available to practise 
Friday and — if medical gives the green light — play Saturday. 

This spells bad news for Nick Ritchie, who already cleared waivers last 
week and could slide off the active roster until needed. 

Marner and Engvall instantly make Toronto’s penalty kill better, and 
Engvall improves the fourth line’s speed, strength and defensive 
responsibility. 
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Yes, Matthews has had no issue producing in Marner’s absence, but 
defensively the Leafs are a more porous group. 

“Two big impact players. Guys that are key parts of our lineup,” Tavares 
says. “Mitchy is one of the best wingers in the league and plays in every 
situation for us, a guy we count on and you know, and Pierre continues to 
mature and make an impact for us.” 
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Sportsnet.ca / Canadiens’ Ducharme begins establishing meritocracy in 
loss to Bruins 

 

Eric Engels@EricEngelsJanuary 13, 2022, 12:39 AM 

 

Three days before hobbling off the ice in the first period of his first game 
back from an extended layoff, Jake Allen spelled out what the rest of this 
Montreal Canadiens season is really about. 

The 31-year-old goaltender, who suffered a lower-body injury after 
surrendering two goals to Brad Marchand in 15 seconds of Montreal’s 5-
1 loss to the Boston Bruins on Wednesday, said, “Win or loss doesn’t 
matter at this point,” and did so to punctuate the refreshing, reality-based, 
honest and proper take that the Canadiens needed to focus their energy 
on re-establishing good habits and building an attitude and identity that 
will resonate beyond just this season. And while it was exceptionally rare, 
if not unheard of, to have a player say as much with 48 games to play, 
Allen had earned the right. 

He has been a good soldier all season. With Carey Price absent, with the 
worst goal support in the NHL in front of him, he’s taken all the shots and 
pushed more of them away than anyone could reasonably expect him to. 
He’s shown up every day and done his job without complaint, conducting 
himself like a true professional, consistently exerting himself to the max 
and acting the part of a Stanley Cup-winning role model. 

If the comments Allen made had come from someone else, they may 
have been seen as a towel toss to the canvas. But they meant something 
coming from him because his dedication has been beyond reproach. 

Wednesday’s game was no exception. On Marchand’s first goal of the 
game, Allen stretched and clearly tweaked something in his attempt to 
stop the puck. He winced, was slow to get back to his feet, but tried to 
keep battling. 

32 Thoughts: The Podcast 

Jeff Marek and Elliotte Friedman talk to a lot of people around the hockey 
world, and then they tell listeners all about what they’ve heard and what 
they think about it. 

When Marchand scored seconds later, after Allen’s injury clearly 
hindered his movement, the goaltender realized he might be hurting the 
Canadiens more by trying to tough it out. After discussing it with trainer 
Graham Rynbend by the bench, he pulled himself out of the game. 

It was a team-first move from a guy who added to his thoughts on 
Sunday by emphatically making the point it was time for the Canadiens, 
even from the basement of the NHL, to rediscover the blue-collar 
character that bonded them as a team on their run to last year’s Cup 
final. 

Allen didn’t say what he did because he was under some illusion 
successfully pulling that off would lead to some miraculous turnaround 
and a playoff berth. He said it because he believes it’ll offer key pillars of 
the future Nick Suzuki, Cole Caufield, Alex Romanov and Cayden 
Primeau (among others) the best possible environment to continue their 
development. 

His comments were pointed at the veterans of the team, some of whom 
didn’t need to hear them. 

Others did. 

Joel Armia is one who did. 

The talented Finn has been given every opportunity by Dominique 
Ducharme to turn into the player everyone wants him to be, and he was 
given yet another one in Boston on Wednesday. 

Lined up with Christian Dvorak and Jonathan Drouin on one of two all-
NHL trios the Canadiens dressed, this was a chance for Armia to undo 
some of the bad habits that have ruled his game since the season 
started. 

What did he do with it? Nothing good. 

“Tonight,” Ducharme said, “I don’t think he had his best game.” 

The six-foot-three, 218-pound winger, who came into it with one goal and 
five points in 30 contests this season, was given 19 shifts, a total of 13:29 
and 1:21 on the power play. Armia, who signed a four-year, $13.6-million 
contract during the off-season, responded with zero shot attempts in the 
game. 

He was on the ice for two of Boston’s four even-strength goals, and he 
was also at the heart of the most lacklustre sequence of the night for 
anyone in a Canadiens uniform. 

Stream the NHL season with Sportsnet NOW 

Stream over 1,000 games blackout-free, including the 2022 Stanley Cup 
Playoffs, with a subscription to SN NOW PREMIUM. 

CHOOSE PLAN 

The score was 3-0 Boston before Marchand potted the shorthanded goal 
that gave him a hat trick, and Armia could’ve been there to stop him. 
Never mind that Marchand interfered with him in the neutral zone, 
because Armia still had the time to get back into position. Instead, he 
pulled up on the play. The game was within reach before that happened, 
but completely out of it after. 

And something really important followed. Armia’s power play opportunity 
was snatched away and given to a player who was actually doing exactly 
what Allen was talking about the other day. 

Ducharme’s decision to give Michael Pezzetta Armia’s spot might have 
been the most important decision he’s made all season, because if the 
Canadiens are going to do what Allen rightly said they should, the coach 
needs to establish a meritocracy. 

What seems clear is that he now has the authority to do it. 

“He deserved more than others,” Ducharme said of Pezzetta. 
“Eventually, as more players return—I’m hoping we don’t lose others—
it’s going to be a competition to be on the ice and have a role here.” 

Pezzetta took an early lead in that competition. 

He has unheralded skill, but not enough of it to skate by on anything less 
than 100 per-cent output. And the 23-year-old’s recognition of that 
earned him that power play time. 

It earned Pezzetta seven shifts in the third period, and it earned him even 
more respect from a room full of people already pulling for him to 
succeed. 

“That’s what I’m here for,” he said. “Every shift, I have to play 100 per 
cent. Never know what tomorrow’s going to bring, especially if you’re 
someone like me, and it’s just like every day is a tryout for me. So, for 
me, I just try to go out there and bring a 100 per cent. I can’t control 
some things, but I know I can control how hard I work and how much 
heart I play with, and I never want anyone to question that. So, for me it’s 
just come out, bring that intensity, bring that heart, bring that fire and we’ll 
see what happens from here.” 

Monitoring COVID-19 in the NHL 

The coronavirus has run rampant through the league, forcing teams to 
deal with the threat of outbreaks and games being postponed. Here's the 
latest. 

| Sportsnet's tracker for COVID-19 in the NHL 

Someone like me. 
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Someone who knows Tyler Toffoli, Josh Anderson, Brendan Gallagher 
and Paul Byron are all coming off the injured reserve list soon enough. 
Someone who noticed the Canadiens claimed Rem Pitlick off waivers 
before the game. Someone who sees how hard Lukas Vejdemo and 
Laurent Dauphin are working to challenge him for a regular spot. 

Pezzetta is someone who, after scoring his first NHL goal against these 
same Bruins, had a chance to tell every one of his doubters they never 
should have bet against him. 

When asked to explain his “someone like me” qualifier on Wednesday, 
Pezzetta said, “I’m a young guy.” 

“Obviously, I started in the AHL this year and I’m battling to be a part of 
the Montreal Canadiens every single day,” he continued. “I want to be on 
this team, I want to be in the NHL, so there’s no easy days for me. 
There’s obviously new guys coming in. There’s guys coming back from 
injury. And I want to play on this team, so I’m trying to do everything I 
can.” 

That’s what the rest of this season is about, as Allen described it. 

Armia had better recognize it in a hurry. And he’s not the only one. 
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL investigation gives Oilers more time to ponder 
questions about Kane 

 

Mark Spector@sportsnetspecJanuary 12, 2022, 7:28 PM 

 

EDMONTON -- Evander Kane may never play for the Edmonton Oilers. 
But for the week, at least, he rents a penthouse in the minds of Oilers 
fans, the only topic being discussed by supporters of this scuffling 
franchise. 

There were Twitter polls, trending roughly 60-40 in favour of a Kane 
signing, with one side of the fan base focused on Kane’s past 
transgressions, the other playing out how many goals he might score in 
the second half of the season. Or whether the addition of a premier left-
winger would free Ryan Nugent-Hopkins to become the third-line centre, 
perhaps with Zack Hyman on his wing? 

Depth versus decadence. 

Wins versus woke. 

What’s important in sports anymore? Is it simply winning? Or does it 
matter HOW you win, and with whom you try to win? 

“Obviously there is lots of talking going around,” said Oilers captain 
Connor McDavid, who is poised to have a front-row seat in the fourth 
National Hockey League dressing room to which Kane’s exorbitant level 
of drama would be infused. 

Remaining Time -2:21 

Amid Kane rumours, McDavid says he would support any move GM 
Holland makes 

McDavid’s general manager -- Ken Holland -- has broached the topic 
with him, likely asking if there would be any objections from the Oilers 
leaders to a Kane acquisition. The answer had to be “No,” or we never 
would have reached this point. 

“I’ve talked to Kenny,” McDavid said. “I think that’s why everyone likes 
Kenny so much is because he is such an open book. He keeps that open 
line of communication with his guys and we for sure know the situation.” 

McDavid and his head coach Dave Tippett were on the same page of a 
book that was not so wide open. Neither were very willing to dive into a 
situation that may not come to fruition for the Oilers. 

“Both sides are still doing their due diligence,” Tippett said on 
Wednesday. “(Holland) spoke to me about it yesterday, that they were 
looking at. And from what I read Evander Kane is doing his due diligence 
about it, too. 

“Until everyone does their due diligence, it’s a moot point for me.” 

Right about then, Elliotte Friedman came out and poured cold water on 
the whole situation: 

So now we wait. And as we wait, questions arise. 

Questions to which we don’t have any answers: 

• So, if Kane received a 21-game suspension earlier this season for 
violating COVID-19 protocols -- reportedly by submitting a fake 
vaccination card -- what kind of suspension might the NHL levy for 
having crossed an international border while on COVID protocol? Does it 
go up from 21? And if it does, what team wants to put a guy in their 
lineup for the final six weeks of the season, after not having played an 
NHL game since last May? 

• It is true that, because Kane was technically an American Hockey 
League player at the time of that latest transgression, the NHL does not 
have jurisdiction to suspend him at all? And how do you collect from a 
player whose contract is in the process of being nullified? Who cuts the 
check for the Players Assistance Fund? 

• If Kane does sign in Edmonton, does he play on the top line with 
McDavid? Does Nugent-Hopkins fill the Oilers’ hole at third-line centre? 
Does Hyman slide down to play with RNH, giving Edmonton the deepest 
Top 9 they have had in forever, thanks to Kane? 

• Kane favours jersey No. 9. But in Edmonton that number hangs in the 
roster honouring Glenn Anderson. And No. 99, well… Number 19? That’s 
Mikko Koskinen. No. 29? Ever hear of a guy named Leon Draisaitl. Is this 
karma telling Holland there is no place on his team for Kane? 

Questions, questions, questions… 

Then there is this one: “Do the Oilers worry about bringing a disruptive 
player, as Kane has historically been, into their dressing room?” 

“Truthfully, I don’t think that’s a bridge we really need to cross until 
something is more official,” deferred McDavid. “Right now it’s all 
speculation. Obviously Evander is an amazing player and he’s had lots of 
success over the last couple of years and whatever else is going on, it’s 
not something I look into much.” 

Remaining Time -3:26 

Why the NHL's independent investigation may scare teams from signing 
Kane 

Folks, don’t kid yourselves. 

We get how Tippett and McDavid would rather not talk about a player 
who may never end up in Edmonton. It is journalists’ jobs to ask, but it is 
not theirs to wander off down the path of speculation on a topic that may 
never come to be. 

However, don’t think Holland is the only one doing his “due diligence.” 

Don’t believe for a second that Tippett has not picked up the phone to 
speak with a guy like San Jose Sharks head coach Pete DeBoer, or 
Kane’s coach in Buffalo (Dan Bylsma) or Winnipeg Paul Maurice. 

Has McDavid quietly reached out to friends or former teammates on the 
Jets, Sharks or Sabres? I’d be surprised if he hasn’t. 

Because there are questions. So many questions when it comes to the 
enigma that is Evander Kane. 

Answers, however? Of those there are not nearly as many. 
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TSN.CA / Matthews returns home with a chance to make Leafs history 
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Mark Masters 

 

TSN Toronto Reporter Mark Masters reports on the Maple Leafs, who 
held a media availability at Gila River Arena on Wednesday night ahead 
of their game against the Arizona Coyotes.  

Arizona native Auston Matthews returns home with a chance to make 
Maple Leafs history tonight.  

  The superstar centre has scored in eight straight road games matching 
the franchise record shared by Daniel Marois (1989-90), Frank Mahovlich 
(1960-61) and Babe Dye (1920-21). A goal against the Coyotes would 
allow Matthews to stand alone and it would add extra meaning to an 
already meaningful night.  

  "It's exciting to go back and play where you grew up," Matthews said. 
"It's always a game I got circled on my calendar." 

  Matthews hasn't played in his hometown since Nov. 21, 2019. He has 
scored in two of his four NHL games in the desert.  

  "I love going back home and spending time there," he said. "Playing in 
front of friends of family is a big deal for me ... I try to stay present and 
soak it all in." 

  Per the Elias Sports Bureau, no NHL player has scored in nine 
consecutive road games since Alex Ovechkin (nine) in March-April 2013. 
The NHL single-season record for consecutive road games with a goal is 
11, shared by Pavel Bure (1993-94) and Steve Yzerman (1988-89). 

'A big deal for me': Homecoming game circled on Matthews' calendar 

On Wednesday night, Arizona native Auston Matthews will play in his 
hometown for the first time since Nov, 21, 2019. "It's always a game I got 
circled on my calendar," the Leafs centre said. "I love going back home 
and spending time there. Playing in front of friends of family is a big deal 
for me so I'm looking forward to it." 

--- 

Matthews is cognizant of the fact this is also a big night for linemate 
Michael Bunting, who was drafted by the Coyotes in 2014 and played 26 
games for Arizona from 2018 to 2021.  

  "We're expecting big things," Matthews said before cracking a smile. 
"He's been talking about this game for a long time. Should be a pretty big 
video tribute for him and all that stuff." 

  Bunting started laughing when informed of that statement.  

  "Yeah, I don't think there will be a video tribute," the 26-year-old said. 
"That's pretty funny that he said that." 

  Bunting spent most of his time in the Arizona organization in the 
American Hockey League.  

  "I'm sure there's going to be some fans from Tucson coming to support 
me," Bunting said. "I saw a couple [in Vegas], actually, so that was pretty 
cool." 

  Bunting experienced plenty of good moments with Arizona last season 
when he scored 10 times in 21 games.  

  "It's definitely going to be a bittersweet moment going back, because I 
made a lot of friendships along the way. I was there six or seven years so 
it's a second home," the Scarborough, Ont., native said. "Playing my first 
NHL game for that organization was definitely a memory I'm going to 
remember for the rest of my life." 

Arizona return 'bittersweet' for Bunting; Matthews: 'Should be a big video 
tribute' 

Michael Bunting will face his old team for the first time on Wednesday 
when the Leafs visit Arizona. "I've been looking forward to this since the 
season started," he said. "It's definitely going to be a bittersweet moment 
because I made a lot of friends along the way." Linemate Auston 
Matthews joked that Bunting should get a video tribute despite playing 
just 26 games for the Coyotes. 

Bunting returns to Arizona riding high. He has produced 21 points in 34 
games this season and is making the most of a top-line chance alongside 
Matthews.  

  "Me and him hang out quite a bit off the ice. We build that chemistry off 
the ice and we bring it on the ice," Bunting said. "He is one of the best 
players in the world and every single night he's bringing his game so I 
know I got to bring mine." 

  Bunting set up Matthews for a goal in Vegas and the pair shared an 
enthusiastic celebration afterwards.  

  "We've gotten pretty close," Matthews said. "Ever since we started 
playing together it's been a lot of fun ... He works hard. He goes to those 
dirty areas and fishes out picks and makes plays. Just an easy guy to 
play with."  

    Auston Matthews loves Michael Bunting as much as I do 
pic.twitter.com/mizmRtx3YW 

    — Omar (@TicTacTOmar) January 12, 2022 

--- 

  This is also a homecoming game for Sheldon Keefe, whose wife is from 
Arizona.  

  "The family part of it is something for me for sure," the coach said. "I 
know for Auston it is. For Bunts, going back to play against an 
organization that gave you a start in the NHL ... I am hoping that kind of 
stuff is something that we can rally around." 

  Keefe, who made his NHL coaching debut in Arizona, is also hoping the 
way the last two games ended will inject some extra emotion into the 
proceedings. The Leafs blew multi-goal leads in Colorado and Vegas to 
start this road trip.  

  "We should be a little aggravated about how we have let these leads 
slip away and take that aggravation and turn it into motivation," Keefe 
said. "We have played two very elite teams here in the West. We have 
gotten three of the four points. We feel good about that, but if we want to 
be a serious hockey team, we have to be better in third periods and find 
ways to control the game." 

  Toronto fell in overtime in Colorado after leading 4-1, but escaped 
Vegas with a 4-3 shootout win after squandering a 3-1 advantage. On 
Saturday, the Avalanche outshot the Leafs 19-5 in the third period. On 
Tuesday, the shot clock favoured the Knights 12-2 in the third period.  

  "In Colorado, we were absolutely dominated in the third period," Keefe 
noted. "I don't think it was a defensive issue [in Vegas] ... To me, it is 
more of an issue of: we have to relax and play the game, make some 
plays, play on offence and control the play. We can't just be on our heels 
... we didn't push back offensively." 

Keefe: 'If we want to be a serious team, we have to be better in third 
periods' 

The Leafs walked away with two points on Tuesday, but Sheldon Keefe 
wasn't happy that his team blew a multi-goal, third-period lead in a 
second straight game. "If we want to be a serious hockey team, we have 
to be better in third periods and find ways to control the game," the coach 
said. "We should be a little aggravated ... and take that aggravation and 
turn it into motivation." 

--- 

  The turning point in Vegas, Keefe said, came midway through the third 
period after Kyle Clifford took a tripping penalty. The Leafs responded 
well initially. Ondrej Kase actually had a shorthanded breakaway, but 
failed to convert. Moments later, Morgan Rielly and T.J. Brodie both 
hopped on the ice after Jake Muzzin went for a change. The Leafs were 
whistled for too many men after Alex Kerfoot fired a pass to Brodie.  

  "I don't remember the last time I saw a shorthanded team get called for 
too many men, especially when they have the puck," Keefe said. "Those 
are the things that can't happen. Those are the mental mistakes that you 
have to get out of your game if you want to win games and take care of 
games against good teams." 
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  Alex Pietrangelo scored during the two-man advantage to tie the game. 
Vegas also scored on a power play in the first period after Nick Ritchie 
was called for hooking Brayden McNabb. Ritchie owns the worst penalty 
differential (-8) on the team.  

  During the second period, Muzzin went to the box for delay of game and 
Kerfoot got nabbed for high sticking. Add it all up and Toronto was 
shorthanded five times, which matched a season high.  

  "I didn't like any of our penalties at all," Keefe said, "stuff far away from 
our net, careless penalties."  

  --- 

  The Leafs grabbed the lead in the first period when Rielly sprang 
William Nylander for a breakaway with a nice pass.  

  "It was unbelievable," Nylander gushed. "It was a bullet and a saucer 
pass at the same time. Right over the guy's stick and landed flat on my 
tape. It was an unbelievable pass." 

  Rielly is up to 25 assists on the season. He's on pace for 60 helpers, 
which would easily eclipse his previous career high of 52 set in the 2018-
19 season.  

  "On fire," said Nylander of the longest-serving Leaf. "He leads the way 
every night."  

  Since Dec. 1, Rielly has racked up one goal and 14 assists in 11 
games. He leads all NHL defencemen in points per-game during that 
stretch. 

    What a pass by Morgan Rielly to Nylander for the goal 
pic.twitter.com/UwOXhNf6f6 

    — Omar (@TicTacTOmar) January 12, 2022 

--- 

  Nylander bookended the night with the shootout winner, but wasn't at all 
satisfied.  

  "Our line, we weren't good," he said. "We struggled. They had heavy O-
zone pressure on us. We were just sloppy with the puck. Poor decisions 
with it and led to a lot of time in the D-zone." 

  Nylander, John Tavares and Kerfoot had the worst possession marks 
among Toronto's forwards on Tuesday night, per NaturalStatTrick.com.  

  "They've had some great moments and some good chances, but we're 
looking for some consistency," Keefe said. "Both games on this trip, I 
would say that that line, whether it was [Ilya] Mikheyev or Kerfoot with 
them, hasn't been good enough for us. They have a whole lot more to 
offer us ... They've been so good that when they slip a little bit it really 
stands out ... I would certainly think they would bounce back tonight."  

Nylander on shootout success, 'bullet saucer' pass from Rielly and 
sloppy game 

William Nylander bookended Toronto's win on Tuesday with a breakaway 
goal and a shootout winner. Afterwards, the 25-year-old explained his 
strategy in one-on-one situations and heaped praise on Morgan Rielly for 
springing him in the first period. "It was unbelievable," Nylander gushed. 
"It was a bullet and a saucer pass at the same time." Nylander also made 
it clear he felt it was a sloppy game by his line overall. 

--- 

  Petr Mrazek gets the start for the Leafs on Wednesday. It will be his first 
game action since Dec. 11.  

  "He's worked hard at his body and getting healthy and having that 
confidence to go out and be himself in the net," said Keefe. "It's a bit of a 
reset for Petr now."  

  Mrazek is 5-0-1 in his career against Arizona and posted shutouts in his 
last two games against the Coyotes. 

Leafs Ice Chips: Mrazek's fresh start 

Petr Mrazek will get the start for the Leafs on Wednesday night in 
Arizona. It will be his first game action since Dec. 11. "It is sort of like a 

new season for him," said coach Sheldon Keefe. "He should very much 
be looking at it like a fresh start." A groin injury has limited Mrazek to only 
three games this season. 

 --- 

  The Leafs are making a couple of lineup changes. Up front, Joey 
Anderson draws in replacing Clifford. It will be Anderson's third game 
with the Leafs this season and first since Dec. 4.  

  On defence, Timothy Liljegren will play for the first time since Dec. 14.  

  Who will be the odd man out on the blue line?  

  "We do have a game-time decision that we're waiting on," Keefe said. 
"There are some roster and cap implications that could see Rasmus 
Sandin be the likely guy to be out, but we'll make that determination after 
warm-up." 

  --- 

  Mitch Marner and Pierre Engvall, who will miss a third straight game 
(COVID protocol), are expected to join the team in Arizona on Thursday.   

  Keefe hopes that both forwards will be able to take part in Friday's 
practice. 
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